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stricter welfare laws to protect
pigs. In Norway, Sweden and
Switzerland, routine use of
farrowing crates is prohibited
in favour of higher-welfare,
cage-free systems which
allow sows to express their
natural behaviours.

“Britain prides itself on its

high animal welfare standards,
but over half of UK mother
pigs are confined in these cruel
cages for weeks at a time, forced
to feed their piglets through
bars. Many consumers are
completely unaware that this
cruelty goes on behind closed
doors and are unwittingly

Mary Frankland, director

of Dean Farm Trust, an

animal sanctuary in South

Wales, rescued two-year-

old Mangalica Boar Billy in

February 2017. Mary says,

“We found Billy on a dilapidated

farm. The farm was labelled as

free-range and organic, but it

was very run down. Billy was

born blind and had stunted

growth, so his farmer left

him in a filthy shed. In their

natural habitat, pigs are very

clean and keep their faeces far

away from their living area.

“But Billy was forced to live

up to his belly in his own waste,

which caused lesions and

severe damage to his feet. If

he hadn’t been rescued when

he was, he would have gone

to slaughter. Now he enjoys

having his back rubbed and

foraging in the mud for snacks.”

And last month, Billy gained

a new friend. Dean Farm Trust

Assistant, Sam Clewes, 32,

says, “Our latest addition is

Phillip, who was just six-weeks-

old when he was discovered

running down a country lane.

“We think he had been

dumped. He had a ripped ear

and a damaged leg, and was in

severe distress and pain. Now,

he’s like an excitable puppy – he

loves to play, and he wiggles his

tail when he’s happy.”

   BACONISSOCHEAP
‘WE SAVED OUR PIGS

FROM SLAUGHTER’

REAL LIFE

● Amid health fears, it’s advised to cut out red meat from your diet

or reduce it dramatically. The NHS advise no more than 70g of red

meat a day – which is three thinly cut slices.

 ● Compassion in World Farming is dedicated to improving the 

welfare of pigs bred for their meat. Call on the UK’s agricultural 

ministers to set higher standards by visiting ciwf.org.uk/our-

campaigns/end-the-cage-age. 

● Check the pork you’re buying has an organic, free-range or 

RSPCA assured label, or ask where the meat has been sourced from. 

● To find out which stores use high welfare pork and for more info, 

visit farmsnotfactories.org/directory. 

HOW TO HELP:

CAPTIVE

supporting these inhumane
systems when shopping for
pork products.

“Eventually, I hope all
pigs will be able to enjoy the
happy life they deserve.”

A spokesperson for Red
Tractor said, “We take animal
welfare and sustainability
seriously. Since established
in 2000, we have continually
evolved our standards to
improve food safety, animal
welfare and environmental 
protection, so that they are 
among the best in the world.

“Pork carrying the Red Tractor 
label can be free-range, outdoor 
or from a variety of indoor 
farming systems. The majority 
of Red Tractor pigs are on straw 
and we inspect all accredited 
farms more often than any 
other assurance scheme 
or government inspection 
system in the UK to ensure that 
animals are well-looked after.”

A Tesco spokesperson said, 
“These were distressing and 
unacceptable scenes, which 
fell well below the high animal 
welfare standards we require 
from all of our suppliers, which 
is why we asked our supplier, 
Cranswick, to stop all supply 
from Hogwood.”

 ❛PIGLETS DIE WHEN THEY BECOME 

 TRAPPED BETWEEN THEIR MUM 

 AND THE CONCRETE FLOOR❜ 

Pigs can be kept in cages with no straw to lie on
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Gemma Collins thinks setting a date to
marry on/off boyfriend James ‘Arg’ Argent
is the motivation she needs to slim down

GEMMA:

 ‘My wedding will force me
   to reach my 
   goal weight’

hey’re the most 
unstable couple 
in showbiz, 
and recently 
reunited after 

yet another drama-fuelled split, 
but Gemma Collins and James 
“Arg” Argent insist they’re 
back on for good this time after 
telling Closer they had a “lovely” 
break in Dubai together. 

Pals reveal the pair have 
already started planning  
their dream wedding for  
next spring and are using it  
as a motivation to lose weight.

COMMITMENT

A source says, “Gemma was 
unsure about taking Arg back yet 
again, and she told him that if 
they did get back together they’d 
go all the way. He promised  
her he will commit properly 
and he will do it now if that’s 
what it takes to hold on to her.

“She’s taken that to mean
he is going to pop the question
and so she’s on a complete
high. She insists she doesn’t 
have time to waste and has 
already started planning it.  
She wants a huge wedding  
next spring and thinks setting 
the date for their big day will 
force her and Arg to reach  
their goal weights. Her friends 
are trying to tell her not to  
get ahead of herself, but it’s 
fallen on deaf ears.”

While appearing on Dancing 
On Ice at the start of the year, 
Gemma, 38, famously dropped 
3st, but she revealed she’d been 
comfort-eating following the 
stress of her latest split from 
Arg, on whom she called 999 
last month after fearing he’d 
collapsed from an overdose.

But since they reunited, she 
has got her diet back on track, 
telling Closer she’s been having a 

lot of “vegetables and chicken”.
And after her troubled toyboy’s 
weight ballooned to 23.5st 
a month ago, he’s also been 
shaping up for their nuptials, 
and was snapped looking 
slimmer recently.

MOTIVATION

The couple’s on/off romance 
was played out on TOWIE for 
five years before they made 
their relationship official in 
December 2017. The pair have 
made no secret of their hopes 
to get hitched, with Arg telling 
Closer earlier this year, “I am 
definitely asking Gemma to  

be my wife. We love 
the idea of getting married  
in Essex or Brighton. The first 
time we made love was in 
Marbella, so it would be nice  
to get married there, too.”

The source says, “Gemma’s 
hell-bent on losing another 
3st and fitting into a size 14-16 
wedding dress. Arg is already 
looking a lot healthier, and 
she’s so happy knowing that 
he’s staying committed for the 
benefit of their wedding. She 
sees it as the motivation they 
both need to finally beat their 
weight demons.”
By Daisy McLure

 ❛SHE THINKS HE’S GOING  

 TO POP THE QUESTION,  

 SO SHE IS ON A HIGH❜ 

Arg weighed 23.5st 

at his heaviest

Looking trimmer 

earlier this month

Gemma wants to fit into  

a size 14-16 wedding dress
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Caroline was

murdered during

her gap year

in 2002

Grace’s devastated

parents said she’ll

be “missed forever”

race Millane’s
family sobbed
outside court
last week, after
the 27-year-old

man who chillingly murdered
their daughter was finally
found guilty.

The 22-year-old, who was
backpacking in New Zealand
on her gap year, had met up with
Jesse Kempson after chatting to
him on Tinder. On the night of
1 December last year – the eve
of Grace’s 22nd birthday – the
pair went for drinks, before
heading back to his apartment.
It was there that Kempson
strangled Grace during sex. He
then watched porn and went
on another date, before stuffing
her body into a suitcase and
dumping it in a forest.

The case shocked the world,
not least because details of
Grace’s sexual preferences
were brought as evidence by
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‘Grace’s trial was
   victim-blaming
atitsveryworst’

the defence. Kempson – later
described as a serial fantasist
with an obsession with violent
sex with young women –
claimed that Grace died
accidentally during “rough sex”
that she had encouraged.

CRUEL

The court heard that Grace
was a member of bondage
and sadism sites and was a fan
of the Fifty Shades films. Her
ex-boyfriend also testified that

the pair had used safe
words during sex.

But the fact that
such private details

about Grace were made public
has been widely criticised,
with many on social media
condemning it as a cruel
attempt to shame her.

Closer’s psychological
therapist, Emma Kenny, says
that for Grace’s family, the
revelations will have been
a “cruel” addition to their grief.

She says, “Not only have her
parents had to cope with the
unimaginable pain of losing
their daughter, but the court

As a guilty verdict is reached in the Grace Millane trial, 

Closer’s psychological therapist, Emma Kenny, examines 

the controversial court case that has shocked the world  

REAL LIFE

G
 ❛HER PARENTS HAD TO COPE WITH THE 

 PAIN OF LOSING THEIR DAUGHTER AS 

 WELL AS THE MOST PRIVATE DETAILS 

 OF HER LIFE MADE PUBLIC❜ 

‘The hurt grips you forever’
MARJORIE MARKS-STUTTLE, 71, 

understands the pain Grace’s parents 

are going through. Her daughter 

Caroline was just 19 when she was 

murdered in 2002, while travelling 

in Australia. Her killer, Ian Previte, 

pushed her off a bridge and was 

sentenced to 15 years in prison. 

Marjorie tells Closer, “My heart goes 

out to Grace’s parents. I remember 

feeling the same pain after Caroline 

was taken from us in such a cruel 

way. As a parent, you can never let 

go of the death of your child. The 

hurt grips you forever. We set up 

Caroline’s Rainbow Foundation – 

which provides travel advice – to 

help us grieve. But the pain for us 

has recently come flooding back 

as Caroline’s killer is due to be 

released at any time. The Millanes 

have a long road ahead of them 

– everyone must take their own 

time to move forward.”

case will have planted chilling 
images in their minds of her 
final moments. On top of all of 
this, they’ve had to cope with 
the most private details of her 
life being made public. The 
defence painted Grace as some 
kind of seductress. It was victim-
blaming at its very worst.”

LEGACY 

But Emma says that despite the 
attempts of Kempson and his 
defence team, Grace’s name 
remains untarnished. She says, 
“It was Grace’s right to have 
sexual preferences – it has no 
bearing on who she was as a 
person. I’d advise her family to 
think about creating some kind 
of legacy – perhaps a charity 
– to honour Grace. That way, 
the name Grace Millane will 
become synonymous with 
positivity and hope, rather 
than the senseless murder of 
a beautiful woman with the 
world at her feet.”

Now, Grace’s family continue 
to grieve for their daughter. Her 
dad, David, said, “Grace was 
our sunshine and she will be 
missed forever.” 
By Kristina Beanland 
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t was only three

weeks ago that

Charlotte Crosby

proudly told Closer

she had bought a house with

boyfriend Joshua Ritchie after

almost two years of dating, and

was “feeling broody” as she

CORRIECOUPLE’S
ROMANCEHEATSUP
They have been dating for

the past year and confirmed

their romance by posting

loved-up holiday snaps and

gushing tributes on social

media. Now, Coronation

Street co-stars Sally Carman

and Joe Duttine – who 

play Abi Franklin and Tim

Metcalfe – have taken their

relationship to the next level

by moving in together.

Sally, 38, shared the 

exciting news on Instagram

with a picture of her  

cuddling Joe, 49, while

in their newly furnished

kitchen, which read,  

awaited his marriage proposal.

But last week the former

Geordie Shore star shocked fans

when she announced they’d split,

posting, “Sadly the relationship

seems to have broken down.

Hoping we can remain civil and [I]

wish him the best for the future.”

Despite initially putting on

a brave front, Charlotte, 29,

sparked concern when she

shared videos of her breaking

down and sobbing days after

they parted ways, which had fans

fearing for her wellbeing.

One commented, “I’m gutted

Charlotte Crosby and Josh Ritchie

split up. They were my favourite

celeb couple,” and another

added, “I was ridiculously

invested in @Charlottegshore

and @ritchie_joshua relationship!

I’m gutted they’ve split.”

Another said, “The lovable

Charlotte that won Big Brother

has been replaced by an absolute

mental monster.” And one said,

CONCERN FOR 
CHARLOTTE AFTER 
RELATIONSHIP ENDS 

“We’re in #homesweethome 

#thelightisntwonkyhonest.”

The couple sparked 

speculation they were an  

item in 2018, when they  

were pictured holding hands 

at the Corrie cast’s annual 

summer party. Sally and  

Joe have been working on  

the soap for two years,  and 

their friendship goes as far 

back as 2008 when they 

appeared in the Channel 4 

comedy-drama Shameless  

at the same time, where 

Sally play the role of Kelly

Maguire while Joe portrayed

Cameron Donnelly.

Sally and Joe first 

met on the set of 

Shameless in 2008

She recently told 
Closer she was 
ready to start a 

family with Joshua

Charlotte’s post
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After two years of dating,

Zoe Ball has split from

boyfriend Michael Reed –

her first partner since the

“love of her life” Billy Yates

took his own life in 2017.

It’s thought the BBC Radio

2 presenter called time on

her romance with Michael at

the beginning of the month

as she wanted to spend

more time with her children

Woody, 18, and Nelly, nine,

from her marriage to Norman

Cook – who is more famously

known as Fat Boy Slim.

Zoe, 48, met the

construction firm boss in late

2017 at a party in London, but

their relationship was made

official in 2018 when a source

revealed she was “smiling

and enjoying life again”,

months after cameraman

Billy sadly took his own life

Fans were devastated when

genetically-blessed duo

Zayn Malik and Gigi Hadid

announced their split in 2018

after three years, but it looks

like their romance could be

getting back on track.

According to reports, the

pair are “definitely not back

together” but are “back in

touch and on good terms”.

During their 10 months

apart, the 24-year-old model

dated Tyler Cameron – from

whom she split earlier this

FRESHHEARTACHEFOR
NEWLYSINGLEZOE

GIGI AND
ZAYNFUEL
REUNION
RUMOURS

I think the woman needs to seek

help from a psychologist.”

Charlotte and Joshua, 25 – who

met in 2017 before going official

in 2018 – have had a turbulent

relationship, even sparking

speculation they had split in

September 2018 when they

unfollowed each other on social

media after a row. Despite their

ups and downs, they were

adamant they would have children

in the near future. “I’ll be 30 next

year and I’m really ready to start

a family,” she recently told Closer.

But insiders tell us the pair’s

inner circle wouldn’t rule out a

reunion. A source says, “They’ve

form for falling out, taking

time out and then getting back

together. No one would be

surprised if this is a temporary

split, they’ve just bought a hou

and were so excited – there’s a

of love between them.”

Charlotte is no stranger to

heartbreak, as prior to dating

Joshua, she romanced her Jus

Tattoo Of Us co-host Stephen

Bear in 2017, as well as Joshua

BFF Max Morley in 2015. She a

dated her former Geordie Sho

co-star Gaz Beadle, after they

met on the MTV show in 2011, b

suffered an ectopic pregnancy

2016 while he was filming Ex O

The Beach. Josh also has some

famous exes of his own, including

Stephanie Davis, and is rumoured

to have hooked up with Danielle

Armstrong after he found fame

on Love Island in 2015.

THE LATEST HOOK-UPS, MAKE-UPS  

AND BREAK-UPS

at his home in Putney in  

May 2017, after speculation  

he had an ongoing battle  

with depression. 

Although Zoe’s relationship 

with Billy had been short-

lived, they enjoyed a 

“beautiful romance.”

month – while Zayn, 26, has

remained single.

The former One Direction

member, who was previously 

engaged to Little Mix’s Perrie 

Edwards, was distraught at the  

breakdown of his and Gigi’s 

relationship. He previously 

gushed, “She’s a great person, 

and I met a great friend.”

The couple 

split in 2018

Michael and Zoe 

have split after two 

years together

Zoe with 

“love of her 

life” Billy in 

early 2017
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H
e was rumoured to 

be dating American-

Israeli architect Neri 

Oxman last year, but 

Brad Pitt has now sparked 

speculation he’s romancing 

actress Alia Shawkat. 

The bisexual Arrested 

Development star, 30, has been 

seen by 55-year-old Brad’s side 

at a number of events lately, last 

week attending an exhibition 

launch in California.

They appeared in a number of 

photos together at the event, 

while in other pictures taken by 

fans, they were spotted grabbing 

dinner together before the 

exhibition. They also watched a 

comedy show together the 

month before.

A source close 

to the actor insists 

they’re “just good 

friends” who have 

been hanging out 

recently because 

they “share similar 

interests”. Yet the 

actress bears a

resemblance to

Neri, who he was

said to have been

“smitten” with last summer. 

Brad split from Maleficent star 

Angelina Jolie, 44 – who he met 

on the set of Mr & Mrs Smith – in 

2016 after two years of marriage, 

citing “irreconcilable differences”.  

But the former power couple 

have yet to finalise their divorce, 

and though they have reached an 

agreement over their six children 

– Maddox, 18, Pax, 15, Zahara, 14, 

Shiloh, 13, Vivienne and Knox, 

both 11 – they are still working out 

a financial settlement. 

Prior to marrying Angelina, the 

actor was married to Jennifer 

Aniston for five years from 2000 

– and fans had hoped for a reunion  

after she invited him to her 50th 

birthday party in February. 

BRAD & ALIA SPARK 
DATING RUMOURS

Celine: ‘I’mstill in lovewithRené’
She’s been romantically linked 

to a mystery man in recent 

weeks, but Celine Dion has 

vehemently denied the claims, 

insisting he is her best friend 

and that she is still in love with 

her late husband René Angélil. 

Rene sadly passed away in 

2016, after suffering a heart 

attack aged 73. Celine, 51, 

revealed in an interview last 

week, “I don’t date. I don’t have 

a boyfriend. I’m still in love. 

René is still within 

me. I see him through 

the eyes of my

children every day.

I’m so passionate

about life, and I’m so

lucky to have my three

beautiful sons. But I

keep everything open
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Love
dramas

‘HedeservesbetterthanMiley’

Just days after confirming she

and Liam Hemsworth had ended

their eight-month marriage in

July, Miley Cyrus was spotted 

snogging Kaitlynn Carter while 

Liam was licking his wounds 

with his family in his native 

Australia. Miley, 26, then dated 

singer Cody Simpson – from 

whom she recently split. 

Now Liam’s sister-in-law 

has waded in to the drama by 

suggesting he could “do better”

than his estranged wife.

Elsa Pataky, who is married

to Chris Hemsworth, said last 

week, “My brother-in-law, 

well… after a relationship that 

you’ve dedicated ten years to, 

he’s a little bit down, but he’s 

coping well. He’s a strong boy 

and he deserves much better.”

Liam, 29, has now moved on  

with actress Maddison Brown, 22.

Angelina with the  

Jolie-Pitt brood

Actress  

Alia Shawkat

Brad and Alia on a night 
out in LA recently

LIAM’S SISTER-IN-LAW:

Celine and René 

were married for 

over 20 years

Elsa is 

married 

to Liam’s 

brother Chris

Liam and Miley 

split in August



fertility. Since 
2011, Malissa 
has endured several 
miscarriages, and 
gave birth to a son 
who lived for just 
one hour after being 
born at 27 weeks. 

She was also
suffering with 
liver problems –
including cirrhosis
of the liver and a
build-up of fat in the
liver cells.

Malissa says, “I’d struggled
with liver problems since I was
a teenager because of my awful
diet. But then after my gastric 
bypass, I didn’t realise that I had 
to stop drinking completely. 

“I’d only have a few 
drinks a week, but I hadn’t 

realised that one pint was the 
equivalent of six for me. It did 
irreversible damage.”

But miraculously, while 
in hospital being treated for 
a bleed on her liver, Malissa 
finally had some good 
news. Doctors told her she 
was pregnant. She says, “Paul 

and I were thrilled. I 
started eating better, 
because I wanted to be 
healthy for the baby. The 
pregnancy went well and 
Louis was born in July 2017. 
He was our little miracle.”

After Louis was born, 
Malissa stabilised at 11st, and 
loved being a new mum. She 
says, “I loved every minute 
with Louis, including all the 
late nights and nappies.”

STARVATION

Then, in August 2018, 
Malissa fell pregnant 
again – but this time, she 
developed gestational 
diabetes. Malissa explains, “To 

ged just 17, 
Malissa Jones 
made headlines
as the youngest
person in the UK

to have a stomach bypass after
she tipped the scales at 34st.

The surgery helped Malissa
lose an incredible 26st. But
after putting on 5st while
pregnant with her youngest
son, Cobey, this year, she
took drastic action to lose
her baby weight.

The mum-of-two ate nothing
for 17 days in a row, which
led to her organs shutting
down. She was put in a coma
and, while doctors managed
to save her life, Malissa now
has liver failure – and without
a transplant, she will die.

Malissa – who lives in Selby,
Yorkshire, with her partner
Paul and their children, Louis,
two, and Cobey, nine months
– says, “I was so determined
to lose the weight that I just
stopped eating. I didn’t
think about the
consequences.

“When I woke up
from the coma and
doctors told me the
damage I’d caused,
I felt so guilty.

“Without a
transplant, I won’t
live to see my boys
grow up. I think
about dying every
single day.”

As a child, Malissa
had always been big.

Binge-eating junk food led to 
her weight spiralling to 32st, 
and she was a size 28 by the
age of 17. Concerned doctors
referred her for gastric band
surgery, which she had in 2008.

PHYSICAL PAIN

But by 2011, Malissa had shed
over 26st and, at 5ft 8, was
dangerously underweight. She
said, “I was 9st, but without the
excess skin, doctors said my true
weight was nearer to 7st. My
body wasn’t able to absorb food
properly because of the bypass.
And I found eating physically
painful due to an infection
in my mouth.

“I’d gone from eating 15,000
calories a day, to just a couple
of carrots and a roast potato.
People told me to eat, but I just
didn’t want to.”

More anguish was to
follow for Malissa when
she realised that her
bypass had affected her

‘Crashdietingnearly killed 
me – I need a new liver’ 
Malissa Jones lost a staggering 26st. But in a bid to 

stay thin she stopped eating for 17 days. Now, she is 

fighting for her life...

A

She was a size 28 

at just 17 years old 

She lost a 
staggering 
26st following 
gastric band 
surgery in 
2008

She was placed in a 

medically-induced 

coma after her organs 

started shutting down 

FORMER 34ST TEEN:
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control my blood sugar levels, 
I would snack on jelly babies 
and sugary cola.

“I started piling on the weight, 
but I just put it down to being 
pregnant. By the time Cobey was 
born, I weighed 16st.”

It was when Cobey was just
weeks old, that Malissa decided 
to take drastic action. She said, 
“I didn’t want to be the fat girl 
again. I started by cutting out 
the sweets and cola, and then 
I stopped eating breakfast.

“But when
I still couldn’t
shift the weight,
I stopped eating
all together.
I managed to
keep it a secret 
from Paul 
and my family 
by covering up 
in baggy clothes. 
In the evening, 
if he asked why 
I wasn’t eating 
dinner, I’d say 
I’d eaten loads 

throughout the day. He worked
all day as a driver, so he was 
none the wiser.”

Malissa’s crash-dieting got 
so bad that, in August 2019, 
she ate nothing for 17 days 
in a row. She says, “The most
I’d have was a couple of sips
of sugar free squash, diluted
with water.

“The boys’ nan looked
after them during the day,
so I spent all day on the sofa
sleeping – I didn’t have the 
energy to do anything else.

“My hair started to fall 
out and I was always freezing 
cold. My stomach would cramp 
because I was so hungry and 
I’d even black out, but I hated 
the thought of being fat again.” 

But that same month, Malissa 
noticed her leg started to 

swell and went to the GP, who
referred her to hospital.

She says, “I was so delirious 
from starving myself, I can’t 
even remember getting to 
hospital. The next thing I knew, 
six weeks had passed and I was 
waking up from a coma.”

Paul explained to Malissa 
that when she’d arrived at 
hospital, doctors discovered 
that her organs had started to 
shut down, and she was placed 
in a medically-induced coma.

She’d also developed acute 
respiratory distress syndrome, 
a life-threatening condition 
where the lungs can’t provide 
the body’s vital organs with 
enough oxygen. 

BEYOND REPAIR 

Malissa says, “It sounds 
stupid, but when Paul told 
me what had happened 
I thought I’d be fine if I just 
started eating again.”

“Doctors said that my liver, 
which was already damaged, 
was now beyond repair, and 
I would need a liver transplant.

“But because of the damage
I’d done to my lungs, I was
too unwell to be put on the
transplant list.”

Now, all Malissa can do is
wait. She says, “I have to hope
that my lungs will improve
and I will one day get a liver
transplant. But I know I might
not be that lucky. I’m also trying
to eat normally, but eating gives
me stomach cramps.

“When I look back, I feel so 
stupid. Instead of spending 
those precious first weeks 
with Cobey, I starved myself. 
I missed out on his first smile 
and the first time he rolled over.

“Now, I have to face the
fact that this could be my
last Christmas with the boys.
I’m going to make it special.
I’ve bought them lots of gifts
and we’ll have a meal with
their grandparents. 

“I want to be there to see 
them go to school and get 
married. It makes me cry 
just thinking about leaving 
my children.

“Crash-dieting means I’m on 
the brink of death. I wish I’d just 
lost weight the healthy way.”
By Kristina Beanland

REAL LIFE

 ❛I HAVE TO FACE THE FACT 

 THIS COULD BE MY LAST 

 CHRISTMAS WITH MY BOYS❜ 

With her eldest 

son, Louis
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Scarlett posted an

emotional video

after receiving a nasty

letter from a troll

She previously

slimmed down from

a size 18 to an 8

She and 
boyfriend 
Scott moved 
in together 
this summer

‘My boyfriend stops 
me worrying  
about trolls’

he was reduced to tears last
month, breaking down in
an emotional Instagram
video after a vicious troll 
wrote her a letter calling her 

“atrocious” and “fat”. But Scarlett Moffatt 
reveals that her boyfriend, policeman Scott 
Dobinson – who she has now been dating 
for 18 months – has helped her to put 
things into perspective.

Scarlett, 29, says, “I show [Scott] the 
negative comments and he’ll say, ‘Look at 
all the nice comments.’ And if I’m having 
a bad day, he’ll go, ‘Yeah, I had to deal with 
this murder today.’ On the grand scale of 
things, it’s not that bad. 

“He has a little motto, which is, ‘Will 
this matter in five years’ time? If not, why 
are you worrying?’ I use that in everyday 
life a lot now and I feel like my stress levels 
have gone down.”

Scarlett is no stranger to heartache. In 
2017, her ex Luke Crodden dumped her 

on her 27th birthday, and she split with 
Lee Wilkinson at the start of last year
after claiming he’d cheated on her. But it 
seems she’s finally got the relationship she 
deserves with Scott, and the pair moved in 
together in Durham this summer. 

“I can’t say he is going to propose, or that 
we are going to get married, because then he 
will read it and get freaked out!” she laughs. 
“Everyone is always asking if he is The One, 
but I feel like whenever I say that it really 
changes it. But I really, really like him. We 
live together and we are very happy – him, 
me and my little dog.”

 
DREAM JOB

Despite having had a rocky time with her 
presenting work, Scarlett is positive about 
Adam Thomas and Emily Atack taking over 
from her on I’m A Celebrity: Extra Camp. 
She says, “This is Adam’s first presenting 
job, and I said to him, ‘Just be yourself and 
everyone will love you.’ Emily [Atack] is an 

amazing presenter and she is lovely. I like it 
when good things happen to lovely people.”

She is also full of praise for her former 
Saturday Night Takeaway co-host Ant 
McPartlin – with whom she was forced 
to deny rumours of a romance in 2017. 
And after it was confirmed last week that 
she’d been axed from the show, which 
she previously dubbed her “dream job”, it 
seems Scarlett is still on good terms with 
the presenting duo. She says, “When I’m A 
Celeb! started, I texted Dec and said, ‘Good 
luck!’, and he replied, ‘Thank you’. It’s great 
to have Ant and Dec back together, and 
I think that Ant is on sparkling form. He 
was so funny – I feel like I was really lucky 
to work with two of the best people on TV.”

 
BODY HANG-UPS

Scarlett has had a roller-coaster ride 
with her weight over the years – after 
transforming herself from Gogglebox couch 
potato to Queen of the Jungle in 2017, she 
shed over 3st in just a few months, going 
from a size 18 to a tiny 8. 

At the time, she claimed her new figure 
was down to her fitness DVD, Scarlett’s 
SuperSlim Me Plan, but the weight gradually 
crept back on, and last year she was hit by 
claims she’d actually lost the weight at a 
Swiss boot camp where she exercised for 
six hours a day and ate only 700 calories. 

Reports surfaced that she was in tears 
over the claims, but Scarlett is now at peace 
with her body. She credits filming recent 
Channel 4 documentary The British Tribe 
Next Door – which saw her and her mum, 

SCARLETT:

Scarlett Moffatt reveals how she’s learnt to brush off the 

body bullies, thanks to her policeman boyfriend – and 

why she’s happy to hold out for a proposal
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Despite being axed from
Ant & Dec’s Saturday Night
Takeaway, she says she still

gets on with the duo

Scarlett was crowned Queen 

of the Jungle in 2016 and 

hosted the Extra Camp 

spin-off the following two 

years. Now she’s lending 

her support to EastEnders’ 

Jacqueline Jossa to win 

this year’s series. 

She says, “I love 

Jacqueline. She is so genuine 

and down-to-earth, which 

are qualities you need in 

the jungle. She has young 

children and is a great mum. 

I like the fact that she said the 

jungle is the first thing she’s ever done for herself. Now is 

the time for her to shine, being away from home. 

“My advice to her would be to be kind to herself 

and to look out for others. I think we will see her 

confidence absolutely skyrocket, and if she can 

take that confidence from the jungle with her, 

then she could be destined for big things.”

Of the other stars, Scarlett says, “I found it hilarious 

watching James Haskell, Kate Garraway and 

Jacqueline in the Jeep to the Snake Rock, and they 

all screamed with fear when they saw a huge spider. 

I do think the celebs were a bit wimpy, but it is really 

hard when you first go in, because you are not used 

to seeing all these insects.”

My view on 

I’m a celeb

‘I look in 
the mirror 
when I get 
out of the 
bath now’ 

dad and sister living with the Himba 
tribe in Namibia – with helping her 
to appreciate her figure.

“Being on the show did make me 
focus on my looks less,” says Scarlett. 
“We must look at ourselves in the 
mirror a hundred times a day, whereas 
in the Himba tribe it just wasn’t a thing 
– they don’t even have mirrors.” 

She was also intrigued to learn 
how fat is prized in Himba culture. 
“Kandisko [from the Himba] was my 
best friend, and I was a bit offended at 
first when she said, ‘I wish I had your 
rolls of fat’. But it’s nice, because no one 
has ever said that to me before. 

“They really embrace their bodies and 
I’m envious of that. I don’t walk around 
with my boobs out [like Himba women 
do], but when I get out of the bath, I do 
look in the mirror now, whereas before 
I would run past. Now, I’m like, ‘Yeah, 

that is what I look like,’ which is nice.” 
By Olivia Buxton and Ricki Power
● Scarlett was speaking at The National Lottery’s 

25th birthday party 





Brendan and

Jeremy perform

on the first episode

Nicole has sparked

rumours…

Thom was seen in

the same club as her
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is double act with actor 
Jeremy Edwards may not
have landed him a slot 
competing on the live 
shows of The X Factor: 

Celebrity – but that hasn’t stopped 
Brendan Cole being a regular fixture 
backstage on the show. 

And as all eyes are on the reported 
new romance between judge Nicole 
Scherzinger, 41, and Try Star contestant 
Thom Evans, 34, Brendan, who was with 
them both in LA for the audition stage, 
spotted their sizzling chemistry early on.

ROMANCE & BABIES 

In an exclusive chat with Closer at the 
rehearsals for his forthcoming stage 
show Show Man, Brendan, 43, says,  
“It’s great to see the show has spawned a 
romance. I did notice Nicole and Thom 
had chemistry. They are two beautiful 
people, so why not? If they are both single 
and they like each other, then that’s great! 

“I can see how two people could like each 
other on a show such as The X Factor. Thom’s 
in great shape and he’s a really good singer. 
The next thing you know, they’ll be having 
babies and calling them Simon and Louis.”

Despite being knocked out in the first 
show, former Strictly star Brendan is all 
praise for the revamped X Factor, which 
show boss Simon Cowell has confirmed 
will be returning for another series.

“It was incredible to be part of it, and 
given how long I was in Strictly for, it’s 
actually nice to be on the other side. When 
I got the call about taking part, I pretty 
much said ‘Yes’ straight away. We had a bit 
of a rough start and I don’t think anybody 

expected us to go through after our wobbly 
audition. My favourite act is actually the 
rugby boys, Try Star. I hope they, or Max 
and Harvey, will clinch it.”

ROUGH START 

Brendan – who has six-year-old 
daughter Aurelia and son Dante, 
nearly two, with model wife Zoe Hobbs 
– was axed from Strictly in 2018. He 
admits he was surprised by Fiona 
Phillips’ recent comments about their 
time dancing together in 2005. She said, 
“Brendan used to get really cross with 
me. It wasn’t much fun.”

He says, “I’ve got nothing to do with 
Strictly now. I find it strange when 
I hear celebrities have said I got 
cross with them, because I was one 
of the least scary people on Strictly. 
I was always led by the celebrity 
and how hard they wanted to work. 
In fact, I was a pussy cat when it 
came to training my partners!”
By Olivia Buxton
 ● For more information about 

Brendan’s Show Man tour, and 

dates, visit Brendancolelive.com

As rumours of a romance between X Factor: Celebrity judge 

Nicole Scherzinger and contestant Thom Evans swirl, co-star 

and ex-competitor Brendan Cole says they’re a perfect match

X FACTOR STAR BRENDAN:

‘ Nicole and 
Thom have 
chemistry’
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he last time
Closer spoke to
Barrie Drewitt-
Barlow, he and
husband Tony

were happily married and had
just celebrated their older
twins’ 16th birthday with
a lavish party in Essex.

The couple, who made
headlines in 1999 when they
became the first known same-
sex parents in the UK, had even
confessed that they’d like to
expand their family – a sibling
for twins Saffron and Aspen,
now 19, Orlando, 16, and twins
Jasper and Dallas, nine.

But after 32 years together,
Barrie and Tony have announced
their shock split – and Barrie
is moving on with toyboy Scott
Hutchinson, 25, his teenage
daughter’s ex-boyfriend.

Incredibly, though, both
Saffron and Tony, 55, have given
the couple their blessing, and
the three men live together as
“Dad”, “Daddy” and “Step-Dad”
to the kids.

Taking to Instagram, Saffron
wrote, “Scott is one of my best
mates and I am happy that
he and Daddy can finally feel
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‘I’minlovewithourdaughter’s 
ex-boyfriend’

UK’S FIRST GAY DADS’ SHOCK SPLIT:

comfortable enough to talk
about their relationship.”

Now, Barrie, 50, can’t wait to
plan his future with Scott. He
says, “I have totally and utterly
fallen in love with Scott. We have
not made any definite plans, but
I would like to marry him.”

CANCER DIAGNOSIS

Millionaires Barrie and Tony
began dating in 1987. In 1994,
the couple were turned down
for adoption because of their
sexuality. Five years on, they
were put in touch with an
egg donor and surrogate via a
surrogacy agency. Their sperm
was used to fertilise one egg
each and both Barrie and Tony
were at the birth of their twins.

Orlando followed four years
later, using one of the eggs
that was split and frozen at
the twins’ conception. And in 
2010, Jasper and Dallas were 
born to a surrogate using a 
Brazilian model’s eggs. 

But the pressures
of parenthood, plus

the effects of Tony’s ill health
following a diagnosis of throat
cancer in 2006, took their toll.
The couple’s sex life dwindled
and they started to sleep in
separate rooms. Barrie says, “We
slid into a platonic relationship.”

Then, in March last year, Tony
was re-admitted to hospital
due to side-effects of radiation
therapy.Duringthistime,bisexual
Scott, who was Barrie’s PA,
became “a shoulder to cry on”.

Barrie says, “I spent a lot of
time with Scott and realised
that I had started to have
feelings for him. Saffron
and Scott had been split for
many months, and this was
something totally unexpected.

“Their relationship was
puppy love – they never had
a sexual relationship, as she
was so young.”

As the relationship with 
Scott developed, Barrie and 
Tony agreed to split amicably. 
And remarkably, Tony – whose 

cancer is now in remission –
acted as mediator when telling
Saffron. Barrie says, “Of course,
she was annoyed at first, but
Tony said, ‘This is a good idea.
You can see how Scott is with
Daddy, he likes him.’”

NO DIVORCE

Now, Tony, Barrie and Scott live
together in a Florida mansion,
along with the kids. Barrie
says, “I will be in one side of the
house, Tony another. Nothing
will be different, except Scott is
now in my room.

“We have a personal chef at
home and we all sit together
al fresco and have family time.

“Tony and I aren’t divorcing.
Tony is suffering from serious
complications from the radiation
treatment and will have another
life-saving operation next year.
I’m committed to caring for
him. I will marry Scott one
day. But at the moment it’s  
one step at a time.”
By Kristina Beanland 
& Sarah Arnold

After 32 years together, Tony and Barrie Drewitt-

Barlow have called it quits – after Barrie fell

for their 19-year-old daughter’s former partner

REAL LIFE

T

❛WE ALL SIT TOGETHER

AND HAVE FAMILY TIME❜
Barrie says he 
plans to marry 
Scott “one day”

Barrie and 

Tony at 

the birth 

of Saffron 

and Aspen

L-R: Tony, Barrie,  

Scott and Saffron
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After announcing earlier this month that she’s

having a baby with childhood sweetheart

Tom, Danielle Armstrong kept the surprises

coming with a lavish gender reveal party.

The star – who in September said she’d

found love with her “best friend of 22 years”

– last week confirmed the pair will have

a girl after throwing a pink-themed bash,

celebrating alongside pals and former TOWIE

co-stars Ferne McCann and Jess Wright.

She’s thought to be due to give birth in May.

Danielle, 31, split from her boyfriend of

two and a half years, Daniel Spiller, in June,

before getting together with Tom, whose full

name she hasn’t publicly revealed. Sharing

a photo of them with the ultrasound scan,

she wrote, “The best part of us will be you.”

She added, “I’m so excited. I’m actually

a little bit overwhelmed to be honest,

and my fun hasn’t stopped.”

‘I’malittlebitoverwhelmed’
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TV stars Danielle Armstrong, Lucy Mecklenburgh and Millie Mackintosh are all awaiting their first babies in 2020

REALITY BABIES ON THE WAY!

Her son is due in February – the same week 

pal Lydia Bright is expecting a daughter – and 

Lucy Mecklenburgh reveals the besties have 

high hopes for their children’s futures.

Lucy – who revealed her baby joy in August, 

two months after actor beau Ryan Thomas 

popped the question – says, “I fell pregnant 

really quickly so it was a massive shock. It’s 

amazing to share this with my best friend. 

We’ve said they might end up dating in the 

future or even marry one day!” 

It hasn’t been easy for Lucy, 28. The star said 

her morning sickness was so bad she slept on 

the toilet floor and vomited constantly. But 

the fitness guru insists she’s “embracing” her 

pregnancy body. Sharing a bump picture on 

Instagram recently, she said, “I’m in awe of my 

body. When I became pregnant, my priorities 

changed for the better.”

She proudly displayed her bump during 

a photoshoot in Miami last week, and 

Millie Mackintosh says she can’t wait to 

meet her first child with husband Hugo Taylor. 

Millie, 30, who is 16 weeks pregnant with a 

baby girl, recently said, “I feel very lucky. I can’t 

wait to feel that bond and for her to sleep on 

my chest and breathe in that baby smell… 

Hearing her heartbeat for the first time [during 

a scan] with Hugo by my side was one of the 

most amazing moments of my life so far.”

The former Made In Chelsea star – who was 

previously married to Professor Green – has 

been getting in lots of parenting practice by 

babysitting for her former co-star Spencer 

Matthews, looking after his one-year-old 

son Theodore. Millie said, “Theodore is so 

sweet. It was hard when he cried and we were 

so relieved when he settled down to sleep. 

Everyone says it’s different when it’s your own.”

‘I’m in awe of my body’ ‘I can’t wait to feel that bond’

DANIELLE: LUCY: MILLIE:

BUMP SPECIAL







‘Jackie’s had a massive

impact on my diet’

MY TYPICAL DAY:

The pair 

wed after 

two weeks 

of dating

Celeb
gues

EVERY WEEK WE BRING YOU A BRILLIANT

GUEST COLUMNIST 

There’s been plenty in the 

media about body positivity 

for women, and that’s great. 

But I also think there needs 

to be a light shone on how 

men feel about their bodies, too. 

A recent survey said a third 

of men have felt anxious about 

their physique, but I imagine 

it’s more than that. I’m sure 

every bloke will have struggled 

with body image issues, their 

weight, body dysmorphia, or 

body envy at some point in their 

lives. Being a sportsman, I’ve 

always been quite aware of my 

body. I remember being in the 

showers with the lads after rugby 

training, thinking, “I wish this, I 

wish that…” I also find getting my 

kit off on The X Factor with my 

Try Star bandmates, Thom Evans 

and Levi Davis, sometimes makes 

me feel a little insecure, as they 

are in great shape! But I suppose 

having Nicole Scherzinger 

compliment us is always nice. 

Men tend to hide their feelings 

LIFE NOW IS VERY 

DIFFERENT TO USUAL – 

I’ve swapped the rugby 

field for the stage! My 

days right now are full-on. From 9am until 

5pm, I’m rehearsing with my band Try Star 

all week for The X Factor: Celebrity live 

shows. It’s pretty intense from the 

moment I wake up. My only day off is 

Sunday, after the live shows and before preparing for the week ahead.

I USED TO EAT ATROCIOUSLY. I’d eat whatever I wanted and, as a 

typical man, I’d have loads of meat all the time. But my wife Jackie has 

had a massive impact on my diet. She’s got me into a more plant-based 

diet, and I feel better for it. So for breakfast, I’ll have either a smoothie 

full of fruit and veg, or granola and fruit. For lunch, I’ll try to have the 

veggie option at The X Factor studios, or maybe a Nandos.

MY DAYS ARE SPENT WITH MY BANDMATES THOM EVANS, 34, AND 

LEVI DAVIS, 21. At the start of the week, we’ll bounce ideas off each 

other for our next performance and film our video segments. We’ll then 

choreograph, arrange and rehearse songs by the end of the week.

WE PERFORM IN FRONT OF OUR MENTOR SIMON [COWELL] 

BEFORE THE LIVE SHOWS. He’s a great mentor and will always be 

totally honest. He gives brilliant advice, so it’s amazing to work with 

him. When I get home, I’ll watch The Crown with Jackie – we’re loving 

the new series. She’s an amazing cook, so she’ll serve up a veggie feast 

for us. We’ll head to bed at around 11pm.

● The X Factor: Celebrity Live Final airs on Saturday November 30 on ITV.

‘ It should be OK for men to speak 
about their body insecurities’

YOU
NON STOP

NON STOP

STYLE
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 RUGBY PLAYER AND

  ELEBRITY STAR, 34, SHARES

 NIONS... AND HIS LIFE

BEN 
ODEN

‘I MADE THE FIRST MOVE’

IF I RULED THE WORLD...

I read a stat recently from a survey by 

dating site eHarmony saying men are 

30 per cent more likely than women to 

make the first move. To be honest, I’m 

surprised it isn’t higher! I think it’s 

great we live in a more equal dating 

world, but some women do like 

chivalry, manners and effort from a 

guy. I took the first step with my wife 

Jackie [Belanoff-Smith]. A mutual 

friend introduced us, I messaged her, and she ghosted me! But we 

did eventually set up a date. After that, it was more fair – our first 

kiss was a mutual effort! I think she appreciated the trouble I took 

to reach out, and I think a lot of women would too.

I’d stop climate 

change… I want my kids 

[Aoife, seven, and Tadhg, 

four, with ex Una Healy] to 

grow up in a great world.

…and I’d invent 

teleportation 

We can send emails 

through the air across the 

world, so why not people?

more than women – we’re often 

told to toughen up. But it should 

be OK for guys to speak about 

any insecurities or body image 

issues that are making them 

feel low or anxious. As soon as 

you speak up, you feel better. 

Of course, everyone is different. 

We all come in different shapes 

ourselves up about what we

don’t look like, we should all

learn to love what we’ve got.

*Styles shown to last 24 hours in laboratory tests

Discover your perfect Remington product at:

www.remington.co.uk/proluxe

How are you going to tell your story? With time 

on your side, thanks to OPTIHeat technology 

that delivers heat where it matters. That 

means your style is locked in for 24 hour salon 
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to the Remington PROluxe collection. 

For a beautifully styled you.

With bandmates Thom Evans and Levi Davis
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Elton in his

’70s heyday

Elton and 

David are 

parents to 

two sons

The couple on 

holiday in Sardinia

‘My boys earn
 pocket money
 by doing chores
 around the house’

e’s just been named the 
most successful solo male 
artist ever, and spends much 
of his time travelling the 
world on tour, or socialising 

in lavish locations with the likes of the 
Beckhams and Prince Harry and Meghan.

But Elton John reveals that, despite 
allowing them to enjoy the glitz and the 
glamour, he and husband David Furnish, 57, 
are determined to keep their sons Zachary, 
eight, and Elijah, six – whose godmother is 
Lady Gaga – as humble as possible. 

DOWN TO EARTH 

Elton, 72, says, “My boys are pampered and 
have an affluent lifestyle, but they are very 
down-to-earth. They have a fantastic life, 
but they earn their money. They get pocket 
money by doing chores around the house 
and stuff in the garden. When they get a car, 
they won’t get a brand new BMW. They’re 
going to get a second-hand car, and pay me 
back the money. And they know that!”

Elton met his husband 26 years ago, 
after a mutual friend brought David along 
to Elton’s for dinner. After forming a civil 
partnership in 2005, they became parents 
to their two boys – who they had via a 
surrogate – before getting married in 2014, 
when gay marriage became legal.

The music legend believes it was written 
in the stars for them, and a spiritual calling 
brought them together that day. 

He says, “It was 2pm on a Saturday 
afternoon, and I thought, ‘Bugger this, 
I’m bored and lonely’. 

“I rang up a friend of mine and said, ‘Eric, 
I’d love to meet some gay people and have 
fun and just have a lovely evening.’ To cut 
a long story short, four people came with 
Eric and one of them was David. 

“I often think, ‘Why did I make that 
phone call on that afternoon? What made 
me do that?’ If I hadn’t made that phone 
call, I wouldn’t have met David. We’ve 
been together 26 years now and it’s an 
extraordinary relationship. It led to us 
having the most wonderful life together.”

This year has seen Elton enjoy, in his 
words, the “most successful year of his 
life” – which has included the release of 
hit autobiographical movie Rocketman, 
the start of his ongoing worldwide tour, 
Farewell Yellow Brick Road, and now the 

release of his autobiography Me. 
But Elton admits there have been 

moments in his life when he wasn’t sure if 
he would be around to continue his prolific 
career, adding that he feels very fortunate 
he was able to overcome his decade-long 
battle with drugs and alcohol.

HIGHS AND LOWS 

He says, “I still have to pinch myself. How 
lucky am I to be sitting here talking to you? 
My life has had some terrible downs and 
some incredible ups. 

“I’ve been so lucky. I love my children 
so much and they’ve allowed me to be 
something I’d never thought I could 
possibly be – a father. Before them, I was 
going to die on stage like Tommy Cooper. 
My goal now is to stay alive long enough to 
see them get married.”

And Elton adds he decided to do his two-
year Farewell tour – which started earlier 
this year and consists of more than 300 
concerts worldwide – as he wants to take 

The music legend, 72, reveals how he keeps his sons 

grounded – and why 2019 has been his best year yet

ELTON: 

H
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a step back from performing and spend
the remaining chapter of his life focusing
on his family.

He says, “Initially, David and I were
going to be two very affluent gay people,
going around the world and having a
wonderful time, but having no purpose
in life, no one to leave it all to.

FAMILY FIRST

“After we had the boys, David said to me,
‘What do you want to do now?’ I said, ‘I’d
like to do a Farewell tour, but I want to
stop travelling because I want to spend time
with my boys.’ This is what the last part of
my life is going to be. I don’t need to tour
any more – I’m fed up with it. I want to
spend my time with him and the boys.

“I’m doing this tour to say I’m going out
in the biggest way possible, playing the best
I can, singing the best I can. And then I just
want to get on with the rest of my life.”
By Lily Smith 
● Me by Elton John is out now (Macmillan, £25)

‘I’ve been so
lucky – I love 
my children 

so much’

FREDDIE MERCURY 

“I’ve never met anyone like Freddie. He 

was one of the funniest people I’ve ever 

met. We used to just sit there and dish 

the dirt! We’d do drugs, dish the dirt, 

and just laugh and laugh and laugh.”

ROD STEWART 

“We’ve got a lot in common. We both 

love football and collecting art. But 

the thing we really share is our sense 

of humour! For a man with a well-

documented obsession with leggy 

blondes, Rod’s got a surprisingly 

camp sense of humour.”

LADY GAGA 

“When we met, we were very different 

people. She was a young woman from 

New York, barely into her twenties – but 

as soon as we met, it was obvious we 

were cut from exactly the same cloth. 

I love her so much.”

My celeb 

icons





Luisa and close

pal Sam met on

Celebrity Big

Brother in 2014

With her three 
daughters

INTERVIEW
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hey’ve delighted fans with 
their sweet friendship
since meeting on Celebrity 
Big Brother in 2014 – even 
hanging out with their 

newborn daughters, who arrived just days 
apart – so it comes as no surprise when 
Luisa Zissman rushes to praise her best  
pal, fellow reality star Sam Faiers.

Luisa, 32 – who has Dixie, nine, with her  
first husband, entrepreneur Oliver Zissman,  
as well as Indigo, three, and two-year-old 
Clemmie with second husband Andrew 
Collins – says, “Sam is pretty famous, but 
she’s just a normal girl and so much fun.  
We have a really unique friendship – we 
pretty much have fun whatever we’re 
doing. Our kids are best friends too, and 
we all have such a laugh together.

“I really value my friendships. I don’t 
have a lot [of friends], but I have a really 
close circle. I adore Sam – she’s wonderful.”

OUTSPOKEN

Luisa rose to fame on The Apprentice – reaching  
the final in 2013 – and hit the headlines for  
her outspoken, no-nonsense attitude. Since 
then, she’s gone on to star in several TV shows,  
regularly appearing on This Morning, as well  
as fronting hit podcast Loose Lips with pal  
and Celebs Go Dating star Anna Williamson.

And while being in the public eye means 
Luisa often faces backlash from trolls, she 
loves living in the showbiz world.

She says, “It’s a lot of fun – the events  
I go to, the experiences I’ve had, the people 
I’ve met, like meeting Sam and Anna. 
Sometimes I have to pinch myself. But on 
the flip side, it’s annoying being constantly 
criticised and judged. I’m very dry and 
sarcastic, and that sometimes doesn’t look 
good. But I don’t let the trolls bother me.”

Luisa has been candid about her cosmetic 
surgery, opening up about having a boob job  

to boost her chest to a 32E in 2013. But last 
year she admitted she was “sick of looking 
like a Love Island porn star”, revealing she’d 
gone back under the knife to revert back to  
her original C-cup size. However, Luisa draws  
the line at having any work done to her face.

HEALTHY AND HAPPY

She says, “I’m all for ‘If you’re unhappy, 
change it’ – I’ve had my boobs done twice 
because I didn’t like them. But not to the 
extent that a lot of these girls have gone  
to now – it’s gone a bit too far these days.  
I look at some girls and think, ‘Oh my God. 
You used to be so pretty, but you’ve pumped 
your face full of filler.’ Their lips look 
ridiculous! I don’t think it looks good –  
but maybe they love the way they look.

“Everyone has bits they do and don’t  
like about themselves. My advice is if 
you’re healthy and happy on in the inside, 
it shows on the outside. Surround yourself 
with good family, friends and non-toxic 
relationships and do what you enjoy, 
and you’ll feel happy and confident.”
By Lily Smith
● Loose Lips by Luisa Zissman and Anna 

Williamson is available from all good podcast 

hosting platforms

Former Apprentice star Luisa Zissman shares her views

on celeb friendships, fame and the trend for facial fillers

LUISA:

‘Fame’s fun… 
 but it’s annoying
 being judged’



ON SALE NOW!

Plus, 41 picture-
fi lled pages on 
the highs and 
lows of this year 
for our royals

How Duchess 
Kate made 
2019 a very 
special year

100-page

special!
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Life&
Style

it’s all about you

‘I’m not
obsessed with

my weight
any more’

VICKYPATTISON:

CHEAT BRIGHT 

EYES WITH 

OUR TOP PICKS

FIND YOUR PERFECT 

BAG & SHOE MATCH 

WHY NO-STRINGS SEX COULD SPELL DISASTER

SERVE UP THIS 

CLASSIC FISH 

SUPPER

ENTERTAIN 

IN STYLE!

ADVICE





I WANT WHAT SHE’S GOT

ELEBRITY INSPIRATION   

 UPDATE YOUR WARDROBE

alert
Style
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CHRISTMAS 
JUMPERS GALO
With the holiday season 

approaching, it’s officially time

to treat yourself to a new festive

knit. Whether you’re partial to

fair isle, sequins, fun slogans or

punchy prints, there’s something

for everyone with our ultimate

edit. Ho, ho, ho!

Sweet holiday 

style!

COMPILED BY RACHAEL MARTIN. PHO

CAROLINE FLACK

AMANDA HOLDEN

BLAZER AND 
SHORTS CO-ORD, 

ZARA £105

JUMPER, 
JOANIE £40

KATIE HOLMES

Dressy-meets-casual is where it’s at right 

now – and actress Katie is having her moment 

in the fashion spotlight with this gorgeous, 

on-trend outfit. Recreate it with a bouclé 

jacket, cropped kick flares and white courts 

to earn yourself some serious style points

 DOROTHY PERKINS, £26 

XMAS JUMPER 
DAY FOR 
SAVE THE

CHILDREN IS
13 DECEMBER

 JOULES £44.95  NEW LOOK £15.99

 MARKS & SPENCER £25

 H&M £39.99

 F&F £25 

 SAVE THE CHILDREN @

 NOTJUSTCLOTHING.CO.UK 

 £39.99 

 FAITH AT 

 DEBENHAMS £32

 TOPSHOP £30 

 M&S £4.50 

ALDO AT 

SHOEAHOLICS £19
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trend
Track a

STANDOUT 

BLAZER, BOOHOO £50

TROUSERS, BOOHOO £45

SHIRT, NEW LOOK £12.99

EARRINGS, MISS 

SELFRIDGE £12

BAG, MISSGUIDED £22

HEELS, TOPSHOP £65

CATWALK CELEB HIGH STREET

GLITZY 

PARTY

KERRY WASHINGTON
 ALEXANDRE VAUTHIER A/W 2019

A sequin suit will 

ensure you dazzle 

on the dance floor. 

Wear pieces together 

for maximum 

impact, or for a more 

casual look, team 

the trousers with 

a white tee or the 

blazer with jeans.

This tie-waist blazer 

will flatter in all the 

right places without 

feeling too restrictive, 

making it the perfect 

option for Christmas 

parties and festive 

dinners alike.
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FASHION

Make your sparkly pieces work for every occasion this winter

ANDOUT SEQUINS  

TOP, ASOS £75

JEANS, NEW LOOK £28.99

BAG, BOOHOO £14

HEADBAND, NEW LOOK £19

HEELS, ZARA £39.99

Get more mileage

out of your

favourite party

dress by layering it

with a casual knit.

A berry lip adds

subtle glam.

FESTIVE

BRUNCH

GIRLS

NIGHT

COMPILED BY ELEANOR STENNETT. PHOTOS: GETTY

 Denim doesn’t 

need to be 

reserved for 

daytime. A sequin 

top is the perfect 

way to dress it up. 

A pair of pearl 

earrings will give 

your look an 

opulent finish. 

For an off-duty 

spin, add a pair of 

sporty trainers. This 

retro-style pair will 

prevent ensembles 

from looking 

too dressy.

 

Not a fan of 

wellery? This 

mbellished 

adband is a 

at alternative 

o earrings. 

Store your 

essentials in style 

with this sassy 

slogan clutch bag.

JUMPER, MATALAN £20

DRESS, RIVER ISLAND £65

EARRINGS, MONKI £6

BAG, VERY £25

LIPSTICK, REVLON £7.99

TRAINERS, MISS SELFRIDGE £42



Flat Out

Look for embellishment to keep

flats looking party-ready, and add a 

statement bag. BAG TOPSHOP £32; MULES 

H&M £17.99

PARTY
PAIRINGS

Christmas gatherings are almost upon us, so we’ve tracked down 

the hottest accessories to see you through – from just £12

THE ULTIMATE EDIT:

Desk To Disco  

This pair is ladylike chic at its best. 

The Gucci-esque loafers look the 

real deal too. BAG NEXT £24; LOAFERS 

R V R AN 3

Vintage Chic

We’re getting serious Audrey 

Hepburn vibes from this coupling. 

This is how to do luxe on a budget.  

A H 1 ; H H 34 99

Metallic Marvel 

Steal the limelight with these two 

show-stoppers. Wear with an LBD to 

really let them shine. BAG ZARA £39.99; 

HEELS ZARA £59.99

Bright Spark

The embellishment on these heels  

adds an extra-glam touch, and we 

heart the playful bag. BAG OASIS £35; 

HEELS DEBENHAMS £52

Teal Deal 

Ooze opulence with sequins and gems. 

The quirky heel on these shoes adds a 

designer spin. BAG ACCESSORIZE £35; HEELS 

ASOS £45

Retro Rebel

Swap courts for these ’80s-style boots. 

Run with the disco theme and team 

with a sparkly mini. BAG TOPSHOP £25; 

BOOTS BERSHKA £39.99

Highlighter hues

Neon has been a huge trend this year, 

and it looks set to stay that way. Wear 

with muted tones to avoid looking 

OTT. BAG ZARA £19.99; HEELS SHEIN £21.99

Colour Clash  

Bring the festive cheer with this 

electric blue  

definitely sta   

STRADIVARIUS

Block Party

Looking for comfort but still want 

to feel dressed-up? A block heel is 

the answer. BAG DEBENHAMS £20; HEELS 

STRADIVARIUS £19.99
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blush crush

This fun pom-pom bag will have 

everyone talking, and the courts are  

a bargain. BAG SKINN   

HEELS BERSHKA £25.99

Take a shine 

’Tis the season to sparkle, so grab 

these glossy lovelies and get ready 

to shimmer on the dance floor! BAG 

ZARA £49.99; HEELS DOROTHY PERKINS £30

Wild Thing

Add interest to a simple dress with 

cool textures. We love this rocker-chic 

duo. BAG M&S £49.50; HEELS RIVER 

ISLAND £55

Check Mate 

Add colour to these mono heels with 

a purple bag. Rock with jeans and a 

blouse for a cute look. BAG SKINNYDIP £26; 

HEELS TOPSHOP £49

       ecember. While stocks last.  

Selected stores & online. Selected brands excluded.

ends Monday  
2 December

25%
off all Tu
Clothing*
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just

landed

These must-have under-eye creams will give you

perfect peepers, just like Olivia and Kristen…

BEAUTY

HAIR HERO
UMBERTO GIANNINI

GROW SERUM

WHAT IS IT? 

Small yet mighty, just a few drops 

of this lightweight serum helps to 

prevent flyaways and stop breakage.

WHY WE LOVE IT:

Packed full of ingredients like 

coffee to stimulate scalp circulation,

and seaweed to promote stronger, 

healthier hair, this vegan-friendly 

serum ensures locks remain super-

shiny and frizz-free, while helping 

to support new growth. Apply a 

few pumps to damp or dry strands,

then style as usual.

£8.5
0

❶ TARGETS PUFFINESS

GARNIER ORGANIC LAVANDIN ANTI-AGE EYE CREAM £9.99

This fast-acting formula, enriched with argan oil and vitamin E, 

works to reduce bags, puffy eyes and fine lines after just one use.  

❷  BRIGHTENS SKIN 

THE INKEY LIST BRIGHTEN-I EYE CREAM £8.99

An essential for illuminating the under-eye area, this lightweight 

cream combats the appearance of dark circles. Wear it under 

make-up or apply on the go for a refreshing lift. 

❸  BOOSTS HYDRATION 

NEUTROGENA HYDRO BOOST EYE CREAM £12.99

Give your complexion an instant hit of hydration with this eye 

gel. Apply the moisture-boosting serum daily for smooth, 

supple-looking skin. 

WIDE-AWAKE EYES

get the

look...

As much as we love make-up, there’s nothing 

better than taking it all off at the end of the day. 

Singer Leona has let us in on the go-to product 

she uses to achieve squeaky-clean skin. She says, 

“I try to keep my facial routine quite simple and 

only use natural products. I love the Caudalie 

Foaming Cleanser. Its gentle formula is great 

at removing dirt, oil and make-up from my skin 

without causing irritation.”

1

2

3
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OF THE 

BEST

3

edit
Beauty

WE HAVE THE TIPS, TRICKS AND  

PRODUCT NEWS TO KEEP YOU 

LOOKING GORGEOUS

 CAUDALIE INSTANT FOAMING CLEANSER £15 
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NO NEEDLES
REQUIRED 
Don’t fancy going under the knife? These hard-working 

products are the next best thing to expensive surgical 

procedures – starting from just £5.60…

 CLOSERONLINE.CO.UK  57

BEAUTY

FOREHEAD FIRMER

This solution contains the ingredient Argireline, which is often found in 

Botox, so you can get similar effects on a budget. Working to limit muscle 

movement, skin looks smoother and the appearance of lines is reduced. 

Apply twice daily to the forehead.

NECK SMOOTHER 
Skin’s collagen and elastin production slows with age,

so you might be left with saggy skin around your jaw, 

chest and neck. The blend of plant-derived extracts in

this product leaves skin looking plump and hydrated, 

while the vitamin C improves skin tone.

BAG BANISHER
This wonder cream lifts, 

firms and reduces the 

appearance of crow’s 

feet and lines around the 

eyes after 28 days of use. 

Key ingredients include 

rosehip oil to rejuvenate 

and Hexapeptide-11 to 

improve firmness. Gently 

pat around the delicate 

eye area.

TIME BOMB TROUBLESHOOTER 

NECK, JAW AND CHEST CREAM £37 

 REN FIRM AND LIFT 

 CREAM £33 

 TOO FACED LIP INJECTION 

 EXTREME LIPGLOSS £22 

PLUMP POUT 

No need for fillers, this clever 

serum-like gloss plumps up 

your pout in just five minutes 

by stimulating the blood 

vessels. After a slight tingling 

sensation, lips appear fuller 

when first applied. It’s also 

seriously nourishing, thanks 

to the conditioning avocado 

and jojoba oil infusion. 

 OLAY REGENERIST ADVANCED 

 ANTI-AGEING CREAM £31.49 

 THE ORDINARY 

 ARGIRELINE SOLUTION 

 10% £5.60

FACELIFT IN A JAR
One of the most popular anti-ageing creams on the 

market, this firms up skin, improves elasticity and 

reduces the appearance of wrinkles. The powerful 

ingredients, including hydraulic acid, work hard to 

generate cells and deliver youthful looks. 

Sienna Miller is a big fan of REN skincare



WHEN YOU
SUBSCRIBE TO

SUBSCRIBETODAY&ENJOY:

@GREATMAGAZINES.CO.UK/CLOSER

Terms and Conditions: Subscriptions will start with the next available issue. Minimum subscription term is 12 months (51 issues). Offer end 09/12/19. We reserve the
right to replace the gift with one of equal or higher value or offer a 3 issue extension if the offer is oversubscribed. Gift limit is 105. Please allow up to 28 working 
days for delivery. Other payment methods available see website for full details. This is a UK offer only. After your first direct debit payment your yearly subscription 
will continue at the price you paid on this offer thereafter unless you are notified otherwise. You will not receive a renewal reminder and the Direct Debit payments 
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RECEIVE A BEAUTY BUNDLE 

FROM SKIN ACADEMY

●Thisbeautybundle
fromSkinAcademy

●Nevermissing
anissue

●FREEdelivery
toyourdoor

●Theonlycelebrity
magazineyouneed

PRINT

SUBSCRIPTION

 £6.40 a month

– that’s a massiv

saving of

£17 a year!

QUOTE MFAA

Get ready for party season with a beauty bundle from Skin Acad

Everybody wants to look and feel fabulous, and now you have the

chance to do just that, thanks to skincare experts Skin Academy.

Skin Academy has created the ultimate beauty bundle, worth ove

with a selection of facial skincare suited to a variety of skin types. S

can feel truly pampered in the comfort of your own home! 

Enjoy face masks bursting with powerful ingredients such as vit

collagen and argan oil to help soothe, refresh and hydrate tired-lo

skin. A Detoxifying Mud Mask is also included to help extract impu

and dirt, leaving skin refreshed, smooth and deeply cleansed.

The bundle offers products suitable for even the most sensitive

Skin Academy PURE Micellar Water & Facial Scrub helps cleanse a

soothe the skin without colours, fragrance or harsh chemicals.

And the new Skin Academy Indulge Brightening Facial Oil is the

skin prep before applying make-up, or purely to add a natural, you

glow. While the newest range of Skin Academy ZERO within the b

is 100% natural, vegan, 100% recyclable and recycled. Sustainable

skincare with ZERO compromise!

Selected products are available in retailers including Holland & B

Savers, Bodycare, Boohoo and Lloyds Pharmacies.

For more information on the full ranges from Skin Academy,

visit www.skin-academy.co.uk.
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HAPPY HOUR
BEAT THE CROWDS AND ENTERTAIN AT HOME WITH THESE CHIC BAR ACCESSORIES

● Vogue Williams and Spencer Matthews have

teamed up with Wayfair to create a beautiful

Xmas dinner setting. Vogue reveals, “With

seasonal décor, I shy away from anything too 

classic, so the contemporary blue, mint and gold 

tones suit my style perfectly.” Go to Wayfair.co.uk.

SPEND OR SAVE

 WINE RACK 

 SELFRIDGES MORRISONS£75 £10

front
Home

INSPIRATION 

YOU’LL LOVE! 

spotlight on:

Vogue & Spencer’s

Christmas dining

Serve guests drinks and nibbles 

on this elegant millennial pink tray. 
DEBENHAMS £20

A drinks trolley, like this one, 

will give a cool retro touch to 

any room. HOMESENSE £89.99

Ideal for gin 

and tonics, 

this will make a 

lovely gift too. 

JOHN LEWIS £15

Perfect your 

cocktail-making 

skills with this 

luxe shaker.  

AUDENZA £25.50

Keep drink

chilled in

this sleek

ice bucket

SAINSBURY’

£14.50

Add a pop of colour to your 

bar with this vintage-style 

decanter. OLIVER BONAS £28

 LEAF CUSHION £7, 

 TEA LIGHT HOLDER, 

 £1.50 FOR TWO, 

 BAR CART £30, ALL PRIMARK 

 SET OF 4 DECO CHAMPAGNE GLASSES £32; SET OF 4 DECO 

 WINE GLASSES £35; SET OF 4 DECO TUMBLERS £30; 

 12 PIECE DINNER SET £39; SET OF 6 SEQUIN TREE 

 DECS £15; SET OF 6 GOLD STARBURST BAUBLES £18; 

 SET OF 2 NUTCRACKERS £18, ALL JD WILLIAMS 
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HOW TO CLAIM:
1. Call or text the freephone number below

2.Make a payment of £1.15 using your credit

or debit card to cover postage

3.We send your make-up – no obligations,

no strings attached!

CALL 0800 103 2844 AND QUOTE “CLOSERBEAUTY”

OR TEXT “CLOSERBEAUTY” TO 60006

READER OFFER

FREE* eye shadow palette 
& 4 shade highlighter! 

GEORGE 4 SHADE HIGHLIGHT:

●This high-impact, light-reflective powder gives your

skin a shimmering effect. The blend of sheer powders

and pearls creates a second skin lustre that blends

effortlessly on top of make-up – or use on its own.

● These iridescent shades can be applied across 

the cheekbones. Or give your eyes some edge by 

applying it into the inner corners. 

● With 4 pearlised shades to choose from, this palette

will have you glowing from day through to night.

GEORGE EYE SHADOW PIGMENT PALETTE NUDE:

Achieve naked ambition with the ultimate nude eye 

palette. Become a master of eye shadow with these 

gorgeous shades on the nude spectrum. They’re 

buildable, blendable and will allow you to create any 

look, from barely-there to a sultry nude smoke – and 

everything else in between!

Terms & conditions: *Important to note that at the time of ordering, we will ask you to cover the postage by credit/debit card, 

and a payment of £1.15 will be taken. Call times are: Monday-Friday 9am-8pm; Saturday 10am-4pm; Sunday 10am-2pm. Calls 

are free from any UK landline and mobiles. This offer cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer. Offer available for 

UK addresses only and limited to one per household. Offer closes 19 December 2019, or when the limit of 300 gifts has been 

reached. This offer is provided by Bauer Consumer Media Ltd.

Closer has teamed up with George to offer 

readers an eye shadow palette & 4 shade 

highlight for free – perfect for party season! 
*You only pay £1.15 postage, but be quick 

as we only have 300 to give away…



SHOPPIN
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TESCO £10

ALDI £59.99

WAITROSE £6.50

ASDA £16

SAINSBURYS £14

ALDI £59.99

TESCO £6

ALDI £16.99, AGES 3+

LIDL £7.99

Prickly Prezzie

Impress tricky teens with a couple of 

on-trend planters. They’ll brighten 

rooms and lend a grown-up feel.

Cool Cutlery

Perfect for a stylish college student 

who’s just left home, this 16-piece set will 

add a touch of luxe to self-catered halls. 

Teatime Treats

Don’t neglect the pets! Spoil cats or dogs 

with this fancy-looking set of pet treats, 

shaped like a classic afternoon tea. 

Gin-gle Bells 

Please your tipple-loving friend with this 

selection of artisan gins. Pair with some 

classy balloon glasses for a special touch. 

Luxe Lounging

Your mum or bestie will be delighted by 

this expensive-looking velvet armchair, 

while you’ll love the bargain price!

Cosy Comfort

Treat Dad or Granddad to this suave 

pair of slippers. Gift with a box-set of his 

favourite series for optimal relaxation.

Seeing Stars

You can’t go wrong with a new set of 

pyjamas. We might sneakily pick up 

a pair ourselves while we’re there…  

Train of Thought

A timeless classic, this wooden railway 

track will provide hours of fun for the 

little ones. 

champion cooks

This stylish play kitchen, complete 

with hob, sink, microwave and washing 

machine, is ideal for aspiring chefs. 

TROLLEY DASH  
 Who knew you could pick up such great gifts with your weekly supermarket shop? 

Please everyone on your Christmas list with these fail-safe buys...
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On holiday 

in Bali with 

her mum 

Caroll

‘Ercan helped me
to love my curves’

he’s been open about suffering
from body insecurities,
admitting in May that she 
was “nervous” she wouldn’t 
“look as good as everyone 

else” on the red carpet at the TV BAFTAs. 
But as her nine-month relationship with 

former TOWIE star Ercan Ramadan heats 
up, Vicky Pattison tells Closer that finding 
love again has transformed her outlook 
on life, and she credits him with helping 
her regain her mojo.

“It’s been a really transitional year for me 
and I’ve learned so much about myself,” 
says Vicky. “I’m now far more accepting 
of my body. I used to be obsessed with 
how much I weighed and what I ate, and 
it made me miserable. I’ve learned to love 
my curves – and even though I’m not as 
toned or bikini-ready as I have been in the 
past, I’m much happier in my own skin.”

POSITIVE INFLUENCE 

The 32-year-old TV star has famously 
yo-yoed between a size 6 and a 16 over the 
years, but is finally confident in her body.

“Ercan is amazing,” giggles Vicky. “He 
doesn’t even know the positive impact 
he’s had on my life and how he’s made me 
feel about myself. When you’re with the 
right person, you just feel so much more 
secure about yourself. He gives me much 
more confidence in myself.”

Vicky’s new-found bliss comes after a 
heart-breaking time for the former Geordie 

Shore star. She revealed she was “lost 
entirely” after her best friend Paul Burns 
died last summer. Then in November 
last year, she called time on her two-year 
relationship with fiancé John Noble amid 
cheating claims, and at the beginning of 
this year she lost her beloved nan. 

“There have been some tough moments 
and I could have easily ended up bitter after 
the year I had,” admits Vicky. “But I decided 

to channel my pain into doing creative
and challenging things.”

The star, who has had therapy in the past 
and recently sought solace in a reflective 
trip to Bali, admits, “I worked constantly 
this year to keep myself busy. I was so scared 
to stop  – I thought if I stopped I’d get sad 
again and the grief would consume me. 

“In October I took some time out and 
went to retreats and boot camps to work on 
myself, which helped. I’ve just come back 
from the Bliss Sanctuary in Bali with my 
mum, which is one of the most amazing
things I’ve ever done. It was so beautiful
and I was able to take stock and reflect on
everything that has happened and realise
how lucky I really am.”

Vicky – who was previously engaged to
her Geordie Shore co-star Ricci Guarnaccio
and briefly dated reality star Stephen 
Bear – admits Ercan, 36, has firmly 
restored her faith in love. She says, “After 
everything that happened, it was going to 
take a very remarkable person to make me 
trust again – and Ercan is just that. You 
would think that after everything I’ve been 
through, I’d be more hesitant and cautious 
about going into another relationship. But if 
I’d allowed those experiences to change me, 

that would be like letting them win.”
And it’s not just Vicky who Ercan has 

gone down a storm with – it’s her family, 
too. “He is from a big Turkish family, so 
can handle my lot no problem!” she laughs. 
“They adore him.”

Vicky also reveals she and Ercan work out 
together in the gym. “He’s a great motivator 
and I just like to be around him,” she says. 
And Vicky is thrilled that after years of yo-yo 
dieting and body issues, she is finally able to 
love her own size 10 curves. 

TOXIC RELATIONSHIP

“I have a totally different attitude now,” 
she reveals. “Before, I would work out 
because I felt guilty about what I ate; 
I had such a toxic relationship with 
health and fitness. Now, I listen to 
my body and don’t deny myself treats. 
I tried that before and I was miserable. 

“I work out three times a week with 
a personal trainer simply because it 
makes me feel good.”

Last month, Vicky revealed she 
wanted to freeze her eggs to give her 

VICKY:

Vicky Pattison candidly opens up about how she bounced 

back from heartbreak and learned to trust again – plus 

the real reason she’s finally happy in her own skin

She praises 

boyfriend Ercan 

for boosting her 

self-confidence 
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‘I look at 
my body as 
something 

that will 
create life 

one day’ 

SOCIAL MEDIA...

“I think it’s destroyed young people’s ability to  

be truly happy. People will always think someone 

has a better life or a better body than they do. It 

should be a place for inspiration and motivation but, 

instead, it’s being used to make people feel bad.”

 

WILD NIGHTS OUT...

“I’m always going to be someone who enjoys 

a drink, but my attitude has changed. I don’t like 

myself when I drink too much – I doubt anyone 

really does. My nights out have changed – but 

that’s been a natural progression. I now love 

nothing more than having a couple of glasses 

of wine and cooking with Ercan!”

and Ercan the option of having children in 
the future – and to “take the pressure off.” 

She admits, “I’m no longer looking at 
my body as something that’s trying to 
be something it’s not. I’m looking at my 
body as something that will hopefully 
one day create life – I want it to be 
healthy and happy.”

After what has been a dark period for her, 
the former Queen of the I’m A Celeb! jungle 
insists she can finally see the light. She adds, 
“This year has made me realise life is too 
short. I want to do things that set my soul on 
fire. I’m feeling at my happiest and, mentally, 
I’m in the strongest shape of my life.”
By Fiona Cassidy 
● Vicky stayed at the Bliss Sanctuary 

For Women. For more information, visit 

Blisssanctuaryforwomen.com

She was
looking
curvier 
in 2013

BODY CONFIDENCE
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547 CALS29.6G FAT7.9G SUGAR0.5G SALTPER SERVING(BASED ON 4)

964 CALS67.5G FAT3.2G SUGAR2.4G SALTPER SERVING

FOLLOW THESE RECIPES TO CREATE

DELICIOUS MEALS AT HOME

taste
Good

YOU DON’T NEED MEAT

TO MAKE A MEAL OF IT...

go

vegan

FOOD & DRINK

●  Chef and Masterchef: 

The Professionals judge 

Marcus says, “This is a 

classic French dish. I’ve 

used fillets to make 

individual servings.”

THAI GREEN CURRY

STEP 1 Heat the oil in a large saucepan or wok 

over a medium heat. Add the onion and fry 

for 5 mins until beginning to soften.

STEP 2 Stir in the garlic and 2 tbsp of the 

curry paste (you can add more later to taste). 

Cook for 1–2 mins, then add the broccoli and 

pak choi and stir to coat in the paste.

STEP 3 Stir in the coconut milk, half cover 

with a lid, then cook gently for 15 mins, 

stirring from time to time, until the 

vegetables are tender. 

STEP 4 Add the lime juice, and season with 

salt and pepper to taste. 

STEP 5 Serve with rice and garnish 

with the coriander and cashews.

● Recipe from Rose Elliot’s 

Complete Vegan (Nourish, £25)

STEP 1  Toast the fennel and coriander seeds in a small, dry frying pan on a medium heat until 

fragrant. Crush in a spice grinder or using a pestle and mortar. Mix with the salt and dill stalks. 

Coat the salmon in the mixture, cover and refrigerate for 30 mins.

STEP 2 Rinse the salt mixture off the fish under cold running water. Pat dry with kitchen paper.

STEP 3 Mix the cheese, dill fronds, lemon zest, gherkin and capers with a little salt and pepper.

STEP 4 Preheat the oven to 210°C/190°C fan/gas 7. Line a baking tray with baking parchment.

STEP 5 Lay 4 of the pastry rectangles on the baking tray. Spread the cream cheese mix over 

each piece, leaving a 1cm border around the edges. Brush the borders with the egg. Top the 

cream cheese with the salmon, flipping the skinny end under the fillet so it fits in the rectangle.

STEP 6 Top with the remaining pastry. Press the edges of the pastry together to seal the

salmon in. Using a fork, crimp a 5mm border around the edge of each parcel. Brush with egg 

then place the tray in the fridge for 10 mins.

STEP 7 Bake for 20–25 mins until golden brown. Remove from the oven, rest for a few mins, 

then serve.

● Recipe from Marcus Everyday by Marcus Wareing (HarperCollins, £20) 

MARCUS WAREING’S SALMON PASTRY

serves 4
● 1 tsp fennel seeds
● 1 tsp coriander seeds
● 2 tbsp rock salt
●  1/2 bunch dill, fronds and 

stalks chopped
●  4 120-140g salmon 

fillets, skinless and 
pin-boned

● 80g cream cheese
●  Grated zest of 1 lemon
●  1 gherkin, finely 

chopped
●  1 tsp capers in brine, 

finely chopped
●  2 320g sheets all-butter 

puff pastry, each cut 
into 4 rectangles, 
refrigerated

● 1 egg, beaten

serves 3-4

●   2 tbsp coconut or 

sesame oil 

● 1 red onion, sliced

●  2 garlic cloves, 

crushed

●  2–3 tbsp vegan 

green curry paste

●  1 large head 

broccoli, trimmed 

and chopped

● Juice 1/2 lime 

●  2 pak choi, 

roughly chopped

●  400g can coconut 

milk

●  Cooked basmati 

rice, to serve 

●  Handful fresh 

coriander 

chopped, to 

garnish

●   Handful cashews, 

to garnish

Use red curry paste 

instead of green and 

include different 

vegetables, such as 

carrot sticks, red 

peppers or mushrooms. 

MAKE IT DIFFERENT FREE FROM 
BROWNIES
(Co-op, £2) Ideal for 

those with intolerances, 

these moreish double 

chocolate brownies are 

free from gluten, wheat 

and dairy, but still make 

an indulgent treat.

SCHWARTZ STREET FOOD SEASONING
(Asda, 99p) Enhance your favourite dishes with these new 

spice sachets. Sprinkle over meat and veg for a delicious 

twist. Choose from Katsu Crumb, Peruvian and Pil Pil.



*Available in WHSmith and other selected stores, while stocks last

Look & feel fab with
our delicious diet plans

Celeb and real life
transformations

How to banish stress

Best party style
under £40

80 inspired gift ideas

START

NOW & HAVE

YOUR BEST

CHRISTMAS

EVER!

ON SALE NOW!

new yo
FESTIVE  SPECIAL
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How much do you

spend per week?

Around £75, for my

daughter Tanisha,

25, and myself. If I’m

working, I’ll order

my staples online,

though I go to the

supermarket to

choose my fruit and

veg myself to make

sure they’re fresh.

I buy organic as

much as I can.

Describe your

daily diet…

After I was

diagnosed with

breast cancer in 2016, I adjusted my diet to 

get all the nutrients my body needs [Brenda 

had a mastectomy and a reconstruction].

I cut out sugar and I don’t have as many

carbs. For breakfast, I like avocado,

scrambled egg and smoked salmon. If I’m

at home for lunch, I might cook some fish

fingers, but if I’m out at rehearsals, I love

a Wagamama chilli squid, teriyaki salmon

and chicken for lunch. For dinner, I have

seasoned chicken with veg or spinach.

I like to drink water throughout the day

and I snack on almonds or hazelnuts.

Is there anything you refuse to eat?

Whole prawns. There’s something about

eyes in my food – I can’t do it. I’ve started to

eat squid recently, but only at Wagamama.

I don’t like caviar or squirmy things.

What would you cook to impress?

For a starter, I’d make salted cod on a bed of

cabbage. For main, my favourite is brown

stew chicken with rice, peas, homemade

macaroni cheese and coleslaw. For dessert,

I’d do a pineapple upside-down cake.

● Brenda is appearing in White Christmas

The Musical in London from 16 Nov. For more

info, visit whitechristmasthemusical.co.uk

FRIDGE HEALTH RATING 8/10

● Cheddar cheese

● Brie

● Port Salut cheese

● Butter

● 85% dark chocolate

● Avocado

● Smoked salmon

● Broccoli

● Chicken fillets

● Onion

● Rocket

● Mixed peppers

● Spinach

● Spring Onions

● Tomatoes

● Apples

● Carrots

● Pepper sauce

● Oat milk

INSIDE 

BRENDA’S FRIDGE

Brenda edwards

naughty

but nice

takeaway

treat

“Dark chocolate is my 

guilty pleasure”

“I love hot pepper sauce –

it adds flavour”

“I buy organic as 

much as I can”

CHINESE
Ginger or oyster chicken, 

beansprouts, broccoli, and 

maybe some egg-fried rice.

ICE CREAM
Either 85% dark chocolate 

or Ben & Jerry’s Fish Food 

ice cream – it’s wonderful. 

LOOSE WOMEN STAR AND SINGER 
BRENDA EDWARDS, 45, ON WHAT’S 

INSIDE HER FRIDGE

raider
Fridge

GET RECIPES, DIET AND FITNESS ADVICE AT

CLOSERONLINE.CO.UK/DIET-BODY

NUTRITIONIST JULIETTE 

KELLOW SAYS, “Health issues 

often motivate people to make 

diet changes. Brenda’s food 

looks well balanced and nutritious. Reducing 

sugar can help with weight control (being 

overweight increases the risk of breast 

cancer post-menopause). Lots of fish in her 

diet is great – twice a week is ideal, with one 

portion being oily fish like salmon.”





HEALTH
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Women who eat more calories late at night seem to have poorer cardiovascular health

EAT EARLIER FOR A HEALTHY HEART

T

Good bacteria sachets

for babies and toddlers

chec up
Dr C’s

here have been 
stories recently 
about a lack of 
HRT (hormone 
replacement 

therapy), contraceptive pills 
and antidepressants. However, 
this is nothing new – and not 
something to worry about. 
Supply chain issues, which can 
make a medicine hard to obtain 
for a short while, are common 
and have always happened. 

DON’T JUST GIVE UP

Medicine standards are high, 
so if the manufacturers are 
not happy with the batch, they 
won’t release it. There have been 
problems with HRT this year, 
but HRT isn’t just one product – 

there are plenty of different types. 
You may worry there’s nothing 
available, but it’s certain brands 
that may have low quantities. 
If the pharmacist tells you they 
don’t have what you’ve been 
prescribed, your GP can give 
you an alternative prescription. 
Most of the time, your doctor 
will be able to prescribe you a 
very similar substitute, and in 
the rare cases where they can’t, 
they’ll manage changing you 
onto another drug very carefully. 
If there’s a change in hormones, 
there would be a brief period of 
adjustment – but you may even 
find you prefer it. There have 
also been headlines warning of a 
“wave of unwanted pregnancies” 
due to a shortage of contraceptive 

pills, but there are many varieties 
of these pills, plus other forms of 
contraception people can use. 

READ MEDICINE LABELS

The pills have brand names, 
but several of them contain 
exactly the same ingredients 
– such as two different pills 
called Cilique and Lizinna, 
which both contain 35 mcg 
ethinylestradiol and 250 mcg 
norgestimate. They’re identical, 
so if one wasn’t available, 
you could take the other. For 
antidepressants, it’s not ideal to 
stop taking something you’ve 
been on for a while, but say 
you’re on an SSRI, you could 
be put on another SSRI. You 
can also keep an “emergency 

pack” of whatever medication 
you take in the cupboard. For 
example, you’re advised to get 
your next prescription for the 
contraceptive pill when you’re 
halfway through the last strip, 
but most of my patients come 
when they’re already in their 
seven-day break. Being prepared 
and having a pack to hand 
protects against shortages. 

RAISE ANY WORRIES

There is rarely just one option to 
treat a condition, so you won’t 
suddenly have to stop taking 
your medication. If you’ve had 
problems with alternatives in the 
past, tell your GP so they can find 
the best choice. We will be able to 
find the right treatment for you. 

‘ DON’T PANIC ABOUT 
MEDICINE SHORTAGES’
Recent headlines have revealed supply problems with some 

commonly prescribed medicines – but Dr C says not to worry

worth trying

After taking 

antibiotics, 

adding these 

Bio-Kult Infantis 

sachets (£12, 

Boots) to milk 

helped our two-

year-old tester’s 

tummy. They’ve 

got live bacteria, 

vitamin D and omega-3 oils.  

Tend to eat your treats late at night? You 

might want to change that habit. When 112 

women, with an average age of 33, filled out 

food diaries for a year, recording what, how 

much, and when they ate, those who had a 

higher proportion of their daily calories after 

6pm had less healthy hearts. They were more 

likely to have higher blood pressure, a higher 

BMI and to have poorer long-term control 

of blood sugar. Other research has shown 

late night munching is bad for your attention 

span, too. Food for thought!

DR CHRISTIAN GIVES HIS TAKE ON THE 

HOT HEALTH TOPICS OF THE WEEK



YOUR GUIDE TO  EMOTIONAL  ISSUES AND

FAMILY LIFE  WITH PSYCHOLOGICAL 

THERAPIST  EMMA KENNY

balance
Life
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WOULD LIKE TO MEET...

RELATIONSHIPS 

hat worries me

about people

seeking out “looser”

relationships is what

it reveals about the public’s

perception of monogamy.

Great partnerships go

through challenges, including

times when you will feel less

attracted and less committed

to each other. When you are

monogamous, you need to

confront these concerns to

survive the blip, but if you 

have an open arrangement, 

instead of working through 

your problems and growing as 

a couple, you simply fulfil your 

needs elsewhere. The main 

reason people have “open” 

relationships is a belief that it 

sustains a more interesting sex

life. That may be true, but while

no-strings sex might seem a

seductive solution, wouldn’t it

be better to work on your love

life with your partner? Very few

couples can sustain polyamorous

relationships, because watching

your partner getting excited

about another love interest and

spending intimate time with them

can be excruciatingly painful.

Jealousy and insecurity

are hugely common.

Communication

is key to all happy

relationships, so if

you have problems

in yours, or you feel

restless with your

“settled” life then,

before bringing other

people in, try to find

some strategies to reignite the

spark. Successful relationships 

thrive because of the hard 

work both parties put in. 

Monogamy may seem vanilla, 

but the reality is that open 

relationships really do cause 

distress, jealousy and loneliness 

in all but a very small minority.

AN OPEN ARRANGEMENT 

WON’T FIX YOUR ISSUES

Closer’s dating expert, Rebecca Twomey, 

looks at loneliness, and how creating 

a false sense of intimacy with men online 

is only making things worse for singles

t’s OK to admit 

that you feel 

lonely sometimes 

– even people in 

relationships can feel that 

way. I don’t believe there’s any 

shame in craving a connection 

with someone, and having your 

day made better by speaking 

to another person who has your 

best interests at heart.

It’s taken me a long time to 

feel confident and happy in 

being a perpetual singleton, 

but I am human and at regular 

intervals I still feel incredibly 

lonely. Which is why I think 

I accidentally ended up in a 

WhatsApp relationship for the 

past month with a man I speak 

to daily but am yet to meet in 

real life after he cancelled on 

me twice and I bailed on the 

third attempt at a date. 

Perhaps neither of us are 

that fussed in taking things 

into the real world – from my 

side I don’t have much, if any, 

faith that dates will materalise 

and if they do they won’t end 

I

Apparently many of us fancy the idea of opening up our relationship, 

but Emma warns it could be more trouble than it’s worth

W
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CELEB LIFE MANTRA

totally get how, as 

a loving parent, you 

want to give your 

kids the moon on 

a stick, and it can be hard to 

know when you’ve gone too 

far. Personally, I think you know 

you have a problem when your 

children expect you to provide 

them with whatever they ask 

for, or show very little gratitude 

when you treat them or provide 

them with luxuries, like new 

trainers or a day out. 

STAND FIRM TOGETHER

If your child has got into the 

habit of treating you like a 

generous servant, you need to 

make some pretty big changes 

to their levels of entitlement! 

Initially, they will test if your new, 

more  frugal system is strong 

enough to withstand their 

constant whining or pestering. 

This is why you must make 

absolutely sure that you and 

your parter, or any other person 

who parents them alongside 

you, are in agreement. If one of 

you caves in, they will realise that 

they can play you off against  

one another.

BE THE HOUSE BOSS! 

Children need to realise that you 

work hard to provide for them, so 

explain how you earn money, and 

what that money needs to cover, 

as this can help them to see 

that all those little treats come 

from your hard graft. Rather 

than offering your kids various 

options for their evening meal, 

write a weekly menu and stick 

to it. This shows that you are in 

charge, and they will respect 

it. When your children set their 

heart on something they really 

want to buy, make sure that, as 

long as you can afford it, they 

have to fulfil certain criteria first. 

This may be washing-up for a 

week, looking after the family 

pets, or working hard at school. 

This helps them to value the 

treat and can transform even 

the biggest divas. 

INSTIL GRATITUDE 

Help them to develop an attitude 

of gratitude by encouraging 

them to notice all the little things 

that make their lives so lovely. 

Even as teenagers, my boys still 

have a gratitude jar, which they 

fill daily with three things that 

they feel grateful for and one 

thing they struggled with but 

learnt from. Noticing the little 

things in this way can be a real 

game changer.

AVOID SPOILING YOUR KIDS 
OVER THE FESTIVE PERIOD 

I’M MOST PROUD OF... winning the 

European championships when I was 

17, as well as being asked to appear on 

Strictly and dancing with Darcey Bussell 

on the show. I’d always been a massive 

fan of Darcey’s and it was amazing. 

I WISH I WAS... less defensive. If my 

husband [Drew Merriman] gives me a critique, I can be quite 

defensive. I need to work on taking criticism better. 

I REGRET... not getting a dog sooner. I got my Labradoodle, Oliver, 

seven years ago. He’s amazing for mental health and companionship. 

THE BEST ADVICE I’VE BEEN GIVEN IS... to listen a little bit more. 

Funnily enough, my best friend Shelly always says at the beginning 

of a sentence, “Now listen…” I don’t mean not to, but sometimes 

I don’t listen because I’m in my own little world. 

● Ian is appearing in Cinderella at The Pavilion Theatre, Worthing. 

For details, visit worthingtheatres.co.uk

in a relationship. But I still have 

a desire to have emotional 

intimacy with someone, even 

if it’s only ever on an app.

And I’m not alone, a new 

study has found over four 

million people in the UK can’t 

remember the last time they 

had a meaningful conversation 

that wasn’t online. I’m very 

privileged that I have amazing 

friends who I can speak 

FAMILY MATTERS

As Christmas approaches, it’s understandable you want to shower your kids with gifts and 

give in to their demands – but if you feel they’re not grateful enough, things need to change

EX-STRICTLY PRO IAN WAITE, 48, 

REVEALS HIS INNER EMOTIONAL SECRETS 

to in person, but when it 

comes to my daily need for 

human connection and for 

someone to laugh at my 

stupid jokes, I find myself 

reaching for my phone to 

essentially talk to a stranger.

But the problem with 

doing that is you can create 

a false sense of intimacy with 

someone online, and it’s very 

easy to feel closer to them 

than you actually are. And 

if it doesn’t go to plan, then 

you can feel quite empty 

and more lonely than when 

you started. So, I’m deleting 

this guy’s number and when 

I feel lonely I’ll use the Meet 

Up app – that way I may be 

connecting with strangers, 

but  this time it’ll be in real life. 



Get Closer on your 
digital device

SUBSCRIBE TODAY AT  

WWW.GREATMAGAZINES.CO.UK

BEST 
DEAL

Download in seconds

Read offline anytime

Easy back-issue access

Immediate * Accessible * Convenient
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HELPING YOU SPEND WISELY,  SAVE 
MORE AND EARN BETTER 
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A

credit
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‘ MY SEWING BUSINESS 
TURNS OVER £100K!’

fter making the
stationery and
embroidering
monogrammed
napkins for her

own wedding in 2008, Heidi
Lawton, 45, was inspired to
transform her hobby into a
business. She had always loved
sewing and embroidery and
had worked as a pattern cutter
for Marks & Spencer, so started
selling to family and friends on
Facebook. “It was a hobby in
my spare time, alongside my
full-time job as a sales manager,”
Heidi says. She already had
a sewing and an embroidery
machine, so she used any
profit to buy materials.

Heidi gave birth to her first
child in 2012, and at the end
of her maternity leave, she
worried about returning to a
job that involved nights away.
After careful consideration, she
handed in her notice to focus on
her businesses, which she called
Extra Special Touch and The
Embroidered Napkin Company.

“I could work when my
little boy napped. My statutory
maternity pay had been around
£500 monthly, so I aimed for
the same profit per month. My
turnover increased from £5,000
to over £20,000 within the first
year,” Heidi says. “The following
year, I started working with
freelancers, as I could no longer
make everything myself.” Seven

years on, her business has grown
hugely – with an annual turnove
of over £100,000. “I can’t believe
it!” Heidi says. “I can now pay
myself a good full-time wage.”

Heidi says making products
has always been the easiest
part. She says, “The biggest
challenges were learning about
the technical side of designing
websites, how to take good
photographs of products, how to
promote myself on social media
– and generally putting myself
out there to sell and grow.”

Here, Heidi shares her top tips
for starting your own business...

HER TIPS FOR SUCCESS

PHOTOGRAPH WELL

“If your business is product-led,
buy a good camera and go on a
photography course. You could
have the best product, but if the
photos are bad, no one will buy.
Using a professional increased
my sales overnight.”
START OUT ON ETSY

“Setting up an Etsy shop is
great for craft businesses – the
costs are low and it’s easy.” Etsy
charge 16p to publish a listing,
then a 5 per cent transaction fee
on the sale price, and 4 per cent
plus 20p when it sells.
TEACH YOURSELF TECH!

Heidi launched her websites
using Wordpress and spent
every evening watching
tutorial videos on YouTube
to improve her skills.

NETWORK ONLINE

Spread the word via Facebook
and Instagram and ask friends
and family to recommend your
business. “I also went on courses
to learn about e-commerce and
marketing,” she says. “Joining
networking groups on Facebook
was invaluable for me to connect
with other businesses whenever
I wasn’t able to attend events due
to family commitments.”
USE LOCAL RESOURCES

“Look for social enterprise
agencies in your area. They may
offer free courses in marketing
or web design and could suggest
a coach to discuss your ideas and
help you action them.”

 £110  on suit shoes from 

Debenhams. I’m obsessed with 

shoes and buy lots of pairs. 

 £50  on a shirt when I was 

shopping at The White Rose 

Centre in Leeds.

 £20  for an Indian takeaway.  

I love vegetable biryani, fish 

tikka masala and onion bhajis.

 £435  on a first-class train 

ticket from Wakefield to 

London. I wasn’t organised 

to buy it in advance and it 

cost an arm and a leg.

 £200  for a hotel room in 

London when I attended 

an awards bash there.

● Chris Kamara’s new album 

Here’s To Christmas is out 

15 November 

Get 20% off customised 

Prosecco at personalised.

iheartwines.co.uk. Add 

the name and use code 

CLOSER20 at the checkout. 

Offer ends 22 December.

20% off 

bubbles

Always a creative and keen sewer, former sales manager

Heidi Lawton (right) has turned her passion into pounds

Sports presenter  

and singer Chris 

Kamara, 61, 

reveals his last 

few purchases
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NAME THE STARS
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With the help of our clues, rearrange 

the letters in the words below to make 

a celeb’s name 

Jennifer Lawrence plays a wife 
whose home is invaded, in this 

psychological horror

A scientist invents a method 
to shrink people, resulting in 

financial benefits

Legendary chef and restaurateur 

known for his foul mouth 

DRAG MAYORS NO

LOON ADMIN MASH

This presenter recently hijacked the  

I’m A Celebrity: Extra Camp set, and 

is about to launch a new chat show

GUESS THE 
FILM STILL

Every number in the grid stands for a different letter. We’ve given you the 

word LOG to get you started. Fill in all the 1s, 2s and 3s and you’ll be able to 

start guessing other letters. All 26 letters of the alphabet appear at least once.  

Cross off the ones you’ve used on the list below

 14  

 15 

 16 
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 18
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 21
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24
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1 2 3 4 5

6

7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14

15 16

17 18

19 20 21

22 23 24 25

26 27 28

29

champion
tennis

Roger

Dave

---,

---
duo,

&
Pop

Offer
Sitcom

loudmouth,
--- Garnett

Recording
artist, ---

Sande

Snooze

Fill with
fear

Cropped
up

Quarrel

Concludes

Cornish
resort

Pistachio,
eg

Geek!

Singer,
--- Carroll

Dubai’s
country
(1, 1, 1)

Increase
knowledge

Public
house

Tree-lined
street

Doctors’
body

(1, 1, 1)

Speed
rating

 (1, 1, 1)

Peter ---,
Doctor

Who actor

Fibre used
to make
baskets

Tenor, ---
Carreras

Logical

Hinder,
put off

Formerly
One of the
deadly sins

Internet
connector

Fertility
treatment

(1, 1, 1)

Leases Suffering

Actress,
---

Anderson

Greyish
yellow
shade

Per ---,
yearly

Become
mature

Eye sore
Midlands

arena
(1, 1, 1)

THE BIG CROSSWORD

TURN FOR MORE PUZZLES ➜

8 ACROSS

26 ACROSS

PUZZLE TIME

ACROSS
1 Foolish, inane ➒ 

7 Perform on stage ➌ 

8   Molly’s Game actress, - - -  
Chastain See pic ➐ 

9 Milk-processing building ➎ 

12 Biblical prophet ➎

17 Crucial ➐ 

18 Antenna ➏ 

19 Racket sport ➏ 

21 Prince Harry’s cousin ➐ 

22 Condition ➎ 

24 Stephenie - - -, Twilight author ➎ 

26  Tom - - -, Spider-Man actor  
See pic ➐ 

28 Metal fastener ➌ 

29 International cricket game ➍, ➎

DOWN
1 Sober, unexciting ➎ 

2 Sitcom, - - - Going Out ➌ 

3 Savour ➎ 

4 Surrey racecourse ➎ 

5 Asian country, - - - Lanka ➌ 

6 Rugs ➍ 

10 Painter ➏ 

11 Ease ➐ 

13 Scull ➌ 

14 Pencil rubber ➏ 

15 Hopeful, optimistic ➏ 

16 Muddled knot ➏ 

20 Butterfly catcher ➌ 

22 Area of London ➍ 

23  Chris - - -, British radio and TV 
broadcaster ➎

24 Lady customer’s title ➎ 

25 US cattle farm ➎ 

27 Set fire to ➌

28 Cooking vessel ➌

CLUES & 
ARROWS
Fill in the grid using 

the clues provided
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PACKED WITH

OVER 92 PUZZLES

EVERY MONTH!

ON SALE NOW!

Complete the grid with the numbers 

1 to 9 so that each row, column and 3x3 

block contains the numbers 1 to 9 only. 

SUDOKU

Win!

CRISS CROSS
Oh my word! Can you sharpen up your vocabulary 

and find these words about Scrabble?

Puzzles

See out 2019 with a fab cooking class at 

Cookery School at Little Portland Street. With 

a central London location, over 30 different 

classes and courses to choose from, and a 

huge focus on sustainability, it has something 

for everyone. For your chance to win, visit 

Closeronline.co.uk/win by 2nd December 2019*.

A COOKING CLASS 

IN LONDON

FIND YOUR HAPPY 

EVER AFTER AT 

FLIRTIFY.CO.UK
It’s mobile friendly so 

you can sort your love 

life on the go!

3 LETTERS

BAG

4 LETTERS

DOWN

PASS

RACK

TILE

TURN

WORD

5 LETTERS

BINGO

BLANK

BOARD

SEVEN

TOTAL

VALUE

6 LETTERS

DELUXE

DOUBLE

FAMILY

PLAYER

SQUARE

TRAVEL

TRIPLE

WINNER

8 LETTERS

FRIENDLY

LANGUAGE

10 LETTERS

TOURNAMENT
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PUZZLE TIME

Can you find all the Jack Whitehall-related words in the 

grid? Words can be horizontal, vertical or diagonal

ACTOR

ALFIE WICKERS

BACKCHAT

BAD EDUCATION

BOUNTY HUNTERS

BRIT AWARDS

COMEDY

DECLINE AND FALL

FILMS

FRESH MEAT

GOOD OMENS

MICHAEL

MOTHER’S DAY

PANEL SHOWS

POSH

STAND-UP

TELEVISION

WRITER

Fill in the blanks to find a word that will make sense 

when placed at the end of the first word, and the 

start of the second word. 

Can you name these stars from looking at just one part 

of their famous faces?

Can you spot the six differences between these two pics of Rebel Wilson, 

Scarlett Johansson, and Thomasin McKenzie?

See p96 for all puzzle solutions

WILD - - - - - ACTOR CIVIL - - - 

CORRESPONDENT

ELECTRICAL - - - - -
ABSORBER

ACID - - - - DANCE PARK - - - - -

WARRANT

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE

GUESS THE CELEB WORD SEARCH

WORD LINK

G S D R A W A T I R B Q D M J

X O A L F I E W I C K E R S D

T K O Y T A E M H S E R F E M

X A U D U B I Z W R O T C A L

P U H H O C J R R E F L O T Y

A K N C H M I J D T I N M E A

N W T A K T E V B N L F E L D

E M E L E C W N E U M Y D E S

L L Z R L P A A S H S S Y V R

S T I Y D U N B J Y A H I I E

H B A D E D U C A T I O N S H

O S E A F N R M X N Q M L I T

W X O A D A Z J G U X V S O O

S N L P N T L D Q O F M L N M

G L S Q Z S B B D B M Q M U Y

JACK WHITEHALL

NAUGHTY - - - - 
AEROBICS





THE SHOWS EVERYONE WILL BE TALKING ABOUT

PLUS: 7-DAY LISTINGS, CELEB CHATS & SOAPS

watch
to

What
TV WEEK: 30 NOV-6 DEC

CLAUDIA LAWRENCE: MISSING OR MURDERED?
IT’S TEN YEARS SINCE THE CHEF WAS LAST SEEN ALIVE 

THE WAR OF THE WORLDS
THE FINAL EPISODE 
IS RATHER BLEAK

HOW TO SAVE £1000 ONLINE
TOP TIPS WITH HELEN SKELTON AND SABRINA GRANT

MASTERCHEF: THE PROFESSIONALS
IT’S KNOCKOUT WEEK IN THE KITCHEN

THE X FACTOR: 
CELEBRITY FINAL

SOMEONE WINS THAT 
RECORDING CONTRACT

I’M A CELEB!
THE END IS IN SIGHT, AND THEY’RE HUNGRY…



Luke has an issue – his hand keeps seizing up. When Sienna notices,

she tells him about her dad, Patrick, who had motor neurone disease

(cheers, Sienna!). Luke books an appointment, asking Darren to go with

him. He tells Luke to stay strong as they hug it out. Aww. Elsewhere,

Marnie is preparing to open her French-inspired patisserie, taking every

detail seriously – including speaking to her staff in French. Bien!

EASTENDERS

● Gray and Chantelle go to counselling, and Gray opens

up about his past.

● Mick’s big idea to make Linda step away from the booze

is a Christmas detox (she’s not impressed).

● Phil demands the truth from Sharon and she worms

her way out of it,

successfully managing

to make him feel guilty

instead.

● Billy hatches a plan

to help Karen with her

cash flow issues.

There’s a lot going on in Albert Square this week, not least

Mel’s funeral (more on that in a moment). It’s also a tense one

for Sharon, as Lisa hasn’t been taking her medication. Keanu’s

busy trying to keep the peace when he gets a text from Louise

– her waters have broken and it’s time for action! Meanwhile, at

Mel’s wake, Lisa calls Sharon a murderer – and then informs the

assembled crowds that Phil isn’t actually the father of her baby.

Oh dear…

FOLLOW OUR LIVE

TWEETS OVER AT

@CloserOnline
CLOSERONLINE.CO.UK80

Soap

ALSO THIS WEEK:

this week’s  

top stories

KIM’S DNA BOMBSHELL
The postman’s been, and Kim is clutching something with potential 

devastating implications for all involved – but she tantalisingly 

doesn’t open the DNA results which will reveal if Graham is Millie’s

father. Instead, she’s stopped by Andrea needing to go to hospital

(she’s worried she’s losing the baby). Elsewhere, Victoria is horrified

to learn Wendy is moving to the village and even more appalled when

it’s Wendy who helps her when she thinks she’s in early labour. 

EMMERDALE

HOLLYOAKS

 LOUISE HAS 

 THE BABY

Can Sharon keep her 

secrets from Phil?

Ian and Billy at Mel’s wake

A less than happy 
reunion...

Bon appétit!



t’s time for Michelle to pull on 

the meringue and say her I Dos 

to Robert – and she can barely

wait to get down that aisle.

It’s all a bit unconventional, however, as

Michelle’s excitement is entirely due to her

plans to bring Robert down, after finding

out about the Vicky situation (and the secret

love child). Robert, meanwhile, is a bit jittery

– Vicky pops up just as the Connors’ pre-

wedding celebrations get going, and he has

to get rid of her (the old “helping out Tyler”

excuse comes in useful again…) In a moment

of brilliance, Michelle manages to get poor,

unsuspecting Robert to sign the bistro over

to her, and then she makes him go and ban

Vicky from coming near their nuptials. When

the big day arrives though, Vicky seems to

have vanished. Later on (after some fabulous

– but top secret – scenes), a neighbour

reports she heard Robert and Vicky having a

massive row, followed by an almighty crash,

and then silence. Has Robert killed her?! 

Elsewhere, Paul bravely tells his stunned 

work pals about the childhood abuse he 

suffered at the hands of Kel (with Bernie and

Chesney then going after Kel themselves).

Plus, Seb and Emma get together (aww) and

– brilliantly – Steve does a rendition of Salt-

N-Pepa’s Push It to get Bertie off to sleep…

MICHELLE’S BIG DAY ARRIVES

DOING IS CRAZY’

How long did Robert think

he could get away with it?

What he’s doing is crazy.

I don’t think he thinks about

getting away with it, he just 

didn’t think about the future. 

He knows Vicky’s baby is due 

to be born – and Michelle was 

going to find out… 

Is he excited for the wedding?

He and Vicky are finished. 

Michelle walks down the aisle 

looking beautiful, and for him, 

it’s all working out brilliantly!

 CLOSERONLINE.CO.UK  81

I

Tristan Gemmill, 52, plays  

chef Robert Preston, who’s  

in a sticky situation…

CORONATION STREET

Bernie, Chesney and Kel have a 

punch-up in the precinct 

Seb surprises his new squeeze 

Emma with some tickets
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NOV-6 DEC
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TOP 20

THE X FACTOR: 
CELEBRITY FINAL
RECORDING CONTRACT UP FOR GRABS

SAT 30 NOV, 7.10PM, ITV
Simon Cowell has said it would be “crazy not to

do a second series” of this, so there’s no need to

mourn the end of this ACE celeb version of The X

Factor after tonight. The remaining famous faces

take to the stage one last time, and

they are SO close to a life of (further)

fame and fortune, with the winner

landing a deal with Syco (Simon’s

record company) and the chance to

be a proper, official popstar. We’re

sad it won’t be Martin Bashir, but one

lucky person is going to win big!

CASE OF

ISRAEL KEYES

SUN 1 DEC, 9PM,

SKY CRIME
When police picked

up Israel Keyes in

Texas in 2012 for the

murder of 18-year-old

Samantha Koenig, the

FBI uncovered one of

the most calculated

serial killers they had

ever encountered. This

is a disturbing look

inside his mind.

STRICTLY COME DANCING
 CELEBRATING MUSICALS

SAT 30/SUN 1 DEC, 

7.10PM/7.20PM, BBC1
Jazz hands at the ready, as Strictly this

week is full of routines inspired by musicals.

Saturday’s show kicks off with a routine

to Hello, Dolly! (featuring Craig Revel

Horwood). Beverly Knight sings on Sunday.

METHOD OF A SERIAL KILLER

THE GRAHAM 

NORTON SHOW
 A GREAT LINE-UP 

FRI 6 DEC, 10.40PM, 

BBC1 
Harry Styles is on (singing, 

too), alongside Doctor 

Who’s Jodie Whittaker plus 

Michael Palin (he’s got a 

new travel book out). 

AGONISING TEN YEARS

TUE 3 DEC, 9.15PM, CHANNEL 5
2019 marks the tenth anniversary of the

disappearance of 35-year-old chef Claudia 

Lawrence. Was she abducted while walking to 

work at 5am? Did she get into the car of someone 

she knew? Claudia’s parents Peter and Joan 

describe their years of torment – and Joan reveals 

a new theory about what might have happened. 

1
2

5
3

4

FINAL

CLAUDIA LAWRENCE: 

MISSING OR MURDERED? 
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Sabrina with Anna Richardson

on C4’s Supershoppers

SABRINA GRANT

hat is the

programme about?

We meet two

families who are  

big online spenders, with the  

aim of showing them how they 

can save £1,000 online over  

the course of a year. It might  

be that they could dramatically 

cut the cost of a holiday, or save 

on household bills or clothes. 

There are tips for everyone!

Tell us more about the holidays 

savings?

If you’re a family or a group, we 

prove it’s actually better cost-

wise if you book your travel 

individually. I speak to an airline 

expert, who explains the pricing 

structure of the seats. There are 

a limited amount of low-cost 

tickets available on every flight – 

but booking as a group doesn’t 

always work out as being the 

best deal. 

There’s advice on energy 

suppliers as well?

We’ll be showing how you can 

cut down on your bills, while 

going green and helping the

environment at the same time.

We also found new websites

popping up which allow you to 

hire outfits for a special occasion 

– instead of spending a fortune 

on one dress which then goes 

into the back of your wardrobe 

never to be seen again… One 

lady on the programme saved 

over £200 by doing this. 

What tip did you find the most 

surprising?

I’ve always been a savvy shopper,  

but haggling online was a new 

W
one for me. You can do it on any

website that has a live chat pop-

up function, as it means there

are usually people waiting at the 

other end of the line to talk to 

you. It’s an opportunity for you 

to potentially get some money 

off a product – it might not work 

every time, but give it a try, as it’s 

so worth it. Remember that no 

prices are set in stone!

Have you started to take any of 

your own advice on board?

I’m loving haggling online. 

I recently booked a trip to 

Barcelona and I managed to 

get £60 off my flights. All you 

have to do is ask if they have any 

offers or deals on. Be brave and 

find out if they are able to give 

you any money off! I did it on my 

Virgin Media Internet package, 

which I got a deal on as well. It’s 

a new skill that I’ll be using a lot. 

You got your ‘big break’ on the 

C4 consumer show 

Supershoppers, but is it true you 

used to be a stylist to the stars?

I used to work behind the scenes 

and I absolutely loved it. I styled

Taylor Smith for her performance

on The X Factor – she was fun!

I’ve worked with Mel and Sue 

and I was once on a Victoria 

Beckham shoot, pinching myself 

at meeting a Spice Girl. She was 

lovely – though we all had to 

sign a disclosure form saying we 

wouldn’t take any pictures or 

videos backstage. But she was 

really sweet… 

Do you watch yourself on TV?

I always watch my own shows 

– usually with my family and 

friends. I’m kind of used to it 

now, though I am guilty of going, 

“I’m not sure that works” if I’m 

having a bad hair day!

How do you like to chill out?

I’m bad at relaxing – I’m normally 

too wired at the end of each day. 

My favourite thing to do is go 

down to my gym, have a workout 

and then unwind in the sauna.  

I get through a lot of box sets as 

well – RuPaul’s Drag Race 

UK at the moment. 

By Hannah Wright

‘I learnt how to haggle
and saved a fortune’

 TOP MONEY-SAVING TIPS 

TUE 3 DEC, 8PM, C4
Presenters Helen Skelton and Sabrina Grant 

front C4’s latest consumer show packed with 

useful tips, as apparently over the course of 

a year we can all save at least £1,000 on online 

shopping. From buying clothes to getting the 

best deals on household bills, airline tickets 

and car insurance, simple changes can be 

made. Two families (Bristol-based mum 

Lorna and her three kids, plus Lynn, 

Simon, and their family in Glasgow) 

allow cameras into their homes for 

a frank discussion about their 

spending. Help is at hand!

HOW TO SAVE 
£1000 ONLINE

6

Supershoppers presenter Sabrina Grant, 32, reveals inside tips on how we can all make big savings when we shop online…
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TAKEN AT BIRTH

 ‘HICKS’ BABIES

FRI 6 DEC, 11PM, QUEST RED
Documenting the emotional

stories of the “Hicks Babies” – 

the 200 newborns 

illegally sold by Dr 

Thomas J Hicks in  

the 1950s and ’60s. 

TWO WEEKS IN 

NIGHTLY, 9.10/9PM, ITV
The little darlings are tired, 

hungry and homesick – but they

just have to make it through this

week! Yes, the end is indeed in

sight, but luckily (for us) there’s

plenty of time for Ant ’n’ Dec to

throw in a horrifying Bushtucker

Trial or two, and some more folk

will be sent home… 

I’M A CELEB!

FINAL (TERRIFYING) EPISODE SUN 1 DEC, 9PM, BBC1
We wish there were more episodes of this gripping drama – based on the science fiction novel

first published in 1898 – but sadly, this is the final instalment. It’s a tad on the bleak side, with Amy

(Eleanor Tomlinson) attempting to readjust to life post-alien attack, but there’s a small glimmer of

hope when someone from when life was normal reappears on the scene. Flashback scenes take us

back to when the ‘things’ came out of the machines. Grab a cushion – you’ll need it to hide behind.

FUNNY LADY

FRI 6 DEC, NETFLIX
Golden Globe-winning actress

Rachel Brosnahan returns for a third series as

the wonderful, witty and wisecracking Midge

aka Mrs Maisel, a ’50s housewife-turned-

comedian. She’s on a tour with her plain-

speaking manager Susie (the equally brilliant

Alex Borstein), so expect to laugh a lot. 

THE WAR OF THE WORLDS

THE MARVELOUS
MRS MAISEL

7 8

10

11

NEW

SERIES

NEW 

SERIES

STARRY PETS TAKEN IN HAND

THU 5 DEC, 8PM, CHANNEL 5
Dog trainer Graeme Hill meets three

canines who are living a celebrity

lifestyle, but their behaviour is

anything but star quality! Denise Van

Outen introduces French bulldog

Tilly – a pampered pooch who’s

even being fed with a silver spoon…

Denise and boyfriend Eddie are

worried Tilly will be run over, as she’s

prone to dashing onto a busy road.

CELEBRITY DOGS BEHAVING 
(VERY) BADLY FOR 
HELP THE ANIMALS

12
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 BIG FUN   

SAT 30 NOV, 8.10PM, BBC1
Settle in for more mayhem, celeb

chat and musical treats, presided 

over by the entertainingly manic 

Michael McIntyre. This week, it’s Spice 

Girl and presenter Emma Bunton who 

hands over her phone to the host for Send 

To All, inadvertently revealing a very saucy 

secret in the bargain (see our chat with 

Michael, below). Then, in the hilarious  

Unexpected Stars segment, two brothers 

from Coventry visit what they think is a 

relaxing spa but are in for the shock of 

their lives when they find themselves 

on stage at The London Palladium. 

(Hopefully they kept their pants 

on). And in the first outing in

this series of The Midnight

Gameshow, Judge Rinder

gets a rude awakening.

MICHAEL MCINTYRE’S BIG SHOW

5 MINUTES WITH...

CLOSERONLINE.CO.UK 85
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In 2018, Michael became the highest selling artist in the

history of the O2 Arena, selling over 400,000 tickets over

28 shows – beating the previous record held by Take That.

FACTFILE

 ABUSE TACKLED HEAD ON 

TUE 3 DEC, 9PM, C4
The story of a family who confront a 

secret of sexual abuse after 25 years. 

With access to each family member, 

the film follows the victim and the 

perpetrator coming together – and  

the meeting that follows. 

THE FAMILY SECRET

hat can you tell

us about the new

series?

Unexpected Star

of the Show and Send to All

are back, with tremendously

embarrassing texts for

celebrities. The Midnight

Gameshow also returns and

I wake up some very familiar

faces, including the whole of

Westlife – one at a time, I might

add, not all at once. They were

on tour and staying on the same

floor of a hotel. I also went to

Judge Rinder’s home and woke

him from a very deep sleep. It’s

all very hilarious!

Who’s playing Send to All?

Among the brave celebrities

handing me their phones are

Emma Bunton, Harry Redknapp,

Sharon Osbourne, Ian Wright

and Bear Grylls. They’re all up

for a laugh and the texts that

have been sent are great fun,

with simply brilliant replies…

Have you ever been surprised  

by what you’ve found?

There was a big surprise when I 

went through the ASOS app on 

Emma Bunton’s phone. I clicked 

on previous orders and found 

Comic Michael McIntyre, 43, is back with his brilliant Big

Show – making many a celebrity break out in a sweat

at the prospect of handing over their mobile phone …

some very naughty underwear,

as well as a pair of pyjamas.

Emma’s partner Jade said he

recognised the pyjamas but

not the underwear!

Who was the most nervous?

Ian Wright kept saying he

wasn’t, but the levels of sweat on

his head suggested otherwise.

Are you doing karaoke again?

In the previous series we secretly

filmed karaoke singers doing

Take That and Kylie Minogue

songs – and then surprised them

with not only the embarrassing

footage but the real Gary Barlow

and Kylie suddenly appearing in

the theatre. This series we’ve got

Abba-oke with the legendary

Björn Ulvaeus, and Robbie-oke

with Robbie Williams.

W

 TOY STORY 

TUE 3 DEC, 8PM, ITV 
This week Phillip – aided by wife Steph and 

various celebs including Stacey Solomon, 

Rebekah Vardy and her husband Jamie – 

tests the best toys on the market. Because 

it’s all about llamas this year, Pip invites  

a real one into his kitchen. Like you do. 

HOW TO SPEND IT 
WELL AT CHRISTMAS WITH 
PHILLIP SCHOFIELD

14

9

Cringe time for Emma...
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GORDON’S ULTIMATE

SEASONAL SPECIALS
FAVE FESTIVE RECIPES

FRI 6 DEC, 9PM,

FOOD NETWORK
Gordon Ramsay rustles up his

favourite festive recipes. Think

along the lines of perfect eggs

Benedict, beef fillet with salsa

verde and smoky pulled pork

with chipotle mayonnaise. Yum!

CAN YOU REALLY

AFFORD TO RETIRE?

ENERGY DEALS EXPLAINED

MON 2 DEC, 8PM, ITV
The six big energy companies

are dropping their prices, so

the demand for better deals is

increasing. Martin Lewis is the

man who knows where to get

the best ones, giving good tips

in this switching special.

THE MARTIN LEWIS MONEY SHOW

ONLY FOOLS AND HORSES

CHRISTMAS SPECIALS

CUSHTY FESTIVE TV

FROM SUN 1 DEC, 7PM, GOLD
Catch up with Del Boy, Rodney

and the gang right from the start

as UKTV puts on its chunkiest

fake Rolex and heads down to

the Nag’s Head. Every single

Christmas special will be shown

nightly on Gold. Lovely jubbly.

SCARY, BUT IMPORTANT

THU 5 DEC, 9.15PM,

CHANNEL 5
Have you worked out when

to retire? Are you saving

enough? Do you know what

your pension’s worth? These

questions and more are

answered by Michael Buerk

in this one-

off – with

revealing

statistics.

A LIFE OF POVERTY

MON 2 DEC, 10PM, C4
In Britain today, 4.1m children are

growing up in poverty. Dispatches

spent a year with three children

and their families to show what life

is really like if there’s not enough

money for life’s essentials: food,

warmth, and a place to call home.

GROWING UP POOR: BRITAIN’S BREADLINE KIDS

16

18

19

20

17

TV TALKNEW

SERIES

SPITTING IMAGE

Michael Sheen

transforms into

Chris Tarrant for ITV

drama Quiz – based

on the WWTBAM?

2001 scandal when

Charles Ingram won

the £1m top prize.

ROMANCE FOR

COLEEN?

Ashley Banjo will

help Coleen Nolan

to find love in a

Stand Up To Cancer

special of C4’s Flirty

Dancing. Coleen is

“nervous”.

MASTERCHEF: THE PROFESSIONALS  KNOCKOUT WEEK 

TUE-THU 3-5 DEC, 8PM, BBC2 
Just 12 chefs remain from the 

original 48, and their fate will be 

decided in an almighty cook-off. 

It’s all about classic cooking skills 

for Marcus and Monica, so the 

MasterChef kitchen has been 

stripped of all modern gadgets 

and the pressure’s on to come up 

with an impressive plate of food 

using fresh sweet and savoury 

ingredients. Tuesday’s episode 

sees the show’s first ever ‘pop-up 

challenge’ being set (three hours 

with limited equipment), and on 

Wednesday we find out who’s 

through to the semi-finals. 
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9.10pm I’m A Celeb!, ITV7.10pm Strictly, BBC18.10pm Michael McIntyre, BBC1 7.10pm The X Factor: Final, ITV10pm Fatal Attraction, C5

Saturday 30 November

6am Breakfast. 10.0 saturday Kitchen 

live. 11.30 Flour Power. 12.0 Football 

Focus. 1.0 BBC news. 1.15 live 

snooker: UK Championship. 4.30 Final 

score. 5.15 BBC news. 5.25 BBC 

Regional news; Weather. 5.35 

Pointless Celebrities. 

6.25 the Hit list Music-based 
quiz show, hosted by Marvin 
and Rochelle Humes. (s) 

✱ 7.10 Strictly Come 
Dancing Claudia Winkleman 
and tess Daly and present the 
eleventh live episode of this 
year’s series, as the couples 
take to the dancefloor. (s) 

✱ 8.10 michael mcintyre’s 
big Show Emma Bunton and 
Judge Rinder join Michael for 
tonight’s live show from 
london’s theatre Royal. (s) 

9.10 Casualty Charlie is 
shocked to learn that  
Duffy’s condition means she 
cannot look after herself. (s) 

10.0 bbC News  (s) 

10.20 match Of the Day 
Highlights of liverpool v 
Brighton & Hove Albion. (s) 

11.40 the nFl show. 12.10 FIlM: the 

Uninvited (2009) HH 1.35 BBC news. 

6.30am top Class. 7.0 Mustangs FC. 

7.25 Blue Peter. 7.55 the Amelia 

gething Complex. 8.10 the Amelia 

gething Complex. 8.30 Deadly 60 On 

A Mission. 9.0 Penguin Post Office: 

natural World. 10.0 Robot Wars. 11.0 

Celebrity Antiques Road trip. 12.0 

MasterChef: the Professionals. 1.0 

MasterChef: the Professionals. 2.0 

Best Bakes Ever. 2.30 Best House In 

town. 3.0 the World’s Most 

Extraordinary Homes. 4.0 Radio 1  

teen Awards Highlights 2019. 5.0 

Football: Euro 2020 Draw. 

6.30 Dad’s army A german 
pilot is trapped on top of  
the town clock. (s) (R) 

7.0 wales: land Of the wild 
terns lay their eggs on the 
beach, while rabbits emerge 
from their warrens. (s) (R) 

8.0 great australian 
Railway Journeys  
Michael Portillo travels by  
rail from newcastle to 
Brisbane. last in the series. (s) 

9.0 Qi Xl With Alice levine, 
Alan Carr and Phill Jupitus. (s) (R) 

9.45 Seamus Heaney  
and the music Of what 
Happens Documentary  
about the life and work of  
Irish poet seamus Heaney, 
with his widow and three 
children talking about their 
family life and his brothers  
discussing their childhood. (s) 

11.15 snooker: UK Championship. 

12.05 snooker: UK Championship 

Extra. 2.05 this Is BBC two. 5.45 

Celebrity Antiques Road trip. 

6am CItV. 7.30 scrambled! 9.25 ItV 

news. 9.30 James Martin’s saturday 

Morning. 11.40 gino’s Italian Express. 

12.10 nadia’s Family Feasts. 1.10 ItV 

news; Weather. 1.25 ItV Racing: live 

From newbury. 4.0 Paul O’grady: For 

the love Of Dogs. 4.30 the Chase 

Celebrity special. 5.30 ItV news; 

Weather. 5.45 ItV news london.  

 

 

 

 

 

6.0 take me Out  
A Bruno Mars impersonator 
and a duck lover are among 
today’s hopeful men. (s)  

 

✱ 7.10 the X Factor: 
Celebrity Final Dermot 
O’leary hosts the climax of 
the star-studded spin-off from 
the long-running singing 
contest. In this grand final, they 
will perform to impress both 
the viewing public and the 
judges, with the most popular 
act being crowned as the 
celebrity series champion. 
last in the series. (s) 

✱ 9.10 i’m a Celebrity…  
get me Out Of Here! the 
celebrity survival challenge 
enters its third week. (s) 

10.10 the Jonathan Ross 
Show With guests Andy 
Murray, luke Evans, Adam Kay 
and Desiree Burch. (s) 

11.15 ItV news; Weather. 11.40  

You’ve Been Framed! 12.10 Ideal 

World. 3.0 Bang On the Money.  

3.50 ItV nightscreen. 

6.10am the King Of Queens. 6.35 

Everybody loves Raymond. 7.0 

Everybody loves Raymond. 7.25 

Everybody loves Raymond. 7.50 

Frasier. 8.20 Frasier. 8.50 Frasier. 9.20 

the Big Bang theory. 9.50 the Big 

Bang theory. 10.15 the Big Bang 

theory. 10.40 the simpsons. 11.10  

the simpsons. 11.40 Four In A Bed. 

12.10 Four In A Bed. 12.40 Four In  

A Bed. 1.10 Four In A Bed. 1.40  

Four In A Bed. 2.15 live International 

Rugby Union. 5.0 Formula 1 Abu Dhabi 

grand Prix Qualifying Highlights. 

6.30 News  (s) 

7.0 the First brit: Secrets Of 
the 10,000 year Old man 
Documentary following 
research into Britain’s  
oldest human remains. (s) (R) 

8.0 the Royal House Of 
windsor How Elizabeth  
and george VI kept up 
appearances while crises 
loomed on every front. (s) (R) 

9.0 Film: mission: 
impossible – Rogue Nation 
(2015) HHHH the agents of 
the Impossible Mission Force 
become fugitives in order to 
bring down a shadowy society 
of assassins. spy thriller 
sequel, with tom Cruise  
and Jeremy Renner. (s) 

11.35 FIlM: Keeping Up With the 

Joneses (2016) HHH 1.35 the last 

leg. 2.30 Hollyoaks. 4.40 Come Dine 

With Me. 5.35 Kirstie’s Handmade 

treasures. 5.50 Cheers. 

6am Milkshake! 9.55 spongeBob 

squarePants. 10.10 Rise Of the 

teenage Mutant ninja turtles. 10.20 

Access. 10.30 Friends. 11.0 Friends. 

11.30 Friends. 12.0 Friends. 12.30 

Friends. 1.0 Friends. 1.30 FIlM:  

Call Me Claus (2001) HHH 3.25  

FIlM: Christmas Under Wraps  

(2014) HHH 5.10 FIlM: snow  

White Christmas (2018) HHH 

6.55 5 News weekend  (s) 

7.0 Party election 
broadcast (s) 

7.05 Uk’s Strongest man 
2019 the opening final at st 
Albans. last in the series. (s) 

8.05 Police Raids: Caught 
by Surprise Part two of two. 
A trading standards 
enforcement team raids a 
premises in Birmingham. 
Inside, they discover copious 
amounts of counterfeit 
designer goods. Meanwhile in 
liverpool, a British gas 
enforcement team 
investigates a market 
suspected of stealing power. (s) 

10.0 Film: Fatal attraction 
(1987) HHHH thriller, starring 
Michael Douglas, glenn Close 
and Anne Archer. (s) 

12.15 Me & My Affair. 1.10 the 21.co.uk 

live Casino show. 3.05 Access. 3.10 

FIlM: Monte Walsh (1970) HHHH 

4.55 the Dog Rescuers With Alan 

Davies. 5.40 Wildlife sOs. 

6pm Catfish: the tV show. 7.0  

Catfish: the tV show. 8.0 timberland 

Presents Concrete green With loyle 

Carner. 8.30 MtV Cribs UK. 9.0 Just 

tattoo Of Us. 10.0 Wild ’n Out. 10.30 

Wild ’n Out. 11.0 ghosted: love gone 

Missing. 12midnight Yo! Rates.  

1.0 Just tattoo Of Us UsA.3.40 

Ridiculousness. 4.0 teleshopping. 

6pm say Yes to the Dress: UK. 7.30 

say Yes to the Dress: UK. 8.0 Curvy 

Brides Boutique. 9.0 say Yes to the 

Dress: lancashire. 10.0 Dr Pimple 

Popper. 11.0 Crying Blood: Body 

Bizarre. 12midnight say Yes to the 

Dress: lancashire. 1.0 Dr Pimple 

Popper. 2.0 Crying Blood: Body 

Bizarre. 3.0 say Yes to the Dress. 

6pm the simpsons. 6.30 the 

simpsons. 7.0 the simpsons.  

7.30 the simpsons. 8.0 A league Of 

their Own. 9.0 FIlM: Batman V 

superman: Dawn Of Justice (2016) 

HH 11.45 the Russell Howard  

Hour. 12.45am s.W.A.t.  1.50 the 

Force: north East. 2.55 Road Wars. 

3.30 Motorway Patrol. 

6pm Without A trace. 7.0 Without A 

trace. 8.0 Without A trace. 9.0 game 

Of thrones. First episode of the 

fantasy drama, starring sean Bean. 

10.20 game Of thrones. Bran suffers 

another attempt on his life. 11.35 

Dexter. 12.40am Dexter.  1.50 nurse 

Jackie. 2.25 nurse Jackie. 3.00 8 Days. 

4.0 the British. 5.0 the British. 

6pm nothing to Declare. 6.30 

nothing to Declare. 7.0 Blue Bloods. 

8.0 Blue Bloods. 9.0 9-1-1. 10.0 law & 

Order: special Victims Unit. 11.0 law & 

Order: special Victims Unit. 

12midnight law & Order: special 

Victims Unit. 1.0 CsI: Crime scene 

Investigation. 2.0 Blue Bloods. 3.0 

Blue Bloods. 4.0 nothing to Declare. 

6pm tipping Point. 7.0 Inside the 

Ambulance. 9.0 the Catherine tate 

show. 9.40 the Catherine tate show. 

10.20 the Catherine tate show. 11.0 

My Famous Babysitter. 12midnight 

luther. 1.15 John Bishop: In 

Conversation With Katherine Ryan. 

2.05 Bin there, Dump that. 2.30 Bin 

there, Dump that. 3.0 teleshopping. 

5.30pm FIlM: nanny McPhee (2005) 

HHH 7.35 FIlM: sherlock Holmes 

(2009) HHHH 10.10 I’m A Celebrity: 

Extra Camp. 11.15 Family guy. 11.45 

Family guy. 12.10am American Dad! 

12.35 American Dad! 1.05 through 

the Keyhole. 2.10 totally Bonkers 

guinness World Records. 2.40 

teleshopping. 5.40 ItV2 nightscreen. 

6pm the Big Bang theory. 6.30 the 

Big Bang theory. 7.0 the Big Bang 

theory. 7.30 the Big Bang theory. 8.0 

the Big Bang theory. 8.30 the Big 

Bang theory. 9.0 FIlM: ted 2 (2015) 

HHH 11.10 gogglebox. 12.15am  

First Dates. 1.20 First Dates. 2.25  

Rude tube. 3.20 gogglebox. 4.15  

How I Met Your Mother.

6pm Dinner Date. 7.0 Dinner Date. 8.0 

Celebrity Dinner Date. With glamour 

model Casey Batchelor. 9.0 Botched. 

A woman with uneven breasts seeks 

terry’s help. 10.0 Ibiza Weekender. 

Jordan and Chloe decide to keep their 

kiss a secret. 11.0 Ibiza Weekender. 

12midnight the Real Housewives Of 

new York City. 12.55 teleshopping. 

6pm Hollywood Medium With tyler 

Henry. 7.0 Keeping Up With the 

Kardashians. 8.0 Keeping Up With the 

Kardashians. 9.0 Keeping Up With the 

Kardashians. 10.0 true Hollywood 

story. 11.0 Botched. 12midnight 

second Wives Club. 2.0 teleshopping. 

3.0 Keeping Up With the Kardashians. 

4.0 total Bellas. 5.0 teleshopping. 
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7pm Only Fools And Horses, Gold9pm The War Of The Worlds, BBC18pm His Dark Materials, BBC1 10pm I’m A Celeb!, ITV29pm Reggie In China, BBC2

Sunday 1 December

6am Breakfast. 7.35 Match Of the Day. 

9.0 the Andrew Marr show. 10.0 

sunday Politics. 10.30 Fern Britton 

Meets gregory Porter. 11.30 Wanted 

Down Under. 12.15 Bargain Hunt.  

1.0 BBC news. 1.15 songs Of Praise. 

1.50 FA Cup Final score. 4.05  

seven Worlds, One Planet. 4.55  

BBC news. 5.10 BBC Regional  

news; Weather. 5.20 Countryfile. 

6.20 Seven worlds, One 
Planet David Attenborough 
looks at life in north America. (s) 

✱ 7.20 Strictly Come 
Dancing: the Results With 
performances by Beverley 
Knight and Idina Menzel. (s) 

8.0 His Dark materials the 
alethiometer sends lyra and 
Iorek on a new path. (s) 

✱ 9.0 the war Of the 
worlds Amy is reunited with 
Ogilvy and they piece together 
the events of the invasion to 
find a clue to the Martians’ 
weakness. last in the series. (s) 

10.0 bbC News  (s) 

10.20 bbC Regional News; 
weather  (s) 

10.30 match Of the Day 2 
Action from today’s  
Premier league fixtures. (s) 

11.45 the Women’s Football show. 

12.20 BBC news. 

6.45am the Instant gardener.  

7.30 Around the World In 80  

gardens. 8.30 Countryfile. 9.30 

saturday Kitchen Best Bites. 11.0 

MasterChef: the Professionals. 12.0 

Rick stein’s secret France. 1.0 live 

snooker: UK Championship. 

6.0 mOtD: Fa Cup 
Highlights Action from 
today’s second-round games. (s) 

7.0 top gear Freddie Flintoff, 
Chris Harris and Paddy 
Mcguinness present an 
electric cars special, each 
making a battery-powered 
sports car on a budget. (s) (R) 

8.0 Dragons’ Den the panel 
considers the profit-making 
potential of a space age 
business venture, and an 
online pub quiz app. (s) (R) 

9.0 Reggie in China  
Reggie Yates visits shanghai 
and Chengdu in search of 
underground Chinese  
culture. last in the series. (s) 

10.0 the “Christmas” 
misadventures Of Romesh 
Ranganathan the comedian 
visits the Canadian Arctic. (s) (R) 

11.0 FIlM: the Program (2015) HHH 

12.35 snooker: UK Championship.  

1.25 snooker: UK Championship  

Extra. 3.25 sign Zone: Question  

time. 4.25 sign Zone: Best House  

In town. 5.10 this Is BBC two. 

6am CItV. 9.25 ItV news. 9.30 

Beautiful Baking With Juliet sear. 

10.30 John And lisa’s Weekend 

Kitchen. 11.30 nadia’s Family Feasts. 

12.35 ItV news; Weather. 12.45 How 

to spend It Well At Christmas With 

Phillip schofield. 1.45 the X Factor: 

Celebrity Final. 3.45 Back to Mine. 

4.10 ItV news; Weather. 4.25 ItV 

news london. 4.40 FIlM: Harry 

Potter And the Deathly Hallows:  

Part 2 (2011) HHHHH 

7.0 the itv election Debate 
Julie Etchingham hosts a 
debate to which seven parties 
in the general Election 
campaign have been invited, 
ahead of the poll on December 
12. the parties are the 
Conservatives, labour, the 
liberal Democrats, the snP, 
the Brexit Party, the greens 
and Plaid Cymru. (s) 

✱ 9.0 i’m a Celebrity… get 
me Out Of Here! As the 
campmates face being booted 
back into their life of luxury,  
it remains to be seen who 
wants to stay another day. (s) 

10.0 itv News; Weather (s) 

10.20 Holiday Horrors: 
Caught On Camera A walk in 
the woods that turned into a 
fight for survival. (s) (R) 

11.20 Police, Camera, Auction. 12.10 

Ideal World. 3.0 Motorsport UK. 3.50 

ItV nightscreen. 5.05 Judge Rinder. 

6.20am Cheers. 6.50 the King Of 

Queens. 7.15 the King Of Queens. 7.40 

Everybody loves Raymond. 8.05 

Everybody loves Raymond. 8.30 

Frasier. 9.0 Frasier. 9.30 sunday 

Brunch. 12.30 the simpsons. 1.0 the 

simpsons. 1.30 the simpsons. 2.0 the 

simpsons. 2.30 the secret life Of the 

Zoo. 3.15 FIlM: Crocodile Dundee II 

(1988) HHH 5.30 news. 

6.0 Party election 
broadcast (s) 

6.05 Formula 1 abu Dhabi 
grand Prix Highlights  
steve Jones presents action 
from the 21st and final round  
of the campaign, held at  
the Yas Marina Circuit. (s) 

8.0 escape to the Chateau 
Dick strawbridge and Angel 
Adoree host their last  
wedding of the year. (s) 

9.0 Our guy in Japan  
Part two of two. guy visits a 
slum in Yokohama, where he 
sneaks into ‘love hotels’, and 
illegal gambling dens. (s) 

10.0 gogglebox Households’ 
opinions on recent tV. (s) (R) 

10.55 Film: bad Neighbours 
2 (2016) HHH Comedy, 
starring seth Rogen, Zac  
Efron and Rose Byrne. (s) 

12.45 FIlM: snake Eyes (1998) HHH 

2.25 Come Dine With Me. 3.20 grand 

Designs Australia. 4.15 sun, sea And 

Brides to Be. 5.10 Extreme Cake 

Makers. 5.35 Kirstie’s Handmade 

treasures. 5.50 Countdown. 

6am Milkshake! 10.05 spongeBob 

squarePants. 10.20 Rise Of the 

teenage Mutant ninja turtles. 10.30 

Access. 10.35 Friends. 11.05 Friends. 

11.35 Friends. 12.05 Friends. 12.35 

FIlM: Deck the Halls (2006) HH 2.25 

FIlM: northpole 2: Open For 

Christmas (2015) HHH 4.10 FIlM: 

the sweetest Christmas (2017) HHH

 

6.0 5 News weekend  (s) 

6.05 Film: Santa who? 
(2000) HH santa Claus 
crashes his sleigh and loses his 
memory. A youngster tries to 
help him beat the amnesia in 
time for Christmas. Family 
comedy, starring leslie  
nielsen and Max Morrow. (s) 

8.0 every Day is Christmas 
Day! Eccentric people who 
are always in the festive spirit, 
including a man who celebrates 
Christmas every day. (s) (R) 

9.0 Stanley baxter’s best 
bits... and more the life of 
the entertainer, from his early 
days as an actor in glasgow,  
to his career in radio, theatre, 
television and films. (s) 

10.20 britain’s greatest 
ever Double acts the 
nation’s favourite duos from 
the worlds of tV, film, music, 
animation and sport. (s) (R) 

1.0 the 21.co.uk live Casino show. 3.0 

Access. 3.10 the Dog Rescuers With 

Alan Davies. 4.0 the Dog Rescuers 

With Alan Davies. 4.45 never teach 

Your Wife to Drive. 5.35 Wildlife sOs. 

6pm Catfish: the tV show. 7.0 teen 

Mom 2. 8.0 ghosted: love gone 

Missing. 10.0 geordie shore. 11.0 Just 

tattoo Of Us. 12midnight Just tattoo 

Of Us UsA. 12.30 Just tattoo Of Us 

UsA. 1.0 Just tattoo Of Us UsA. 1.30 

Just tattoo Of Us UsA. 2.0 Just tattoo 

Of Us UsA. 2.30 Just tattoo Of Us 

UsA. 3.0 Just tattoo Of Us UsA. 

6pm say Yes to the Dress: lancashire. 

7.0 90 Day Fiance: Before the 90 

Days. 10.0 love After lock Up. 11.0 

Untold stories Of the ER. 12midnight 

love After lock Up. 1.0 giant Man & 

tiny Wife: Body Bizarre. 2.0 Untold 

stories Of the ER. 3.0 say Yes to the 

Dress. 3.30 say Yes to the Dress.  

4.0 say Yes to the Dress. 

6pm the simpsons. 6.30 the 

simpsons. 7.0 the simpsons. 7.30  

the simpsons. 8.0 Magnum P.I. 9.0 

Hawaii Five-0. 10.0 Micky Flanagan’s 

Out Out tour. 12midnight nCIs:  

los Angeles. 1.0 A league Of their 

Own Us Road trip. 2.0 A league  

Of their Own. 3.0 Road Wars. 4.0 

Road Wars. 5.0 Road Wars. 

6pm Blue Bloods. 9.0 game Of 

thrones. A weary ned struggles to 

deal with the politics of the king’s 

court. 10.15 game Of thrones. ned 

searches for the truth about Jon 

Arryn’s death. 11.25 Britannia. 12.20am 

silicon Valley. 12.55 Watchmen. 2.0 

Watchmen. 3.10 8 Days. 4.10 the 

guest Wing. 5.05 the guest Wing. 

6pm nothing to Declare. 6.30 

nothing to Declare. 7.0 ghost 

Whisperer. 8.0 ghost Whisperer. 9.0 

the InBetween. 10.0 the good Doctor. 

11.0 FBI. 12midnight law & Order: 

special Victims Unit. 1.0 law & Order: 

special Victims Unit. 2.0 ghost 

Whisperer. 3.0 ghost Whisperer.  

4.0 nothing to Declare. 

6pm Inside the Ambulance. 7.0 Inside 

the Ambulance. 8.0 999 Rescue 

squad. 9.0 Inside the Operating 

theatre. 10.0 louis theroux’s Weird 

Weekends. 11.0 stacey Dooley sleeps 

Over. 12midnight Dr Christian: special 

Clinics. 1.0 John Bishop: In 

Conversation With Brendan Cole.  

1.50 MasterChef Junior UsA. 

5.05pm FIlM: How the grinch stole 

Christmas (2000) HHHH 7.10 FIlM: 

Captain America: Civil War (2016) 

HHHH 10.0 I’m A Celebrity: Extra 

Camp. 11.05 Family guy. 11.35 Family 

guy. 12.05am Family guy. 12.30 

American Dad! 1.25 Release the 

Hounds: Famous & Freaked. 2.25 

teleshopping. 5.55 ItV2 nightscreen. 

6pm Brooklyn nine-nine. 6.30 

Brooklyn nine-nine. 7.0 Brooklyn 

nine-nine. 7.30 Brooklyn nine-nine. 

8.0 FIlM: X-Men: the last stand 

(2006) HHH 10.0 naked Attraction. 

11.05 the Big Bang theory. 

12midnight tattoo Fixers: Extreme. 

1.05 naked Attraction. 2.10  

Rude tube. 3.30 Hollyoaks. 

6pm Celebrity Christmas Dinner Date. 

7.0 Christmas Dinner Date. 8.0 

Celebrity Christmas Dinner Date. With 

DJ and former towie star Charlie King. 

9.0 Botched. 10.0 the Real 

Housewives Of Potomac. 11.0 totally 

Unbelievable. 12.05am Manzo’d  

With Children. 12.35 Manzo’d With 

Children. 12.55 teleshopping. 

6pm total Divas. 7.0 true Hollywood 

story. 8.0 Keeping Up With the 

Kardashians. 9.0 temptation Island. 

10.0 true Hollywood story. 11.0 

Botched. 12midnight second Wives 

Club. 1.0 second Wives Club. 2.0 

teleshopping. 2.30 teleshopping. 3.0 

Keeping Up With the Kardashians.  

4.0 true Hollywood story. 
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6am Breakfast. 9.15 Murder, Mystery 

And My Family. 10.0 Homes Under 

the Hammer. 11.0 Fake Britain. 11.45 

A1: Britain’s longest Road. 12.15 

Bargain Hunt. 1.0 BBC news At One; 

Weather. 1.30 BBC Regional news; 

Weather. 1.45 Doctors. 2.15 the 

Mallorca Files. 3.0 Escape to the 

Country. 3.45 garden Rescue. 4.30 

the Repair shop. 5.15 Pointless. 

6.0 bbC News at Six; 
weather  (s) 

6.30 bbC Regional News; 
Weather (s) 

7.0 the One Show the  
first visit of the week to  
the One show studio. (s) 

7.30 the andrew Neil 
interviews the broadcaster 
interviews party leaders. (s) 

8.0 eastenders lisa is  
furious when Phil and sharon 
turn up at Mel’s wake. (s) 

8.30 Universal Credit: One 
year On – Panorama (s) 

9.0 Reported missing  
Following Cheshire police’s 
search for Mark smith, an 
ex-soldier with PtsD. (s) 

10.0 bbC News at ten  (s) 

10.30 bbC Regional News; 
Weather (s) 

10.45 the young Offenders 
Conor and Jock buy a  
second-hand chip van. (s) 

11.15 Have I got A Bit More news  

For You. 12.0 the graham norton 

show. 12.55 BBC news. 

6.30am Murder, Mystery And My 

Family. 7.15 the Repair shop. 8.0 sign 

Zone: Mountain Vets. 9.0 BBC news 

At 9. 10.0 Victoria Derbyshire.  

11.0 BBC newsroom live. 12.0  

Politics live. 1.0 live snooker: UK 

Championship. 5.15 Flog It! 

6.0 Richard Osman’s House 
Of games With Rick Edwards 
and scarlett Moffatt. (s) 

6.30 Strictly: it takes two 
Rylan Clark-neal presents. (s) 

7.0 mOtD: Fa Cup third-
Round Draw live coverage 
from Etihad stadium. (s) 

7.30 Saving lives at Sea the 
Flamborough crew have to 
pluck a man from danger. (s) (R) 

8.0 Only Connect the 
lexplorers take on the suits in 
the second-round match. (s) 

8.30 University Challenge 
the second round continues. (s)

 

9.0 vienna blood the 
liebermanns are shocked  
by an act of violence by  
leah’s son Daniel. (s) 

10.30 Newsnight  (s) 

11.15 snooker: UK Championship. 

12.05 snooker: UK Championship 

Extra. 2.05 sign Zone: Question time 

leaders special. 2.35 sign Zone: the 

Apprentice. 3.35 sign Zone: 

Countryfile. 4.30 sign Zone: Holby 

City. 5.30 this Is BBC two. 

6am good Morning Britain. 8.30 

lorraine. 9.25 Judge Rinder. 10.30 

this Morning. 12.30 loose Women. 

1.30 ItV lunchtime news. 1.55 ItV 

news london. 2.0 Dickinson’s Real 

Deal. 3.0 the switch. 4.0 tipping 

Point. 5.0 Cash trapped. 

6.0 itv News london  (s) 

6.30 itv evening News  (s) 

7.0 emmerdale Pete is 
stunned by an offer. (s) 

7.30 Coronation Street 
Vicky gatecrashes Robert and 
Michelle’s family gathering. (s) 

✱ 8.0 the martin lewis 
money Show Advice on 
switching service suppliers. (s) 

8.30 Coronation Street  
nina rejects Roy’s offer. (s) 

✱ 9.0 i’m a Celebrity…  
get me Out Of Here! Ant  
and Dec host the celebrity 
survival challenge. (s) 

10.30 itv News  (s) 

11.0 ItV news london. 11.15 A Very 

Yorkshire Brothel. 12.15 All Elite 

Wrestling: Dynamite. 1.05 Ideal  

World. 3.0 Masterpiece With  

Alan titchmarsh. 3.50 ItV 

nightscreen. 5.05 Judge Rinder. 

6.30am the King Of Queens. 6.55 the 

King Of Queens. 7.20 the King Of 

Queens. 7.45 Everybody loves 

Raymond. 8.10 Everybody loves 

Raymond. 8.40 Frasier. 9.10 Frasier. 

9.40 Frasier. 10.10 Ramsay’s Kitchen 

nightmares UsA. 11.05 Undercover 

Boss UsA. 12.0 Channel 4 news 

summary. 12.05 Couples Come Dine 

With Me. 1.05 Escape to the Chateau: 

DIY. 2.10 Countdown. 3.0 Find It, Fix It, 

Flog It. 4.0 A Place In the sun. 5.0 

Kirstie’s Handmade Christmas. 

6.0 the Simpsons Homer 
turns to improvisational 
comedy to gain confidence. (s) 

6.30 Hollyoaks Mercedes  
has a mystery visitor. (s) (R) 

7.0 News  (s) 

7.55 Party election 
broadcast (s) 

8.0 Food Unwrapped More 
favourite investigations. (s) 

8.30 Save well, Spend 
better Featuring a woman  
in debt to her big sister. (s) 

9.0 24 Hours in a&e  
A man is brought to resus  
with a head injury after  
having an epileptic seizure. (s) 

✱ 10.0 growing Up Poor: 
britain’s breadline kids life 
for children in three families 
living below the poverty line. (s) 

11.0 First Dates. 12.0 First Dates.  

1.0 Flirty Dancing. 1.55 Harry Hill’s 

Clubnite. 2.50 the End Of the  

****ing World. 3.20 the End Of the 

****ing World. 3.45 grand Designs 

Australia. 4.40 sun, sea And Brides  

to Be. 5.35 Kirstie’s Handmade 

treasures. 5.50 Countdown. 

6am Milkshake! 9.15 Jeremy Vine. 11.15 

FIlM: Christmas Mail (2010) HHH 

12.50 neighbours. 1.20 FIlM: 

Christmas Connection (2017) HHHH 

3.0 FIlM: Hope At Christmas (2018) 

HHHH 4.45 5 news At 5. 5.0 

Friends. 5.30 Friends. 

6.0 Neighbours David’s 
kidney is failing and he 
desperately needs a donor. (s) (R) 

6.30 5 News tonight  (s) 

7.0 gallagher Premiership 
Rugby Highlights Action 
from the latest fixtures. (s) 

8.0 Save the Hedgehogs 
For Help the animals 
Advice on what people can do 
to help hedgehogs survive. (s)

 

9.0 Chris tarrant: extreme 
Railway Journeys Chris 
travels through transylvania. (s)

 

10.0 Police Code Zero: 
Officer Under attack PC 
Mark lee fights for his life after 
a driver runs him down. (s) (R) 

11.05 Undercover: nailing the 

Fraudsters. 12.05 Raw Recruits: 

squaddies At 16. 1.0 the 21.co.uk live 

Casino show. 3.0 Access. 3.10 the 

Dog Rescuers With Alan Davies. 4.0 

the Dog Rescuers With Alan Davies. 

4.45 the Dog Rescuers With Alan 

Davies. 5.35 Wildlife sOs. 

6pm Catfish: the tV show. 7.0  

Just tattoo Of Us. 8.0 Catfish:  

the tV show. 9.0 geordie shore.  

10.0 Just tattoo Of Us. 11.0 

Ridiculousness. 11.30 Ridiculousness. 

12midnight Just tattoo Of Us. 1.0 

Just tattoo Of Us. 2.0 geordie shore. 

2.50 geordie shore. 3.40 

Ridiculousness. 4.0 teleshopping. 

6pm say Yes to the Dress: Atlanta. 

6.30 say Yes to the Dress: Atlanta. 7.0 

Counting On. 8.0 Welcome to 

Plathville. 9.0 say Yes to the Dress: 

lancashire. 10.0 Curvy Brides 

Boutique. 11.0 Dr Pimple Popper. 

12midnight Welcome to Plathville.  

1.0 say Yes to the Dress: lancashire. 

2.0 Curvy Brides Boutique. 

6pm Futurama. 6.30 the simpsons. 

7.0 the simpsons. 7.30 the simpsons. 

8.0 supergirl. 9.0 FIlM: the Matrix 

(1999) HHHHH 11.30 A league Of 

their Own. 12.30am Brit Cops: law & 

Disorder. 1.30 the Force: north East. 

2.30 Road Wars. 3.0 A league Of 

their Own. 4.0 Futurama. 4.30 

Futurama. 5.0 stargate sg-1. 

6pm Without A trace. 7.0 CsI: Crime 

scene Investigation. 8.0 Blue Bloods. 

Jamie has to defend his conduct 

following the death of a teenager.  

9.0 Watchmen. 10.10 silicon Valley. 

10.45 game Of thrones. 11.55 Ray 

Donovan. 1.05am 8 Days. 2.05  

8 Days. 3.05 Dexter. 4.10 the West 

Wing. 5.10 the West Wing. 

6pm nothing to Declare. 6.30 

nothing to Declare. 7.0 nothing to 

Declare. 7.30 nothing to Declare. 8.0 

Criminal Minds. 9.0 the InBetween. 

10.0 Criminal Minds. 11.0 law & Order: 

special Victims Unit. 12midnight CsI: 

Crime scene Investigation. 1.0 the 

good Doctor. 2.0 Criminal Minds. 3.0 

nothing to Declare. 5.0 the Real A&E. 

6pm tipping Point. 7.0 My Dream 

Home. 8.0 Inside the Ambulance. 9.0 

One Born Every Minute. two students 

become parents for the first time.  

10.0 One Born Every Minute. 11.0 

Inside the Ambulance. 12midnight 

Inside the Operating theatre. 1.0 John 

Bishop: In Conversation With Will 

Young. 1.50 MasterChef Junior UsA. 

6pm I’m A Celebrity… get Me Out Of 

Here! 7.0 You’ve Been Framed! gold. 

9.0 Family guy. 9.30 American Dad! 

10.30 I’m A Celebrity: Extra Camp. 

11.35 Family guy. 12.30am American 

Dad! 1.05 shopping With Keith 

lemon. 1.30 through the Keyhole. 2.0 

totally Bonkers guinness World 

Records. 2.15 teleshopping. 

6pm the Big Bang theory. 7.0 

Hollyoaks. 7.30 Come Dine With Me. 

8.0 the Big Bang theory. 9.0 FIlM: 

Commando (1985) HHH 10.50 the 

Big Bang theory. 11.50 gogglebox. 

1am First Dates At Christmas. 2.0 

tattoo Fixers: Extreme. 3.0 Fear the 

Walking Dead. 3.45 the Big Bang 

theory. 4.35 How I Met Your Mother. 

6pm Buying And selling. 7.0 Buying 

And selling. 8.0 Dinner Date. grace 

from Yorkshire looks for love. 9.0 

Botched. 10.0 Marriage Boot Camp: 

Reality stars. A dose of shock therapy 

tests the couples. 11.0 Don’t Be tardy. 

11.30 Don’t Be tardy. 11.55 the Only 

Way Is Essex. 12.40am ItVBe 

nightscreen. 12.55 teleshopping. 

6pm Keeping Up With the 

Kardashians. 7.0 true Hollywood 

story. 8.0 temptation Island. 9.0 

Botched. 10.0 Hollywood Medium 

With tyler Henry. 11.0 true Hollywood 

story. 12midnight Keeping Up With 

the Kardashians. 1.0 Botched. 2.0 

teleshopping. 2.30 teleshopping. 3.0 

Keeping Up With the Kardashians. 
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6am Breakfast. 9.15 Murder, Mystery 

And My Family. 10.0 Homes Under 

the Hammer. 11.0 Fake Britain. 11.45 

A1: Britain’s longest Road. 12.15 

Bargain Hunt. 1.0 BBC news At One; 

Weather. 1.30 BBC Regional news; 

Weather. 1.45 Doctors. 2.15 the 

Mallorca Files. 3.0 Escape to the 

Country. 3.45 garden Rescue. 4.30 

the Repair shop. 5.15 Pointless. 

6.0 bbC News at Six; 
weather  (s) 

6.30 bbC Regional News; 
Weather (s) 

6.55 Party election 
broadcast (s) (R)

7.0 the andrew Neil 
interviews the broadcaster 
interviews party leaders. (s) 

7.30 eastenders Adam’s lies 
start to catch up with him. (s) 

8.0 Holby City Elliot needs 
life-changing surgery that  
only Jac can perform. (s) 

9.0 gold Digger Julia tries to 
keep her engagement a secret, 
but lets it slip at Christmas. (s) 

10.0 bbC News at ten  (s) 

10.30 bbC Regional News; 
Weather (s) 

10.45 Plastic Surgery 
Undressed Vogue Williams 
and Mobeen Azhar explain the 
ins and outs of liposuction. (s) 

11.40 Michael McIntyre’s Big show. 

12.45 BBC news. 

6.30am Murder, Mystery And My 

Family. 7.15 the Repair shop. 8.0  

sign Zone: great Australian Railway 

Journeys. 9.0 BBC news At 9.  

10.0 Victoria Derbyshire. 11.0  

BBC newsroom live. 12.0 Politics  

live. 1.0 live snooker: UK 

Championship. 5.15 Flog It! 

6.0 Richard Osman’s House 
Of games With Rick Edwards 
and scarlett Moffatt. (s) 

6.30 Strictly: it takes two 
With Rylan Clark-neal. (s) 

7.0 Celebrity antiques Road 
trip gemma Oaten and 
samantha Renke hunt for 
antiques in lancashire. (s) 

✱ 8.0 masterChef: the 
Professionals the 12 
surviving chefs move on  
to Knockout week. (s) 

9.0 Rick Stein’s Secret 
France Rick’s journey takes 
him to the spanish border and 
the Mediterranean coast. (s) 

10.0 live at the apollo 
Ardal O’Hanlon introduces 
sets by Mawaan Rizwan  
and sara Barron. (s) 

10.30 Newsnight  (s) 

11.15 nFl this Week. 12.05 snooker: 

UK Championship. 12.55 snooker: UK 

Championship Extra. 2.55 sign Zone: 

Ask the leaders. 3.25 sign Zone: 

Britain’s Biggest Warship goes to  

sea. 4.25 sign Zone: For love Or 

Money. 5.10 this Is BBC two. 

6am good Morning Britain. 8.30 

lorraine. 9.25 Judge Rinder. 10.30 

this Morning. 12.30 loose Women. 

1.30 ItV lunchtime news. 1.55 ItV 

news london. 2.0 Dickinson’s Real 

Deal. 3.0 the switch. 4.0 tipping 

Point. 5.0 Cash trapped. 

6.0 itv News london  (s) 

6.25 Party election 
broadcast (s) 

6.30 itv evening News  (s) 

7.0 emmerdale Moira is left 
gutted by a decision, Kim 
snaps into protective mode, 
and Victoria is left horrified. (s) 

✱ 8.0 How to Spend it well 
at Christmas with Phillip 
Schofield A guide to this 
year’s must-have toys. (s) 

✱ 9.0 i’m a Celebrity…  
get me Out Of Here! Ant  
and Dec host the celebrity 
survival challenge. (s) 

10.30 itv News  (s) 

11.0 ItV news london. 11.15 On 

Assignment. 11.50 the Jonathan  

Ross show. 12.50 Ideal World. 3.0 

Who’s Doing the Dishes? 3.50 ItV 

nightscreen. 5.05 Judge Rinder. 

6.30am the King Of Queens. 6.55 the 

King Of Queens. 7.20 the King Of 

Queens. 7.45 Everybody loves 

Raymond. 8.10 Everybody loves 

Raymond. 8.40 Frasier. 9.40 Frasier. 

10.10 Ramsay’s Kitchen nightmares 

UsA. 11.05 Undercover Boss UsA. 12.0 

Channel 4 news summary. 12.05 

Couples Come Dine With Me. 1.05 

Escape to the Chateau: DIY. 2.10 

Countdown. 3.0 Find It, Fix It,  

Flog It. 4.0 A Place In the sun. 5.0 

Kirstie’s Handmade Christmas. 

6.0 the Simpsons  
Marge is sent to jail. (s) 

6.30 Hollyoaks Martine and 
lisa invite themselves to 
sienna’s celebration. (s) (R) 

7.0 News  (s) 

7.55 Party election 
broadcast (s) 

✱ 8.0 How to Save £1000 
Online sabrina grant and 
Helen skelton help families to 
reduce their online spending. (s)

 

✱ 9.0 the Family Secret 
Documentary about sexual 
abuse within a family. (s) 

10.0 First Dates A model  
and aspiring singer seeks  
a man who can help her  
feel more confident. (s) 

11.05 gogglebox. 12.10 Our guy In 

Japan. 1.05 Ramsay’s Kitchen 

nightmares UsA. 1.55 growing Up 

Poor: Britain’s Breadline Kids. 2.50 

Come Dine With Me. 3.45 grand 

Designs Australia. 4.40 sun, sea And 

Brides to Be. 5.35 Kirstie’s Handmade 

treasures. 5.50 Countdown. 

6am Milkshake! 9.15 Jeremy Vine. 11.15 

FIlM: Christmas Homecoming (2017) 

HHH 12.50 neighbours. 1.15 FIlM: A 

Very Country Christmas (2017) HHH 

3.0 FIlM: Christmas With A Prince 

(2018) HHH 4.45 5 news At 5. 5.0 

Friends. 5.30 Friends. 

6.0 Neighbours ned decides 
to pull out of the fight. (s) (R) 

6.30 5 News tonight  (s) 

6.55 Party election 
broadcast (s) 

7.0 the Dog Rescuers with 
alan Davies the team  
helps german shepherd 
puppies, a homeless man’s 
dog, and a Jack Russell. (s) (R) 

8.0 the yorkshire vet’s 
Donkey Day Out For Help 
the animals Peter Wright 
takes farmers steve and Jean 
green on a trip to london. (s) 

✱ 9.15 Claudia lawrence: 
missing Or murdered? the 
case of Claudia lawrence, who 
disappeared in 2009. (s) 

10.15 5 Clues that Caught 
the killer Examining the 
investigation into the  
murder of Rhys Jones. (s) (R) 

11.15 FIlM: ted Bundy: stranger  

Beside Me (2003) HHH 1.0 the 21.co.

uk live Casino show. 3.0 Access.  

3.10 the Dog Rescuers With Alan 

Davies. 4.0 the Dog Rescuers  

With Alan Davies. 4.45 nCIs: new 

Orleans. 5.35 Wildlife sOs. 

6pm Catfish: the tV show. 7.0 teen 

Mom 2. Briana makes a major decision, 

leaving John sidelined. 8.0 ghosted: 

love gone Missing. 9.0 Just tattoo Of 

Us. 10.0 geordie shore. 11.0 geordie 

Ogs. 12midnight Just tattoo Of Us. 1.0 

Just tattoo Of Us. 2.0 geordie shore. 

2.50 geordie shore. 3.40 

Ridiculousness. 4.0 teleshopping. 

6pm say Yes to the Dress: Atlanta. 

6.30 say Yes to the Dress: Atlanta.  

7.0 Curvy Brides Boutique. 8.0 

Christina On the Coast. 9.0 good 

Bones. 10.0 good Bones. 11.0 Dr 

Pimple Popper. 12midnight Christina 

On the Coast. 1.0 good Bones. 2.0 

good Bones. 3.0 Dr Pimple Popper. 

4.0 say Yes to the Dress: Atlanta. 

6pm Futurama. 6.30 the simpsons. 

8.0 the Flash. 9.0 A league Of their 

Own Us Road trip. 10.0 the Force: 

north East. 11.0 Karl Pilkington: the 

Moaning Of life. 12midnight sick Of It. 

12.30 sick Of It. 1.0 Brit Cops: law & 

Disorder. 2.0 Arrow. 3.0 A league Of 

their Own. 4.0 Futurama. 4.30 

Futurama. 5.0 stargate sg-1. 

6pm Without A trace. 7.0 CsI: Crime 

scene Investigation. 8.0 Blue Bloods. 

9.0 Ray Donovan. Ray develops a 

closer relationship with Molly. 10.10 

game Of thrones. ned investigates 

rumours about the lannisters. 11.20 

game Of thrones. 12.35am 8 Days. 

1.35 8 Days. 2.35 Ray Donovan. 3.45 

life Itself: special. 4.0 the West Wing. 

6pm nothing to Declare. 6.30 

nothing to Declare. 7.0 nothing to 

Declare. 7.30 nothing to Declare. 8.0 

Criminal Minds. 9.0 the good Doctor. 

10.0 Criminal Minds. 11.0 law & Order: 

special Victims Unit. 12midnight  

CsI: Crime scene Investigation.  

1.0 9-1-1. 2.0 station 19. 3.0 nothing  

to Declare. 5.0 the Real A&E. 

6pm tipping Point. 7.0 My Dream 

Home. 8.0 Inside the Ambulance. 9.0 

One Born Every Minute. 10.0 999 

Rescue squad. 11.0 Inside the 

Ambulance. 12midnight One Born 

Every Minute. 1.0 John Bishop: In 

Conversation With Cuba gooding Jr. 

1.50 MasterChef Junior UsA. 2.35 Bin 

there, Dump that. 3.0 teleshopping. 

6pm I’m A Celebrity… get Me Out Of 

Here! 7.30 You’ve Been Framed! gold. 

9.0 Family guy. 9.30 Family guy. 10.0 

Family guy. 10.30 I’m A Celebrity: 

Extra Camp. 11.35 American Dad! 

12.05am American Dad! 12.30 the 

Cleveland show. 12.55 the stand Up 

sketch show. 1.25 through the 

Keyhole. 2.25 teleshopping. 

6pm the Big Bang theory. 7.0 

Hollyoaks. 7.30 Come Dine With Me. 

8.0 the great Christmas Bake Off. 

9.20 Celebrity gogglebox. 10.20 

naked Attraction. 11.25 the Big Bang 

theory. 12.20am gogglebox. 1.05 

Celebrity gogglebox. 2.10 First  

Dates. 3.10 Fear the Walking Dead. 

3.55 the Big Bang theory. 

6pm Buying And selling. 7.0 Buying 

And selling. 8.0 Dinner Date. 9.0 

Chrisley Knows Best. savannah gets to 

be in charge of todd. 9.30 Chrisley 

Knows Best. 10.0 Marriage Boot 

Camp: Reality stars. 11.0 the Real 

Housewives Of Potomac. 11.55 the 

Only Way Is Essex. 12.40am ItVBe 

nightscreen. 12.55 teleshopping. 

6pm Keeping Up With the 

Kardashians. 7.0 Botched. 8.0 

Hollywood Medium With tyler Henry. 

9.0 temptation Island. 10.0 Botched. 

11.0 nightly Pop. 11.30 Botched:  

Most Outrageous Rejects special. 

12midnight Keeping Up With the 

Kardashians. 1.0 Botched. 2.0 

teleshopping. 2.30 teleshopping. 
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6am Breakfast. 9.15 Murder, Mystery 

And My Family. 10.0 Homes Under 

the Hammer. 11.0 Fake Britain. 11.45 

A1: Britain’s longest Road. 12.15 

Bargain Hunt. 1.0 BBC news At One; 

Weather. 1.30 BBC Regional news; 

Weather. 1.45 Doctors. 2.15 the 

Mallorca Files. 3.0 Escape to the 

Country. 3.45 garden Rescue. 4.30 

the Repair shop. 5.15 Pointless. 

6.0 bbC News at Six; 
weather  (s) 

6.30 bbC Regional News; 
Weather (s) 

6.55 Party election 
broadcast  (s) (R) 

7.0 the One Show  
Magazine show, presented  
by Matt Baker. (s) 

7.30 the andrew Neil 
interviews the broadcaster 
interviews party leaders. (s) 

8.0 the Sheriffs are Coming 
sheriffs Dave and Michael  
visit a man who owes his 
ex-wife thousands of pounds. 
last in the series. (s) 

9.0 the apprentice the 
remaining candidates are 
challenged to create and sell 
their own perfume. (s) 

10.0 bbC News at ten  (s) 

10.30 bbC Regional News; 
Weather (s) 

10.45 match Of the Day 
Highlights of the midweek 
Premier league matches. (s) 

12.20 BBC news. 

6.30am Murder, Mystery And My 

Family. 7.15 the Repair shop. 8.0  

sign Zone: see Hear. 8.30 sign  

Zone: the Big Cook Out. 9.0 BBC 

news At 9. 10.0 Victoria Derbyshire. 

11.0 BBC newsroom live. 12.0  

Politics live. 1.0 live snooker: UK 

Championship. 5.15 Flog It! 

6.0 Richard Osman’s House 
Of games With Rick Edwards 
and naga Munchetty. (s) 

6.30 Strictly: it takes two  
More backstage gossip. (s) 

7.0 Celebrity antiques Road 
trip Actors John Partridge 
and Anita Harris visit the 
antique shops of lancashire 
and Yorkshire. (s) (R) 

✱ 8.0 masterChef: the 
Professionals the first  
group of chefs take part in 
Knockout Week. (s) 

9.0 the baby Has landed 
Mo and syler get to grips  
with round-the-clock feeding 
and sleep deprivation. (s) 

10.0 the apprentice: you’re 
Fired An interview with the 
freshly rejected candidate. (s) 

10.30 Newsnight  (s) 

11.15 snooker: UK Championship. 

12.05 snooker: UK Championship 

Extra. 2.05 sign Zone: see Hear. 2.35 

sign Zone: Question time leaders 

special. 4.35 sign Zone: Inside the 

supermarket. 5.35 this Is BBC two. 

6am good Morning Britain. 8.30 

lorraine. 9.25 Judge Rinder. 10.30 

this Morning. 12.30 loose Women. 

1.30 ItV lunchtime news. 1.55 ItV 

news london. 2.0 Dickinson’s Real 

Deal. 3.0 the switch. 4.0 tipping 

Point. 5.0 Cash trapped. 

6.0 itv News london  (s) 

6.25 Party election 
broadcast (s) 

6.30 itv evening News  (s) 

7.0 emmerdale Chas 
attempts to keep the peace. (s) 

7.30 Coronation Street 
Michelle prepares to expose 
Robert’s betrayal. (s) 

8.0 Paul O’grady: For the 
love Of Dogs A dog who is 
too scared to go outside. (s) 

8.30 Coronation Street 
Vicky goes missing. (s) 

✱ 9.0 i’m a Celebrity… get 
me Out Of Here! Celebrity 
survival challenge, which sees 
a group of famous faces living 
in the Australian jungle. (s) 

10.30 itv News  (s) 

11.0 ItV news london. 11.15 Peston. 

12.15 Monster Carp. 1.05 Ideal World. 

3.0 Animal Mums. 3.50 ItV 

nightscreen. 5.05 Judge Rinder. 

6.30am the King Of Queens. 6.55 the 

King Of Queens. 7.20 the King Of 

Queens. 7.45 Everybody loves 

Raymond. 8.10 Everybody loves 

Raymond. 8.40 Frasier. 9.10 Frasier. 

9.40 Frasier. 10.10 Ramsay’s Kitchen 

nightmares UsA. 11.05 Undercover 

Boss UsA. 12.0 Channel 4 news 

summary. 12.05 Couples Come Dine 

With Me. 1.05 Escape to the Chateau: 

DIY. 2.10 Countdown. 3.0 Find It, Fix It, 

Flog It. 4.0 A Place In the sun. 5.0 

Kirstie’s Handmade Christmas. 

6.0 the Simpsons Bart and 
Milhouse vie for a film role.  (s) (R)  

6.30 Hollyoaks Darren  
tells Mandy a lie about  
luke’s whereabouts. (s) (R) 

7.0 News  (s) 

7.55 Party election 
broadcast (s) 

8.0 the Secret life Of the 
Zoo Keepers introduce elderly 
chameleon Mr Parsons to two 
new prospective partners. (s) 

9.0 my grandparents’ war: 
mark Rylance the actor finds  
out what happened to his 
grandfather during the 
second World War. (s) 

10.0 trains From Hell: 
Caught On Camera What 
can go wrong both on and  
off the train tracks. (s) (R) 

11.05 the World’s Most Expensive 

Presents. 12.05 What Makes A 

Murderer. 1.0 Kitchen nightmares 

UsA. 1.50 FIlM: Middle Men (2009) 

HHH 3.45 FIlM: the space  

Between the notes (2017)  4.45 

Come Dine With Me. 5.40 Kirstie’s 

Vintage gems. 5.50 Countdown. 

6am Milkshake! 9.15 Jeremy Vine. 11.15 

FIlM: Christmas In the Air (2017) 

HHH 12.50 neighbours. 1.20 FIlM: A 

Perfect Christmas (2012) HHH 3.0 

FIlM: Christmas On Honeysuckle  

lane (2018) HHH 4.45 5 news At 5. 

5.0 Friends. 5.30 Friends. 

6.0 Neighbours ned returns 
to the fight club. (s) (R) 

6.30 5 News tonight  (s) 

6.55 Party election 
broadcast (s) 

7.0 the Dog Rescuers with 
alan Davies lyndsey taylor 
comes to the rescue of a 
malnourished shih-tzu. (s) (R) 

8.0 the yorkshire vet 12 
Days Of Christmas For Help 
the animals the vets treat a 
countdown of patients in an 
edition inspired by the song. (s) 

9.15 britain’s great Pension 
Crisis with michael buerk 
two-part investigation, 
presented by Michael Buerk. (s) 

10.15 Critical Condition Part 
one of two. the work of 
volunteer medics performing 
facial surgery in Ethiopia. (s) (R) 

11.15 Funeral Rip-Offs: Catching  

the scammers. 12.15 good girls’ 

guide to Kinky sex. 1.05 the  

21.co.uk live Casino show. 3.05 

Access. 3.10 nCIs: new Orleans. 4.0 

nCIs: new Orleans. 4.45 nCIs:  

new Orleans. 5.35 Wildlife sOs. 

6pm Catfish: the tV show. A webcam 

model considers leaving her husband 

for a client. 7.0 teen Mom UK. 8.0 teen 

Mom 2. 9.0 ghosted: love gone 

Missing. 10.0 the Challenge: War Of 

the Worlds. 11.30 geordie shore. 

12.30am Just tattoo Of Us. 1.30 Just 

tattoo Of Us. 2.30 geordie shore. 3.20 

geordie shore. 4.0 teleshopping. 

6pm say Yes to the Dress: Atlanta.  

7.0 Curvy Brides Boutique. 8.0 90  

Day Fiance. 10.0 love After lock Up. 

11.0 90 Day Fiance. 2am love After 

lock Up. 3.0 90 Day Fiance. 4.0  

say Yes to the Dress: Atlanta. 4.30 

say Yes to the Dress: Atlanta. 5.0  

say Yes to the Dress: Atlanta. 5.30 

say Yes to the Dress: Atlanta. 

6pm Futurama. 6.30 the simpsons. 

7.0 the simpsons. 7.30 the simpsons. 

8.0 Arrow. 9.0 A league Of their 

Own. 10.0 Micky Flanagan’s Out Out 

tour. 12midnight Brit Cops: law & 

Disorder. 1.0 the Russell Howard Hour. 

2.0 the Force: north East. 3.0 A 

league Of their Own. 4.0 Futurama. 

4.30 Futurama. 5.0 stargate sg-1. 

6pm Without A trace. 7.0 CsI: Crime 

scene Investigation. 8.0 Blue Bloods. 

9.0 game Of thrones. the lannisters 

launch their bid to seize power.  

10.15 game Of thrones. ned faces a 

fateful decision. 11.30 8 Days. 

 12.30am 8 Days. 1.30 Britannia. 2.30 

nurse Jackie. 3.05 Upright. 3.40 

Upright. 4.15 the West Wing. 

6pm nothing to Declare. 6.30 

nothing to Declare. 7.0 nothing to 

Declare. 7.30 nothing to Declare. 8.0 

Criminal Minds. 9.0 9-1-1. 10.0 station 

19. 11.0 law & Order: special Victims 

Unit. 12midnight CsI: Crime scene 

Investigation. 1.0 FBI. 2.0 Criminal 

Minds. 3.0 Criminal Minds. 4.0 nothing 

to Declare. 5.0 the Real A&E. 

6pm tipping Point. 7.0 My Dream 

Home. 8.0 Inside the Ambulance. 9.0 

999 Rescue squad. 10.0 Inside the 

Operating theatre. 11.0 Inside the 

Ambulance. 12midnight One Born 

Every Minute. 1.0 John Bishop: In 

Conversation With Alesha Dixon. 1.50 

MasterChef Junior UsA. 2.35 Bin 

there, Dump that. 3.0 teleshopping. 

6pm I’m A Celebrity… get Me Out Of 

Here! 7.30 You’ve Been Framed! gold. 

9.0 Family guy. 9.30 Family guy. 10.0 

Family guy. 10.30 I’m A Celebrity: 

Extra Camp. 11.35 American Dad! 

12.05am 12.30 the stand Up sketch 

show. 1.0 through the Keyhole. 2.05 

totally Bonkers guinness World 

Records. 2.15 teleshopping. 

6pm the Big Bang theory. 7.0 

Hollyoaks. 7.30 Come Dine With Me. 

8.0 gogglesprogs Christmas special. 

9.0 the Inbetweeners. 10.0 Rick And 

Morty. 11.05 the Big Bang theory. 

12midnight First Dates. 1.0 

gogglebox. 1.55 the Inbetweeners. 

2.50 Fear the Walking Dead.  

3.40 the Big Bang theory. 

6pm Buying And selling. 7.0 Buying 

And selling. 8.0 Dinner Date. 9.0 

Chrisley Knows Best. Everyone is 

worried about Faye’s outlandish 

birthday bucket list. 9.30  

Chrisley Knows Best. 10.0 totally 

Unbelievable. 11.0 Botched. 11.55 the 

Only Way Is Essex. 12.40am ItVBe 

nightscreen. 12.55 teleshopping. 

6pm Keeping Up With the 

Kardashians. 7.0 total Divas. 8.0 

Hollywood Medium With tyler Henry. 

9.0 true Hollywood story. 10.0 

Botched. 11.0 nightly Pop. 11.30 

Botched: Most Outrageous  

Celebrity Patients. 12midnight 

Keeping Up With the Kardashians.  

1.0 Botched. 2.0 teleshopping. 
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Thursday 5 December

6am Breakfast. 9.15 Murder, Mystery 

And My Family. 10.0 Homes Under 

the Hammer. 11.0 Fake Britain. 11.45 

A1: Britain’s longest Road. 12.15 

Bargain Hunt. 1.0 BBC news At One; 

Weather. 1.30 BBC Regional news; 

Weather. 1.45 Doctors. 2.15 the 

Mallorca Files. 3.0 Escape to the 

Country. 3.45 garden Rescue. 4.30 

the Repair shop. 5.15 Pointless. 

6.0 bbC News at Six; 
weather  (s) 

6.30 bbC Regional News; 
Weather (s) 

7.0 the One Show  
live chat and reports, 
hosted by Matt Baker. (s) 

7.30 eastenders Phil vows to 
get answers from lisa. (s) 

8.0 inside the Supermarket 
sainsbury’s embarks on an 
ambitious makeover of one  
of its biggest stores. (s) 

9.0 who Do you think  
you are? Warwick Davis 
starts his research with his 
paternal grandmother. (s) (R) 

10.0 bbC News at ten  (s) 

10.30 bbC Regional News; 
Weather (s) 

10.45 Question time  
Fiona Bruce hosts the  
political debate from Hull. (s) 

11.45 Brexitcast. 12.20 BBC news. 

6.30am Murder, Mystery And My 

Family. 7.15 the Repair shop. 8.0 sign 

Zone: Your Home Made Perfect. 9.0 

BBC news At 9. 10.0 Victoria 

Derbyshire. 11.0 BBC newsroom live. 

12.0 Politics live. 1.0 live snooker: UK 

Championship. 5.15 Flog It! 

6.0 Richard Osman’s House 
Of games With Rick Edwards 
and David O’Doherty. (s) 

6.30 Strictly: it takes two 
Zoe Ball hosts. (s) 

7.0 live Snooker: Uk 
Championship Further 
coverage of the ninth day. (s) 

✱ 8.0 masterChef: the 
Professionals the second 
group produce two dishes in a 
bid to make the semi-finals. (s) 

9.0 giri/Haji Kenzo and  
Yuto face a huge decision 
when taki’s life is threatened. 
last in the series. (s) 

10.0 Qi With Jason Manford, 
Romesh Ranganathan, Holly 
Walsh and Alan Davies. (s) (R) 

10.30 Newsnight  (s) 

11.35 snooker: UK Championship. 

12.25 snooker: UK Championship 

Extra. 2.25 sign Zone: BBC  

Election Debate. 3.55 sign Zone:  

Rick stein’s secret France. 4.55 sign 

Zone: Home Is Where the Art Is.  

5.40 this Is BBC two. 

6am good Morning Britain. 8.30 

lorraine. 9.25 Judge Rinder. 10.30 

this Morning. 12.30 loose Women. 

1.30 ItV lunchtime news. 1.55 ItV 

news london. 2.0 Dickinson’s Real 

Deal. 3.0 the switch. 4.0 tipping 

Point. 5.0 Cash trapped. 

6.0 itv News london  (s) 

6.30 itv evening News  (s) 

7.0 emmerdale Victoria 
worries the baby is coming. (s) 

7.30 the leader interviews: 
Jeremy Corbyn – tonight 
Julie Etchingham talks to the 
labour Party leader. (s) 

8.0 emmerdale Wendy 
oversteps the mark. (s) 

8.30 gino’s italian express 
gino D’Acampo explores  
the Cinque terre. (s) 

✱ 9.0 i’m a Celebrity…  
get me Out Of Here!  
Ant and Dec present the  
latest jungle highlights. (s) 

10.30 itv News  (s) 

11.0 ItV news london. 11.15 Piers 

Morgan’s life stories. 12.15 Ideal 

World. 3.0 the leader Interviews: 

Jeremy Corbyn – tonight. 3.25 ItV 

nightscreen. 5.05 Judge Rinder. 

6.30am the King Of Queens. 6.55 the 

King Of Queens. 7.20 the King Of 

Queens. 7.45 Everybody loves 

Raymond. 8.10 Everybody loves 

Raymond. 8.40 Frasier. 9.10 Frasier. 

9.40 Frasier. 10.10 Ramsay’s Kitchen 

nightmares UsA. 11.05 Undercover 

Boss UsA. 12.0 Channel 4 news 

summary. 12.05 Couples Come Dine 

With Me. 1.05 Escape to the Chateau: 

DIY. 2.10 Countdown. 3.0 Find It, Fix It, 

Flog It. 4.0 A Place In the sun. 5.0 

Kirstie’s Handmade Christmas. 

6.0 the Simpsons Homer 
and Marge are accused of 
being bad parents. (s) (R) 

6.30 Hollyoaks Darren  
meets luke in Chester. (s) (R) 

7.0 News  (s) 

7.55 Party election 
broadcast (s) 

8.0 buy it Now For 
Christmas People with gift 
ideas pitch their products to 
an audience of shoppers. (s) 

9.0 what makes a murderer 
A former gang enforcer jailed 
for murder submits himself to 
biological and psychological 
tests. last in the series. (s) 

10.0 999: what’s your 
emergency? the work of the 
emergency services. (s) (R) 

11.0 24 Hours In A&E. 12.0 My 

grandparents’ War 1.0 Kitchen 

nightmares UsA. 1.50 Come Dine 

With Me. 2.45 save Well, spend Better. 

3.15 Unreported World. 3.40 grand 

Designs Australia. 4.35 sun, sea And 

Brides to Be. 5.30 Kirstie’s Handmade 

Christmas. 5.50 Countdown. 

6am Milkshake! 9.15 Jeremy Vine. 11.15 

FIlM: A Mission For Christmas (2015) 

HH 12.50 neighbours. 1.20 FIlM: 

Christmas next Door (2017) HHHH 

3.0 FIlM: Christmas At Pemberley 

Manor (2018) HHHH 4.45 5 news At 

5. 5.0 Friends. 5.30 Friends. 

6.0 Neighbours susan 
confronts Finn about Elly. (s) (R) 

6.30 5 News tonight  (s) 

6.55 Party election 
broadcast (s) 

7.0 the Dog Rescuers with 
alan Davies An emaciated 
german shepherd off for 
specialist treatment. (s) (R) 

✱ 8.0 Celebrity Dogs 
behaving (very) badly For 
Help the animals graeme 
Hall helps famous faces solve 
their dogs’ behavioural issues. (s) 

✱ 9.15 Can you Really 
afford to Retire? with 
michael buerk Part two of 
two. How well Britons are 
prepared for their retirement. (s) 

10.15 alex Polizzi’s 
Restaurant Nightmares Alex 
Polizzi helps save restaurant 
dreams, beginning with Italian 
eatery Riobello. (s) (R) 

11.15 Claudia lawrence: Missing Or 

Murdered? 12.10 Britain’s Most Violent 

Crime. 1.10 the 21.co.uk live Casino 

show. 3.0 Access. 3.10 nCIs: new 

Orleans. 4.0 nCIs: new Orleans.  

4.45 the Dog Rescuers With Alan 

Davies. 5.35 Wildlife sOs. 

6pm Catfish: the tV show. 7.0 

ghosted: love gone Missing. 8.0  

teen Mom 2. 9.0 Jersey shore  

Family Vacation. 10.0 geordie  

shore. 11.0 Catfish: the tV show. 

12midnight Just tattoo Of Us. 1.0  

Just tattoo Of Us. 2.0 geordie shore. 

2.50 geordie shore. 3.40 

Ridiculousness. 4.0 teleshopping. 

6pm say Yes to the Dress: Atlanta. 

6.30 say Yes to the Dress: Atlanta. A 

bride wants a black dress. 7.0 Curvy 

Brides Boutique. 8.0 90 Day Fiance. 

11.0 Dr Pimple Popper. 12midnight 90 

Day Fiance. 3.0 Dr Pimple Popper. 4.0 

say Yes to the Dress: Atlanta. 4.30 

say Yes to the Dress: Atlanta. 5.0  

say Yes to the Dress: Atlanta. 

6pm Futurama. 6.30 the simpsons. 

8.0 Rob & Romesh Vs the nFl. 9.0 

Karl Pilkington: the Moaning Of life. 

10.0 the Russell Howard Hour. 11.0 

Romesh Presents 11.30 Just Another 

Immigrant. 12.30am A league Of 

their Own Us Road trip. 1.30 Brit 

Cops: War On Crime. 2.30 Road Wars. 

3.0 A league Of their Own. 

6pm Without A trace. 7.0 CsI: Crime 

scene Investigation. 8.0 Blue Bloods. 

A man accuses a police dog of 

attacking his young son. 9.0 Britannia. 

10.0 Upright. 10.35 Upright. 11.10 

game Of thrones. 12.20am the 

sopranos. 1.20 the sopranos. 2.30 

Britannia. 3.30 nurse Jackie. 4.05 the 

West Wing. 5.05 the West Wing. 

6pm nothing to Declare. 6.30 

nothing to Declare. 7.0 nothing to 

Declare. 7.30 nothing to Declare. 8.0 

Criminal Minds. 9.0 FBI. 10.0 Madam 

secretary. 11.0 law & Order: special 

Victims Unit. 12midnight CsI: Crime 

scene Investigation. 1.0 the truth 

About the Harry Quebert Affair. 2.0 

nothing to Declare. 5.0 the Real A&E. 

6pm tipping Point. 7.0 My Dream 

Home. 8.0 Inside the Ambulance. 9.0 

Inside the Operating theatre. 10.0 Dr 

Christian Will see You now. 11.0 Inside 

the Ambulance. 12midnight One Born 

Every Minute. 1.0 John Bishop: In 

Conversation With gabby logan. 1.50 

MasterChef Junior UsA. 2.35 Bin 

there, Dump that. 3.0 teleshopping. 

6pm I’m A Celebrity… get Me Out Of 

Here! 7.30 You’ve Been Framed! gold. 

8.0 You’ve Been Framed gold At 

Christmas! 9.0 Family guy. 10.30 I’m A 

Celebrity: Extra Camp. 11.35 American 

Dad! 12.30am the Cleveland show. 

12.55 the stand Up sketch show. 1.30 

two And A Half Men. 1.55 two And A 

Half Men. 2.20 teleshopping. 

6pm the Big Bang theory. 7.0 

Hollyoaks. 7.30 Come Dine With Me. 

8.0 Young sheldon. 8.30 the Big Bang 

theory. 9.0 Big Fat Quiz Of 

Everything. 11.05 the Big Bang 

theory. 12midnight First Dates. 1.05 

gogglebox. 1.55 Rude tube. 2.50 Fear 

the Walking Dead. 3.40 the Big Bang 

theory. 4.30 How I Met Your Mother.

6pm Buying And selling. 7.0 Buying 

And selling. 8.0 Dinner Date. 9.0 

Vanderpump Rules. Ariana and 

Brittany are hoping for some 

relationship advice from lisa. 10.0 

Vanderpump Rules. 11.0 Million  

Dollar Matchmaker. 11.55 the Only 

Way Is Essex. 12.40am ItVBe 

nightscreen. 12.55 teleshopping. 

6pm Keeping Up With the 

Kardashians. 7.0 true Hollywood 

story. 8.0 Keeping Up With the 

Kardashians. 9.0 Dating: no Filter. 10.0 

true Hollywood story. 11.0 nightly 

Pop. 11.30 Botched: Most Outrageous 

OMg Patients Countdown. 

12midnight Keeping Up With  

the Kardashians. 1.0 Botched. 
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11pm Taken At Birth, Quest Red9pm Jane McDonald, C510.40pm Graham Norton, BBC1 Mrs. Maisel, Amazon Prime9pm Gordon, Food Network

Friday 6 December

6am Breakfast. 9.15 Murder, Mystery 

And My Family. 10.0 Homes Under 

the Hammer. 11.0 Fake Britain. 11.45 

A1: Britain’s longest Road. 12.15 

Bargain Hunt. 1.0 BBC news At One; 

Weather. 1.30 BBC Regional news; 

Weather. 1.45 Doctors. 2.15 the 

Mallorca Files. 3.0 Escape to the 

Country. 3.45 garden Rescue. 4.30 

the Repair shop. 5.15 Pointless. 

6.0 bbC News at Six; 
weather  (s) 

6.30 bbC Regional News; 
Weather (s) 

6.55 Party election 
broadcast  (s) (R) 

7.0 the One Show live chat 
and topical reports. (s) 

7.30 a Question Of Sport 
With Desiree Henry, Mel Jones 
and Paul Robinson. (s) 

8.0 eastenders louise is 
rushed to hospital in labour. (s) 

8.30 the bbC Prime 
ministerial Debate A forum 
from southampton. (s) 

9.30 Have i got News For 
you stephen Mangan hosts, 
with guest Brian Cox. (s) 

10.0 bbC News at ten  (s) 

10.30 bbC Regional News; 
Weather (s) 

✱ 10.40 the graham 
Norton Show With Dwayne 
“the Rock” Johnson, Jodie 
Whittaker and Michael Palin. (s) 

11.30 Fleabag. 11.55 the Apprentice. 

6.30am Murder, Mystery And My 

Family. 7.15 the Repair shop. 8.0 sign 

Zone: love In the Countryside. 9.0 

BBC news At 9. 10.0 Victoria 

Derbyshire. 11.0 BBC newsroom live. 

12.0 Politics live. 1.0 live snooker: UK 

Championship. 5.15 Flog It! 

6.0 Strictly: it takes two 
Zoe Ball and Rylan Clark-neal 
present analysis of the pro-
celebrity couples’ progress. (s) 

7.0 live Snooker: Uk 
Championship Further 
coverage of the opening 
quarter-finals. (s) 

8.0 mountain vets  
Rachael attends to a cow  
with a potentially fatal 
displaced stomach. (s) 

9.0 the Name Of the Rose 
Remigio is brought before 
Bernard gui, who tries to 
extract a confession. (s) 

9.50 amazing Hotels: life 
beyond the lobby (s) (R) 

10.0 mock the week  
With tom Allen, Ed gamble, 
Kerry godliman, Rhys James 
and Rosie Jones. (s) 

10.30 Newsnight  (s) 

11.35 snooker: UK Championship. 

12.25 FIlM: Calvary (2014) HHHHH 

2.0 sign Zone: Universal Credit: One 

Year On – Panorama. 2.30 sign Zone: 

seven Worlds, One Planet. 3.30 sign 

Zone: novels that shaped Our  

World. 4.30 this Is BBC two. 

6am good Morning Britain. 8.30 

lorraine. 9.25 Judge Rinder. 10.30 

this Morning. 12.30 loose Women. 

1.30 ItV lunchtime news. 1.55 ItV 

news london. 2.0 Dickinson’s Real 

Deal. 3.0 the switch. 4.0 tipping 

Point. 5.0 Cash trapped. 

6.0 itv News london  (s) 

6.25 Party election 
broadcast (s) 

6.30 itv evening News  (s) 

7.0 emmerdale graham’s 
plan is thwarted. (s) 

7.30 Coronation Street 
Bernie takes the law into her 
own hands to punish Kel. (s) 

8.0 the leader interviews: 
boris Johnson – tonight (s) 

8.30 Coronation Street Paul 
accuses Bernie of jeopardising 
the case against Kel. (s) 

✱ 9.0 i’m a Celebrity… get 
me Out Of Here! Celebrity 
survival challenge. (s) 

10.30 itv News  (s) 

11.0 ItV news london. 11.20  

take Me Out. 12.30 Back to Mine. 

12.50 Ideal World. 3.0 the leader 

Interviews: Boris Johnson –  

tonight. 3.25 ItV nightscreen. 

6.30am the King Of Queens. 6.55 the 

King Of Queens. 7.20 the King Of 

Queens. 7.45 Everybody loves 

Raymond. 8.10 Everybody loves 

Raymond. 8.40 Frasier. 9.10 Frasier. 

9.40 Frasier. 10.10 Ramsay’s Kitchen 

nightmares UsA. 11.05 Undercover 

Boss UsA. 12.0 Channel 4 news 

summary. 12.05 Couples Come Dine 

With Me. 1.05 Escape to the Chateau: 

DIY. 2.10 Countdown. 3.0 Find It, Fix It, 

Flog It. 4.0 A Place In the sun. 5.0 

Kirstie’s Handmade Christmas. 

6.0 the Simpsons Bart sells 
his soul to Milhouse. (s) (R) 

6.30 Hollyoaks Marnie 
prepares for the grand 
opening of her patisserie. (s) (R) 

7.0 News  (s) 

7.30 Unreported world 
Investigating Islamist 
extremism in Mali. (s) 

7.55 Party election 
broadcast (s) 

8.0 Flirty Dancing Ashley 
Banjo unites dance-fit teacher 
lily, from the Isle of Wight, 
 and Jake, a dance teacher 
from Manchester.  (s) 

9.0 gogglebox Featuring 
 the households’ opinions  
on recent tV. (s) 

10.0 the last leg  
A sideways look at the 
upcoming general Election. (s) 

11.35 FIlM: Mr & Mrs smith (2005) 

HHH 1.40 Come Dine With Me. 2.10 

Come Dine With Me. 2.35 Come Dine 

With Me. 3.0 Come Dine With Me. 3.25 

Come Dine With Me. 3.50 sun, sea 

And Brides to Be. 4.45 grand Designs 

Australia. 5.40 Extreme Cake Makers. 

6am Milkshake! 9.15 Jeremy Vine.  

11.15 FIlM: A Family For Christmas 

(2015) HHH 12.50 neighbours.  

1.20 FIlM: A Majestic Christmas  

(2018) HHH 3.0 FIlM: A Fairytale 

Christmas (2013) HHH 4.45 5 news 

At 5. 5.0 Friends. 5.30 Friends. 

6.0 Neighbours Hendrix 
makes a rash decision. (s) (R) 

6.30 5 News tonight  (s) 

6.55 Party election 
broadcast  (s) 

7.0 the gadget Show 
Christmas Special  
A look at some of the more 
innovative products  
available this Christmas. (s) 

8.0 Funniest ever Pets at 
Christmas For Help the 
animals Animals enjoy a bit 
too much Christmas spirit. (s) 

9.0 Cruising with Jane 
mcDonald the singer revisits 
Rome, Florence and Pisa. (s) 

10.0 eamonn & Ruth: a 
billion Pound Christmas  
the most expensive ways in 
which people can enjoy the 
season of goodwill. (s) (R) 

11.05 FIlM: Fatal Attraction (1987) 

HHHH 1.15 the 21.co.uk live Casino 

show. 3.15 nCIs: new Orleans. 4.0 

nCIs: new Orleans. 4.45 nCIs: new 

Orleans. 5.35 Wildlife sOs. 

6pm Catfish: the tV show. 6.55  

the Official UK number One. 7.0 

Catfish: the tV show. 8.0 ghosted: 

love gone Missing. 9.0 Just tattoo Of 

Us. 10.0 geordie shore. 11.0 Jersey 

shore Family Vacation. 12midnight 

Just tattoo Of Us. 1.0 Just tattoo Of 

Us. 2.0 geordie shore. 3.40 

Ridiculousness. 4.0 teleshopping. 

6pm say Yes to the Dress: Atlanta. 7.0 

Curvy Brides Boutique. 8.0 say Yes to 

the Dress: lancashire. 9.0 say Yes to 

the Dress. 10.0 say Yes to the Dress: 

Atlanta. 11.0 Dr Pimple Popper. 

12midnight say Yes to the Dress: 

lancashire. 1.0 say Yes to the Dress. 

2.0 say Yes to the Dress: Atlanta.  

3.0 Dr Pimple Popper. 

6pm Futurama. 6.30 the simpsons. 

8.0 Modern Family. 9.0 Agatha Raisin. 

10.0 Agatha Raisin. 11.0 the Russell 

Howard Hour. 12midnight Joshua V 

Ruiz – A Heavyweight Upset. 12.30 

Brit Cops: War On Crime. 1.30 the 

Force: north East. 2.30 Road Wars. 

3.0 A league Of their Own. 4.0 

Futurama. 5.0 stargate sg-1. 

6pm Without A trace. 7.0 CsI: Crime 

scene Investigation. 8.0 Blue Bloods. 

9.0 game Of thrones. Robb stark 

marches south to avenge his father. 

10.10 game Of thrones. 11.20 

Watchmen. 12.30am Dexter. 1.40 

Dexter. 2.45 Without A trace. 3.45  

life Itself: special. 4.0 the West  

Wing. 5.0 the West Wing. 

6pm nothing to Declare. 8.0  

Criminal Minds. 9.0 CsI: Crime scene 

Investigation. 10.0 Criminal Minds.  

11.0 law & Order: special Victims  

Unit. 12midnight CsI: Crime scene 

Investigation. 1.0 the InBetween.  

2.0 the truth About the Harry 

Quebert Affair. 3.0 nothing to 

Declare. 5.0 the Real A&E. 

6pm tipping Point. 7.0 My Dream 

Home. 8.0 Inside the Ambulance. 9.0 

Inside the Ambulance At Christmas. 

11.0 Inside the Ambulance. 

12midnight One Born Every Minute. 

1.0 John Bishop: In Conversation  

With Martine McCutcheon. 1.50 

MasterChef Junior UsA. 2.35 Bin 

there, Dump that. 3.0 teleshopping. 

6pm I’m A Celebrity… get Me Out Of 

Here! 7.30 You’ve Been Framed! gold. 

8.0 You’ve Been Framed gold At 

Christmas! 9.0 Family guy. 10.30 I’m A 

Celebrity: Extra Camp. 11.35 American 

Dad! 12.30am the stand Up sketch 

show. 12.55 through the Keyhole.  

2.0 two And A Half Men. 2.25 

teleshopping. 5.55 ItV2 nightscreen. 

6pm the Big Bang theory. 7.0 

Hollyoaks. 7.30 Come Dine With Me. 

8.0 the Big Bang theory. 9.0 FIlM: 

ted 2 (2015) HHH 11.15 Rick And 

Morty. 11.45 Mr Pickles special. 12am 

Momma named Me sheriff 12.15 

Robot Chicken 12.45 the Big  

Bang theory. 1.40 gogglebox.  

2.40 Fear the Walking Dead. 

6pm Buying And selling. 7.0 Buying 

And selling. 8.0 Dinner Date. 

samantha from london dines with 

three lucky lads. 9.0 Botched. A 

transgender pop star has surgery on 

her ears. 10.0 Botched. 11.0 Million 

Dollar Matchmaker. 11.55 the Only 

Way Is Essex. 12.45am ItVBe 

nightscreen. 12.55 teleshopping. 

6pm Keeping Up With the 

Kardashians. 7.0 Botched. 8.0 total 

Divas. 9.0 Keeping Up With the 

Kardashians. 10.0 Very Cavallari.  

11.0 nightly Pop. 11.30 Botched:  

Most Outrageous Before And  

After. 12midnight Keeping Up  

With the Kardashians. 1.0  

Botched. 2.0 teleshopping. 
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 ON-DEMAND TV & DVD Out

 

week!
this

This is more a Fast & Furious spin-off 

rather than a simple sequel to the eight 

previous films. It stars go-to Hollywood 

hardmen Dwayne Johnson and Jason 

Statham as US federal agent Luke Hobbs 

and former bad guy Deckard Shaw, 

respectively, who team up to extract a 

deadly virus from badman Brixton Lore 

(Idris Elba). As expected, the action is 

plentiful and the combat sequences 

are fun to watch. Plus there’s great 

chemistry between The Rock and Stath. 

Beloved by kids, the Horrible Histories 

books and TV series made the transition to 

the big screen earlier this year – exploring 

the more unsavoury details of those 

rotten Romans. While it can’t quite match 

up to the brilliant books, this offering, 

starring the likes of Craig Roberts, Emilia 

Jones and Nick Frost, is full of gags and 

terrible songs – kids will love it! 

Fast & Furious Presents: 

Hobbs & Shaw

Horrible Histories 

AVAILABLE ON DVD & BLU-RAY

OUT NOW 

AVAILABLE ON DVD & BLU-RAY

OUT NOW 

Robbie Williams

The Christmas Present
With the festive season well and 

truly upon us, we have been treated 

to an early Christmas present from 

superstar Robbie Williams. This two-

disc offering features 28 original 

yuletide tracks with some featuring 

other A-list artists such as Rod Stewart, 

Bryan Adams and Tyson Fury! Out now. 

Stranger Things Secret Cinema  
Those geniuses behind the excellent Secret 

Cinema  experience have announced their 

latest offering – and boy are we excited! 

The world of Netflix original series Stranger 

Things will be brought to life at a top-secret 

London location. This immersive experience 

takes you straight into the heart of the town  

of Hawkins, set in the ’80s, so grab your 

mates, walkie talkies and chopper bikes and 

head down to see what adventure awaits! 

Secret Cinema is a strictly top-secret event, 

so the only way to experience it is to grab 

tickets at Secretcinema.org. 

The Room Mates  (RACHEL SARGEANT)

University is supposed to be the best time of your life, 

but Imo’s first week is quickly going from bad to worse. 

A stalker is watching her flat, following her every move, 

and Imo suspects that her new roommates are hiding 

dark secrets. When one of them suddenly disappears, the 

trauma of Imo’s recent past comes hurtling back to haunt 

her. And she begins to realise just how little she knows 

about the people she lives with… Gripping. We loved 

this book, which is full of twists and turns. 

BEST DAY OUT



DON’T MISS CINEMA

REVIEWSREVIEWS

 THE CAST    Daniel Craig, Chris Evans, Ana de Armas, Jamie Lee Curtis, Michael Shannon, Don 

Johnson, Toni Collette, Lakeith Stanfield, Katherine Langford, Jaeden Martell, Christopher Plummer

 THE STORY   When famous crime novelist Harlan Thrombey (Plummer) is found dead just after his 

85th birthday, debonair Detective Benoit Blanc (Craig) is enlisted to investigate. 

 THE VERDICT   With more A-listers than you can shake a stick at, this homage to the queen of 

mystery, Agatha Christie, is an absolute hoot. A whodunnit that’ll keep you guessing until the end. 

CERT 12, 130 MINS, OPENS 27 NOV
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Knives Out

 THE CAST   Naomi Scott, Kristen Stewart, 

Ella Balinska, Sam Claflin, Elizabeth Banks

 THE STORY   Director Elizabeth Banks 

takes the helm as the next generation 

of fearless Charlie’s Angels take flight. 

So long, Cameron Diaz, Drew 

Barrymore and Lucy Liu! 

 THE VERDICT   This is one of very few 

action movies to have been written and 

directed by a woman, and there is a 

feminist message in here somewhere.  

But, ultimately, this reboot is a fun, 

energetic and exciting action movie 

with impressive stunts and a big heart.

CERT 12A, 118 MINS, OPENS 29 NOV
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GUESS

THE FILM STILL
A) MOTHER! 

B) DOWNSIZING

WORD SEARCHSUDOKU - EASY SUDOKU - MEDIUM

CLUES & ARROWS SPOT THE DIFFERENCE

NAME THE STARS
1) JIMMY FALLON

2) DAWN FRENCH

WORD LINK 
A) CHILD

B) STEP

C) RAIN

D) WAR

E) SHOCK

F) BENCH

GUESS THE CELEB
A) GORDON RAMSAY

B) ALISON HAMMOND

CLOSER MAGAZINE TERMS & CONDITIONS
1. These terms and conditions together 

with any specific rules displayed or referred to 

on the relevant page of Closer magazine 

in respect of a prize draw or competition 

(a “Prize Draw Notice”) and H Bauer 

Publishing’s General Terms and Conditions 

(available online at http://www.bauerlegal.

co.uk/competition-terms.html) are the prize 

draw rules (the “Rules”) that apply to 

each and every prize draw and/or competition 

of any nature included in Closer magazine (a 

“Prize Draw”) unless otherwise expressly 

stated in the Prize Draw Notice. By entering a 

Prize Draw, entrants agree to be bound by 

these Rules. 

2. Each Prize Draw is organised by Closer 

magazine, part of H Bauer Publishing Limited 

of registered address Academic House, 24-28 

Oval Road, London NW1 7DT. In the event of a 

discrepancy between these terms and 

conditions and the Prize Draw Notice, the 

Prize Draw Notice shall prevail. 

3. H Bauer Publishing reserves the right to 

cancel or amend a Prize Draw at any time 

without prior notice. 

4. All Prize Draw entrants must be over 18 

years of age at the date of entry and resident 

in the UK. Proof of age may be required before 

a prize-winner can claim a prize. The eligibility 

of any entrant is at the sole discretion of H 

Bauer Publishing. Employees and agents of H 

Bauer Publishing and its associated 

companies (including the families of such 

employees and agents) are not eligible to 

enter a Prize Draw. Only one entry per person 

and per household is permitted. Additional 

eligibility requirements may apply to a specific 

Prize Draw, e.g. a valid passport, visas and/or 

driver’s licence will be required if the Prize 

Draw’s prize includes travel outside the United 

Kingdom and/or car hire.

5. Prize Draw entries must be made in 

accordance with the Rules and must be 

received by H Bauer Publishing before the 

closing date specified in the Prize Draw Notice 

(the “Closing Date”). Entries made otherwise 

will be invalid.

6. No payment is necessary to enter a Prize 

Draw. Unless otherwise stated in the Prize 

Draw Notice, all Prize Draws are entered by 

sending an appropriately worded e-mail to 

the email address  specified in the Prize Draw 

Notice. Any such e-mail must include a postal 

address to contact you at in connection with 

the Prize Draw and otherwise must comply 

with any instructions for submitting such 

email entry set out in the Prize Draw Notice 

(for example, to identify which Prize Draw is 

being entered). Each Prize Draw must be 

entered by a separate email. Alternative 

means of entering a Prize Draw – if any – may 

be set out in the Prize Draw Notice and where 

there are alternative means of entering a Prize 

Draw no distinction shall be made between 

entries received by any means prescribed 

under the Rules. 

7. Prize-winners will (unless specified 

otherwise in the Prize Draw Notice) be chosen 

at random by an independent judge from all 

qualifying entries. In all matters, the decision 

of the judge(s) shall be final and no 

correspondence or discussion shall be 

entered into.

8. Prize-winners will be notified in writing 

within 6 weeks of the Closing Date.

9. If a prize-winner fails to respond to 

correspondence from H Bauer Publishing 

and/or fails (for whatever reason) to claim  

his/her prize within 14 days of receipt of  

H Bauer Publishing’s notification, H Bauer 

Publishing shall be entitled to select  

an alternative prize-winner. In such  

circumstances H Bauer Publishing shall  

use reasonable endeavours to notify the 

alternative prize-winner within nine weeks  

of the Closing Date.

10. Prize-winners will receive their prize within 

6 weeks of notification unless otherwise 

specified in the Prize Draw Rules.

11. Details of the names of prize-winners  

can be requested by writing to Closer at 

Academic House, 24-28 Oval Road, Camden, 

London NW1 7DJ, specifying the relevant 

Prize Draw, provided that such request is 

received by H Bauer Publishing within ten 

weeks of the Closing Date.

12. Every prize is subject to availability  

and H Bauer Publishing may substitute  

any prize for a prize of a similar nature  

and/or comparable value. There is no cash 

alternative to any prize and no prize is 

refundable and/or transferable.

13. H Bauer Publishing accepts no 

responsibility or liability for any lost, damaged 

or incomplete entries and all such entries 

will be deemed invalid. Proof of despatch shall 

not be proof of entry. Only entries received in 

accordance with the Rules will be acceptable.

14. H Bauer Publishing will not be liable if  

a prize does not reach a prize-winner for  

any reason outside the control of H Bauer 

Publishing or if a prize is damaged during 

delivery.

15. Entries shall not be returned to entrants.

16. Prize-winners agree to take part in any 

promotional activity requested by H Bauer 

Publishing and consent to his/her name, 

county and photograph being published for 

the purposes of the Prize Draw and promoting 

Closer and/or H Bauer Publishing and its 

business.

19. Where relevant, all taxes, insurances, 

transfers, spending money and other 

expenses (including meals or personal 

expenses upgrades etc.) are, unless otherwise 

specifically stated, the sole responsibility of 

each prize-winner.

20. The terms and conditions of any third 

party supplier may apply and must be 

accepted and complied with by a prize-

winner to accept the prize.

21. H Bauer Publishing may vary the terms  

of, or vary the Prize Draw at any time at its 

absolute discretion without liability to any 

entrant or other person.

22. Other than for death or personal injury 

arising from negligence of H Bauer Publishing, 

H Bauer Publishing hereby excludes (so far  

as is permitted by law) all liability for any loss, 

damage, cost and expense, whether direct  

or indirect, howsoever caused in connection 

with the Prize Draw or any aspect of the prize.

23. These terms and conditions shall be 

governed by and construed and performed  

in accordance with the laws of England and 

Wales, whose courts shall have exclusive 

jurisdiction to decide any dispute arising 

under them.
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THIS WEEK’S
CELEB STAR SIGN

AQUARIUS 20 JAN-18 FEB

GEMINI 21 MAY- 20 JUN

ARIES 21 MAR-19 APR VIRGO 23 AUG-22 SEP

CANCER 21 JUN-22 JUL

CAPRICORN 22 DEC-19 JAN

TAURUS 20 APR-20 MAY

LEO 23 JUL-22 AUG

LIBRA 23 SEP-22 OCT

SCORPIO 23 OCT-21 NOV

If you need more cash to make your domestic

dreams come true, whether for a bigger

home, renovation, redecoration, more family

time, or a family reunion, the skies are on

your side this week. Believe that your family

dreams are real and they can be. PS Obsessed

with astrology? Follow the Moon (for free!) at

moonmessages.com/moonlite

How has 2019 been? If it’s had its ups and

downs, ask yourself this – have you been

open-minded? Could you still widen your

vision of the world and the people around

you? This week’s New Moon urges you to

start over with the mark you’re making. PS

Obsessed with astrology? Follow the Moon

(for free!) at moonmessages.com/moonlite

There’s a New Moon this week, and guess

where it’s taking place? In your Love Zone.

So, if you’re sexy, single, and open to love, a

new cycle starts here. And if you’re attached,

use this week to relocate the love you felt at

the start of your relationship. PS Obsessed

with astrology? Follow the Moon (for free!)

at moonmessages.com/moonlite.

Now is the time to really go for it, as Mars

moves through your sign and gives you more

energy than you’ve had in ages. If you pace

and express yourself (easier now Mercury

is no longer retrograde in your chart), you

should have a good week. PS Obsessed with

astrology? Follow the Moon (for free!) at

moonmessages.com/moonlite

If you believe in the power of intentions, now’s

the time to set some, under the New Moon

on November 26 at 3.05pm. Take some time

afterwards to write down your biggest hopes,

plans and schemes for the next 12 months.

It’s a powerful wishing Moon for you. PS

Obsessed with astrology? Follow the Moon

(for free!) at moonmessages.com/moonlite

The past couple of years have given you a

new start when it comes to cash and your

sex life – hopefully you’re feeling abundant

and looked after in the bedroom. And if not,

the New Moon this week brings another

chance to step into a better reality! PS Want

to work with the New Moon (for free)? Visit

moonmessages.com/moonlite

One thing the past year has hopefully shown

you is the power of positive thinking. This

isn’t old hippy nonsense – did you know the

word “Abracadaba” means “With my words,

I create”? Get your head around that this New

Moon week and you’ll make some magic. PS

Obsessed with astrology? Follow the Moon

(for free!) at moonmessages.com/moonlite

You’re a pragmatic and practical sign, yet the

New Moon is triggering the side of you that’s

deep and mysterious. Expect to feel a little

more connected to the cosmos now, if you

take the time to meditate and contemplate.

Mysteries could yet be answered! PS

Obsessed with astrology? Follow the Moon

(for free!) at moonmessages.com/moonlite

Use this year to clarify what you want. Once you know, tap into

the power of Mercury/Saturn in your birthday chart. Plan and set

action points to make your dreams real. Remember, manifesting

is part magic and part hard work. Get it right and you can prosper.

It seems your whole life is starting to unfold

before you this week. Look around – what do

you see? What’s the bigger picture – what

are you doing, what is your destination and

where do you want to go in 2020? Now’s the

time to think big. Work looks good too. PS

Want to work with the New Moon (for free)?

Visit moonmessages.com/moonlite

If you want to have a talk with someone who

means a lot to you, this New Moon week

could be the right time for it. There’s a lovely

Mercury/Neptune link in your Relationship

Zone which should help the words to flow.

You could end up feeling on Cloud 9. PS

Obsessed with astrology? Follow the Moon

(for free!) at moonmessages.com/moonlite

SAGITTARIUS
22 NOV-21 DEC

The New Moon this week is

in your sign, so if you want

to live consciously and

intentionally, now’s the

time to draw a line under

what has gone before.

This is your restart time

– don’t wait for the New

Year! PS Obsessed

with astrology? Follow

the Moon (for free!) at

moonmessages.com/

moonlite

Every year around this time, you get a special 

end-of-year gift – a New Moon in your Health 

Zone. In other words, as everyone else 

prepares to go into an eating and drinking 

frenzy over the holidays, you have the 

option of putting a healthy plan in place. PS 

Obsessed with astrology? Follow the Moon 

(for free!) at moonmessages.com/moonlite

*Landline calls cost just 80p a minute, plus your phone company's access charge. Calling from Republic of Ireland? 
Call 1550 500900 (97c per minute). To report a phone-line problem, call 0800 138 9789.

CALL CLOSER’S DESTINY LINE TO HEAR  
YASMIN’S WEEKLY FORECAST AND ADVICE 0906 7511 677

PISCES  19 FEB-20 MAR

IF IT’S YOUR BIRTHDAY THIS WEEK

 CHRISSY TEIGE
N 

 30 NOVEMBER 1
985 

 BRITNEY SPEAR
S 

 2 DECEMBER 19
81 
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A FINAL FIX

OF THIS WEEK’S

PICS & TWEETS

INSPIGRAM

CALUM 

BEST 

Nice sentiment,

Calum. But 

we’ll live by our

mantra of “Half-

awake, stressed

and ungrateful.”
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AMBER DAVIES

Come back to us when you’re 50, Amber –

we guarantee you’ll still be doing it.

LOUISE THOMPSON

Considering Jack the Ripper and Osama Bin

Laden were said to be left-handed, we’re not

completely with you on this, Lou.

Alesha’s little 

Anaya presents 

her own version 

of BGT. Bunny 

Gets Tickles.

For anyone who’s still hoping for a third series 
of Dr Foster – judging by Suranne’s supporting 
cast, it must have a tiny budget!

    naps&chat!S

It must be 

pretty great to 

be Kelly. Even 

walls fancy her. 

 Dogs look like their owners, but Holly’s cat goes one step further with a trip to her stylist for a colour and trim.

That’s the last time Bobby tries 

to save money by visiting that 

dodgy-looking hairdressers for 

a #5 cut and blow.
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Life can be complicated.

Compare quotes today to find your
perfect policy in just a few minutes.

But with mustard.co.uk, buying
car insurance doesn’t have to be.

mustard.co.uk or call 0330 022 7406

Making life a litt le less complicated

*Please see website for details. mustard.co.uk is a trading name of the H Bauer Publishing Limited Partnership which for general insurance distributi on is an Appointed Represent-
ati ve of Vast Visibility Limited, 8 Princes Parade, Liverpool, L3 1DL,which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority under Firm Reference Number 566973. 
You can check these details on the FCA Register.
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‘I’m facing 
death after 

starving 
myself’

‘Why can’t she
leave us alone?!’

‘I need to
make peace

with Rebekah’

HEALTH FEARS 
OVER KERRY’S 
DANGEROUS

DIET OBSESSION

CELEBS…AND SO MUCH MORE!

FORMER 34ST TEEN

FREE!
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COLEEN’S U-TURN

MICHELLE’S FURY OVER NEIGHBOUR 
LAUREN’S SHOCK MOVE

‘My man has 
finally made me 
love my body’

VICKY we’ll marry…
he’d freak out!’

SCARLETT

LOVE CONFESSIONS





LISA BURROW, EDITOR
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ABOUT FINDINGLOVE AGAIN
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hen Scarlett Moffatt and Vicky Pattison made

dramatic shape-up DVDs, it was inevitable

that interest in their weight would continue

for a while. But nothing could have prepared

them for the trolls who have relentlessly bullied them

since, driving them to a dark place . Now though, both are

on great form, putting it down to having met

the right person (after kissing a few frogs!).

Vicky says finding The One has made her swap

her “toxic relationship” with diet and exercise

for the realisation her body is “something that

will create life” one day. And Scarlett reveals

her policeman boyfriend tells her to think about

whether things she’s stressed about will still

matter in five years and, if not, to let them go.

What great advice – he sounds like a keeper!

TheprosofPrinceCharming

OUR
17-PAGE 

TV & FILM 
GUIDE

EXPERT ADVICE
ON RELATIONSHIPS, 
HEALTH, FASHION

& BEAUTY
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BEST CELEB 
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Read about 

Scarlett’s 

romance 

on page

30

She’s 

bounced back



Jess with her brother
at his fashion launch

MICHELLE’S FURY AS
TO MOVE AWAY FROM  T

Michelle Keegan is upset by Mark Wright’s 

ex Lauren Goodger’s constant wish to be 

close to him and his family

T

 ❛SHE FEELS LAUREN 

 ONLY DOES THESE THINGS TO 

 TRY TO UPSET THEM❜ 

hey celebrated 
their four-year 
anniversary 
earlier this year – 
but Mark Wright 

and Michelle Keegan are still 
seemingly unable to escape the 
shadow of his ex-fiancée Lauren 
Goodger, who has repeatedly 
spoken publicly about him 
since their split in 2011.

Rather than fading into the 
background, Lauren, 33, is 
apparently intent on ensuring 
she’s still on their radar – by 
recently moving into a new 
£1 million home, reportedly 
near to a luxury block of 
apartments in Chigwell, Essex, 
that are owned and have been 
renovated by Mark.

Although Mark and Michelle, 
both 32, don’t live in the block, 
his sister Jess, 34, does. Mark’s 
best mate James “Arg” Argent has 

also bought a 
house close by. 
Closer recently 
revealed that 
Michelle was 
riled by Lauren 
reigniting her 
friendship with 
Arg, 31 – even 
flying to Majorca 
last month to 
support him at 
his music gig. 

A source 
says, “Michelle 
is furious that 
Lauren is intent 
on being in that 
area, as she’s not 

far from where her sister-in-law 
Jess lives. Jess and Michelle are 
really good friends, so this has 
just made it a problem for when 
she wants to visit. The last thing 
Michelle wants is to run into 
Mark’s ex and she’s worried  
about bumping into her and 
it being awkward.”

During their stormy 10-year 
relationship, Lauren – who has 
a difficult relationship with her 
own parents – grew close to 
Mark’s family, particularly Jess, 
although they fell out shortly 
after the couple broke up for 
the final time.  

 
BAFFLED

The source continues, “Michelle 
is baffled as to why Lauren would 
even want to carry on living 
so near to her ex’s family or be 
matey with his friends, and why 
she wouldn’t move to a new area 
to start her life again. They split 
up eight years ago and Michelle 
really doesn’t understand why 
she can’t just leave them alone.” 

To make matters worse, the 
home she shares with Mark is 
in the same neighbourhood 
as Lauren. Insiders say the 
couple were forced to change 
gyms after Lauren recently told 
Closer that she had seen them 
during a workout and felt their 
relationship was “really odd” as 
they didn’t appear to speak to 
each other. 

The source adds, “She 
sometimes feels Lauren only 
does these things with the 
purpose of trying to upset 
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LAUREN REFUSES  
  THE WRIGHTS

them. Michelle and Mark have 
a lovely home and a wonderful 
life together, but she can’t help 
feeling that Lauren is a dark 
cloud hovering over them.”

Earlier this year, Lauren – who 
this month treated her Instagram 
followers to a peek inside her 
new home – claimed Mark and 
Michelle had “blanked her” 
when she smiled at them as they 
passed her in the street. They 
were later said to be “fuming” 
when she bragged about her and 
Mark’s sex life, and how they 
were “obsessed” with each other. 

Now Mark – who revealed 
during his honeymoon in 2015 

he’d had lawyers involved to try 
make Lauren stop talking about 
them – has apparently advised 
his family to avoid speaking to 
her when they see her. 

AWKWARD

The source says, “With Lauren 
living in the same area as Mark’s 
family, she’s often bumping 
into Jess and his parents. He’s 
told them it would be best for 
everyone if they didn’t engage 
in conversation with her.”

But Lauren – who once 
claimed she was booted out 
of TOWIE hangout Sheesh 
because Mark was about to 

arrive with friends, which 
he denies – refuses to let the 
awkwardness get to her.

The source says, “Lauren 
doesn’t understand the 
problem. This area is her 
home too, and ever since she 
and Mark split, she feels like 
she’s been frozen out. Why is 
it up to him to decide that he 
can live there and she can’t?

“Mark’s always jetting around 
the world and he doesn’t hang 
around Essex as much any more, 
which is why Lauren thinks it’s 
ridiculous she should be exiled 
just because Mark doesn’t want 
her in her own home town.”

fter posting a picture 

of herself with a 

dramatic new pout 

and a seemingly slimmed-

down nose, Michelle Keegan 

sparked backlash from fans, 

who compared her to her 

nemesis Lauren Goodger.

Some followers were quick 

HER SHOCK NEW LOOK SPARKS BACKLASH

to point out a resemblance 

to Lauren – who is notorious 

for going overboard with lip 

fillers – with fans calling them 

“ridiculous” and begging her 

to have them taken out. 

One said, “Both she and 

Lauren G are so set on drastically 

altering their appearance, 

where will it end…? What will be

considered ‘enough’?”, while

another asked, “Is she trying to

compete with Lauren Goodger

for the most plastic face?”

A source says, “Obviously

comparisons to Lauren will be

hurtful to Michelle, as well as

comments saying she looks

‘plastic’. She insists her ‘new’

look is mainly down to using

heavier, contoured make-up

and lighting to make it look

more drastic than it really is. She

doesn’t need any alterations –

she’s a naturally beautiful girl.”

While Lauren has openly

admitted going under the knife

for a boob job, nose job and

liposuction, as well as Botox

and fillers in her lips and jaw

line, actress Michelle has never

admitted to any cosmetic

surgery, saying in 2012, “It’s my 

business. It’s my face, so what if 

I have or haven’t?”

A

Lauren is 

unfazed 



SHOCK U-TURN: 

heir infamous
“war of the
WAGS” is
still causing
ructions – and

even celebrities such as Robbie
Williams have weighed in on
the drama. Earlier this month,
he appeared to slam Coleen
Rooney for accusing Rebekah
Vardy’s account of leaking fake
stories about her to the press
– with Robbie warning that
the backlash from the fallout
could be “suicide-causing”. And
Celebrity X Factor star and former
footballer Vinnie Jones branded
them an “embarrassment
to their husbands.”

And pals say that Coleen, 33

– who is notoriously private –
is so fed up with all the ongoing
drama since she posted her
accusation on Instagram in
October, that she is now hoping
to initiate “peace talks” with
Rebekah, 37 – who has insisted
she was not the perpetrator.

A source says, “Coleen has
begrudgingly accepted that it
may have been a mistake to go
public in the way she did. She
never thought it would create
something as ridiculously
overblown as this ‘WAG war’.
Even though she still feels she
was justified in highlighting
how she’s been trying to get to
the bottom of who was leaking
stories on her life, she also
accepts that, in hindsight, she

could have gone about it
differently to save herself
from all this controversy.

FORGIVENESS

“Coleen wants to speak to
Rebekah directly within
the coming weeks. They
used to chat and message
before but, obviously, all
communication stopped
when this blew up. The last
time they spoke directly was
when Rebekah called Coleen

COLEENCALL S
WITH REBEK A

T

6

● Coleen Rooney wants to speak to Rebekah 

Vardy to end their ‘WAG war’

● She wants a ‘special’ Christmas with Wayne and 

their sons without the drama hanging over them

● But friends fear her olive branch could be seen 

as an admission of guilt over pointing the finger 

at Rebekah’s Instagram account for leaking stories

With Wayne and 

their four boys

Jamie and Wayne used to play for England
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to ask why she had put that post
up. Everything else has been
handled through their lawyers. 
Coleen thinks things will be 
sorted quicker now if she just 
speaks to Rebekah on the phone.”

However, Coleen’s friends 
are worried the damage may 
already have been done, as 
Rebekah has already said their 
feud has “gone past an apology”. 
They’ve warned Coleen that 
an olive branch could look like 
an admission of guilt, which 
Coleen insists isn’t the case. 

The source adds, “From 
Coleen’s side, she has never 
wanted to be in the spotlight and 
just wants a quiet life, so it’s a 
little ironic that she’s under the 
microscope because of her own 
post. She hates people talking 
about her – that’s why she put the 
statement out in the first place, 
as a warning to anyone betraying 
her trust – so now she wants 
all this put to bed for good. 

“Rebekah has told mutual 
friends that she is still feeling 
hurt and humiliated. She would
take the phone call
for her own peace of
mind, but it’s unlikel
there’ll be any 
forgiveness between
the pair. Rebekah 
has been saying 
that if they’d had 
this conversation 
in the first place, she’d never
have had to go through all this
while she’s pregnant.”

Coleen’s Instagram sting 
operation made headlines 
around the world, and she was 
comically dubbed “WAGatha 
Christie”. However, Rebekah, 
who is seven months pregnant 

SFORATRUCE
EK AH

with her fifth child, vehemently 
denied the claims and instructed 
her lawyers to do a “forensic 
investigation” on her account, 
saying she wished Coleen had 
called her before going public, 
as “various people” have had 
access to her social media 
accounts. There were reports 
at  the time that Rebekah had 
cut short her holiday to Dubai 
as the news broke, with insiders 
describing how the accusation 
had left her “distraught”. 

MARRIAGE TENSION

Although she was initially lauded 
for her amateur detective work, 
the tide has begun to turn against 
Coleen in recent weeks as the 
public called for her to release

the evidence she claimed she
had collected. She suffered
even more trolling last week,
with tweets directed at her 
including, “If Coleen is so 
adamant to publicly accuse, 
she should be willing to show 
the fruits of her ‘investigation’.” 
Another wrote, “If Becky has 

proof it wasn t her then Coleen
will look an idiot… this should 
have been dealt with privately!”

Closer recently told how the 
“WAG war” had caused tension 
between Coleen and footballer 
husband Wayne, who played 
alongside Rebekah’s husband

Jamie Vardy for
England, as he hasn’t
publicly defended
her or posted a public
photo of her in support
– in stark contrast to
Jamie, who has thrown
his support behind his
wife from the start.

DRAMA-FREE

And a source says one of the
reasons Coleen is calling 
Rebekah is to help heal their 
marital strain. Wayne has 
returned to the UK following an 
18-month stint at DC United in 
Washington and has two months 

report
News

 ❛SHE’S ACCEPTED THAT IT 

 MAY HAVE BEEN A MISTAKE TO 

 GO PUBLIC IN THE WAY SHE DID❜ 

off work before he joins his new
team Derby County in January. 
And pals say she just wants to 
spend this time together as a 
family, with their four boys Kai, 
ten, Klay, six, Kit, three, and 
one-year-old Cass. The source 
explains, “Coleen knows she and 
Rebekah will never be friends 
again, but that’s not her concern 
right now. She just doesn’t want 
this hanging over her and Wayne 
and their family any longer.

“And she doesn’t want to go 
into the new year at odds with 
Wayne, who is fed up with it all. 
This Christmas is a special time 
for them, because for most of 
their 17 years together, Wayne 
has had matches over the festive 
season – so this is one of the first 
times they’ll have the whole 
holiday to relax as a family. 
It will be even more relaxed if 
they can go into it drama-free.”
By Daisy McLure 

Rebekah is seven months 
pregnant with her fifth child

The pair – here in 2016 – 

used to be close 





S

Ant and girlfriend Anne-

Marie in Australia together

Craig and Lisa in LA

together last year
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Two years after her split from Ant McPartlin, pals 

say Lisa Armstrong finally feels free to move on

LISA’S READY 

TO LOVE AGAIN

he was all smiles 
as she left a 
Strictly after-
party last week, 
staying defiant 

amid her bitter ongoing divorce 
battle with Ant McPartlin.  

And insiders reveal Lisa 
Armstrong, 43, has finally got 
her spark back, thanks to best 
pal Craig Robert Young – who’s 
vowed to help the celebrity 
make-up artist find new 
romance as she prepares for a 
showdown with her ex in court.

Her former Deuce bandmate 
plans to whisk away his friend on 
a lavish holiday to Mexico over 
the New Year, and is advising Lisa 
to focus on her future happiness 
in the build-up to finalising her 
£62 million divorce from the 
I’m a Celeb! host, 44.

 
DATING APPS

A source says, “Lisa’s been going 
through hell behind closed 
doors. Craig knows how much 
she needs a breather, so he’s 
booked a trip to stay in the best 
resort in Cabo. He really wants 
her to be able to relax. They’re 
going as part of a group that 
includes some single guys, and 
he hopes she will hit it off with 
one of them. If not, he can be 
her wingman on nights out. 

“Ultimately, he’ll encourage 
her to get back out there and 
realise how much of a catch she 
is. He’s already been urging her 
to download dating apps, too.”

Ant and Lisa split in January 
2017 after 11 years of marriage, 
when it emerged that he 
had been struggling with an 
addiction to painkillers after 
knee surgery. And Lisa was said 
to be heartbroken when, just 
months later, it was revealed 
Ant was dating her former 
friend and Ant’s PA, Anne-

Marie Corbett, 43.

DIFFICULT 

Their divorce has 
raged on since, with 
their dispute mainly 
being Lisa’s refusal to 
sign a non-disclosure 
agreement, along 
with her apparent 
desire to have her 
day in court. And 
pals say the Mexico 

break couldn’t have come at a 
more perfect time. The source 
adds, “This time of year is really 
difficult for her, with all the hype 
over her ex being back on TV. It’s 
also the first Christmas following 
the death of her beloved dad 
Derek, after a lengthy cancer 
battle. It’s also hard for her to be 
seeing Ant and her former friend 
happy together in Australia.

“She’s understandably feeling 
anxious about coming face-to-

face with her ex in court and is 
hoping the trip away will help 
her to de-stress and mentally 
prepare for what’s ahead. Craig 
really wants Lisa to move on and 
she’s agreed that now is as good a 
time as any. Up to this point, she’s 
been focusing mainly on her 
career – but she says she needs 
something positive in her life, 
even if it is just having a bit of 
fun with a friend, on holiday.”
By Daisy McLure 

 ❛IT’S HARD FOR HER TO SEE 

 ANT AND HIS GIRLFRIEND 

 HAPPY IN AUSTRALIA❜ 



he was rushed 
to hospital last 
month with a 
mystery illness, 
leaving her in 

pain and worrying her family.
But just weeks after returning 

home, Kerry Katona has 
been promoting weight-
loss alternative SkinnyJab 
injections – and now those 
close to her are concerned her 
obsession with extreme dieting 
is dangerous and could do long-
term damage to her health.

The mum of five – who at 5ft 
2in has fluctuated between a 
dress size 6 and 14 over the years 
– turns 40 next September, 
and has told close pals she is 
determined to be in the best-
ever shape when she reaches 
the milestone birthday. 

Posing in a figure-hugging 
tracksuit on Instagram recently, 
she revealed she’d already lost 

a stone in four weeks, but there 
are fears her quick-fix yo-yo 
dieting is putting too much 
strain on her body after her 
hospitalisation. As Closer went
to press, the mum-of-five – who
has endured a traumatic few 
months following the drug-
related death of ex-husband 
George Kay at 39 in July – is 
still unsure why she’s been ill,
saying tests are still ongoing.

WARNING

A source says, “There’s no 
denying Kerry looks great. 
When she turns 40 next year,
she wants to look even better
than she did at 20. She also 
wants to try to lose at least 
another stone by the New Year, 
but her mates are worried by 
how obsessed she seems to be 
with it at the moment. 

“They’ve warned her to be 
careful, as it was only a couple 

of weeks ago she was lying in 
a hospital bed feeling really
poorly. Now she’s putting 
herself and her body under all 
this pressure, when the most 
important thing should be 
resting and recovering.”

According to SkinnyJab’s 
website, the product works 
to suppress appetite and 
reduce sugar cravings. Kerry 
has defended the weight loss 
method, saying, “If this pen 
[which injects the drug into the 
body] is going to help me lose 
weight and help me feel good 
about myself, then what’s the 
problem?” However, concerns 
have been raised that no 
scientific details appear on the 
products’ online labelling, and 
no research has been possible 
into long-term effects.

Kerry first began using the 

FEARS OVER 
KERRY’S SKINNY 
OBSESSION

injection in 2017, losing 2st in
six weeks, and also had a tummy 
tuck and liposuction in both 
2007 and 2016. But her use of 
quick-fix weight loss methods 
have left fans fearful that her 
children – Molly, 18, Lilly-Sue, 
16, Heidi, 12, Maxwell, 11, and 
five-year-old Dylan-Jorge – 
could be influenced by her. 

UNDER FIRE

Earlier this month, Kerry 
recorded a passionate Instagram 
Live video defending the jabs, 
while she was in the company of 
Heidi. Then last week, one fan 
commented on an advertising 
post, asking, “Should you really 
be promoting this in front of 
your daughter? What’s wrong 
with doing it right – cutting out 
crap, exercising and keeping it 
off properly?” While another 
quizzed, “Would you let your 
daughters inject this?” 

Last year, Kerry came under 
fire for praising her teenage 
daughter Lilly-Sue for using the 
Herbalife plan, which involves 
taking supplements and meal 
replacement shakes to slim 
down. She said, “I know it’s 
controversial, but I think the 
Herbalife protein shakes are 
good for you... She wanted to 
feel better, so I told her to try the 
shakes along with eating healthy 

While Kerry Katona goes to extremes to ‘look her best’ in 

the run-up to her 40th, friends worry she’s taking it too far

S

Lilly-Sue started 

taking Herbalife 

shakes and teas…

…she has 

since lost a 

lot of weight 

Kerry posted a snap of 

her in hospital

Her weight loss ad post sparked backlash
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meals.” There are concerns the
products haven’t been tested
enough, with concerns about 
lead poisoning, liver damage 
and hepatitis. In response to 
a request for comment from 
Closer, Herbalife said, “We 
always advocate use of our 
products as part of a balanced 
diet and exercise.” 

CONCERN

Kerry – who insists that she is 
still exercising while using the 
jabs, plus watching what she 
eats – has told friends, despite 
the concern, she won’t stop 
using them. The insider adds, 
“She doesn’t see this as having a 
negative effect on her children. 
She argues obesity is unhealthy, 
so why is it bad for them to see 
their mum keeping her weight 

down and feeling great and 
energetic in the process?”

Although Kerry’s 
boyfriend Ryan Mahoney, 
31 – a fitness and nutrition 
expert who also promotes 
the Herbalife programme 
– has praised Kerry for her 
change, insiders say he has
also urged her to be mindful
about slimming methods.

The source adds, “Ryan is
an expert on this and is giving
Kerry lots of support. He’s
always thought exercise and
healthy eating is the best way
to lose weight and keep it off.
He’s wary because he knows
some people can become
addicted to weight loss jabs, but
he says he won’t let that happen
to Kerry. His aim is to help her
get to a weight she’s happy with
and keep her fit and healthy –
without needing the jabs.”

Working out with 

boyfriend Ryan

Kerry in 2014 after 

having Dylan-Jorge

Dr Ross Perry, GP and Medical Director of CosmedicsUK, says, 

“With all weight loss scenarios, there’s no quick medical fix. It’s 

too early to tell the damage SkinnyJab has on the body as it’s only 

recently been approved, so we don’t know the long-term effects. 

It should only be taken as a short-term option. There are always 

side effects to medication. The danger is, the more you take the 

jabs the more resistant you become. They may not work very well 

and leave you in a worse state than when you started.”

A spokesperson for SkinnyJab told Closer, “It is a prescription 

drug licenced for weight loss and an extremely effective kick-start 

to dieting. We always ensure patients have breaks and it is taken 

as a part of a comprehensive diet programme. Most patients 

reach their weight loss target within a month to six months, 

dependent on the weight they have to lose.” 

‘It’s too early to tell what damage SkinnyJabs can do’



espite their
bitter split in
May last year,
when she 
claimed he’d 

had sex with their 
children’s nanny in 
heir home – following 
is confession he’d also 
edded her two former 
als Jane Pountney and 
hrissy Thomas – Jordan 

nd Kieran Hayler have 
ayed on amicable terms, 
th her even stating they 
ave always got on well.”
But that all seemed to 
nge last week when 
ran moved out of his 
’s house, where he’s 

been living since their split, and 
in to a new country cottage he’s 
bought with his girlfriend of
one year, Michelle Pentecost. 

In July, mum-of-two 
Michelle was awarded a 
five-year restraining order 
against Jordan, 41– real 
name Katie Price – after the 
former glamour girl admitted 
subjecting her to a tirade of 
abuse, including shouting 
“f***ing c***” at her and her 
friend Andrea Quigley multiple 
times in the playground of 
their kids’ school. Jordan had 
approached the women “in a 
threatening manner” and told 
them, “I can be as f***ing rude as 
I want to... you stupid c***.”

CUT OFF 

In a victim statement, 
Michelle told how the 
incident had left her “anxious”
of bumping into her again,
and claimed Jordan had been
“poisoning” her and Kieran’s
kids, Jett, six, and Bunny, five
– who go to the same school
as Michelle’s – against her by
saying she “has a big fat arse
and that [she] hates mummy
[Jordan].” Jordan replied by
accusing Michelle of creating
“exaggerated nonsense.”

The order means Jordan
won’t be able to drop off or pick
up the kids from their dad’s

JORDAN’S  F
‘CHOOSES  M
Jordan is embroiled in another war 

with nemesis Michelle Pentecost  

after she moves in with Kieran Hayler  

– and bans her from visiting the kids

D
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Kieran is loved-up 

with his new girlfriend

The pair have taken their 

relationship to the next level 

by moving in together 

Kieran posted these 

gushing tributes 

about Michelle
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home for the next five years at
risk of being in contact with
Michelle. But friends say that 
when she found out about 
the new home, she furiously 
insisted Kieran demand that 
Michelle ignore the restraining 
order against her – only for the 
couple to retaliate, with Kieran 
cutting her off instead.

A source explains, “Katie is 
so angry – she’s told Kieran he 
should be sticking up for her 
in all this and believes Michelle 
is deliberately driving a wedge 
between them by playing the 
victim. But of course, when 
Kieran went back and relayed it 
to Michelle, she too was furious 
and told Kieran he had to 
choose between her and Katie.”

A MISTAKE  

Kieran – who was recently 
pictured resting his hand on 
Michelle’s stomach, sparking 
rumours she’s expecting their 
first child together – made his 
decision clear when he posted 
a series of pictures and videos 
dedicated to his girlfriend, 
gushing, “I wanna love you 
forever #truelove”, and “You are 
all I ever need.” And in a direct 
dig at Jordan – who also has son 
Harvey, 17, by Dwight Yorke,  
and Junior, 14, and Princess, 
12, from her marriage to Peter 
Andre – Kieran posted a quote 
to Michelle, “I’ve made a lot of 
mistakes, but you’ll never be 
one of them.”

His dedication to his new 
girlfriend has only gone to 
further Jordan’s dislike of 
her. The source explains, 
“She thinks Michelle’s being 
smug at her expense. There’s 

S  FURY AS KIERAN 
  MICHELLE’ OVERHER

nothing worse for Katie than 
the thought of someone feeling 
they’ve got one up on her. 
But there’s no way Michelle 
is backing down. In order to 
withdraw a restraining order, 
Michelle and Katie would have 
to attend court together and 
both want it overturned. Why 
would Michelle do that? She 
doesn’t want to see her ever 
again, let alone have her on 
the doorstep.”

Jordan’s anger has also caused 
a rift between her and fiancé 
Kris Boyson, 31. The on/off 
couple reunited last month 
after she dumped him over 
the phone when her fling with 
toyboy Charles Drury, 22, 
was exposed, just two months 
after Kris proposed. Friends 
told Closer last week that their 
wedding plans are back on – 
despite her divorce from Kieran 
not yet being finalised. 

CONSTANT DRAMA

But last week, he was seen 
storming off during an 
argument with her at London’s 
Winter Wonderland as she ran 
after him. The source explains, 
“Katie was ranting about 
Kieran, and Kris kept telling 
her it shouldn’t be a problem 
– she is banned from driving 
anyway, so she doesn’t need 
to be there when the kids are 
getting picked up and dropped 
off, as Kieran can do it. He has 
told her it feels like she is just 
upset about not being allowed 
to be involved with him, rather 
than the kids, and Kris is sick 
of always being caught up in 
drama with her exes.”
By Daisy McLure 

HER EX-FIANCÉ: 

he’s got three 

marriages under 

her belt, but former 

Gladiator star Ace – 

real name Warren Fuller – could 

have upped it to four. The 47 year 

old was engaged to Jordan for 

two years, presenting her with a 

£3,500 diamond ring before they 

split in 1999. Last week, he spoke 

out about their romance for the 

first time, saying, “We were very 

similar people, we grew up with 

similar backgrounds, we both 

took our clothes off for a living. 

We were both deriving our 

identities from being relevant 

in the media. We were both 

selling stories.”

Warren – who is a born-again 

Christian – also urged his ex to 

find God to heal after a turbulent 

year of drug abuse claims and 

near-bankruptcy. He said, “I feel 

God is saying to me, ‘Warren, 

Katie might listen’. She’s caught 

up in materialistic things.” 

‘She needs to find God’

S

The pair were 

briefly engaged 

in the late ’90s

As gladiator 
Ace in his 
heyday 





ampmates Jacqueline Jossa, Kate Garraway

and Nadine Coyle have been trying to avoid

showering and stripping down to their bikinis.

If this is because they’re body conscious and

worried about online trolling, then I really feel for them.

But if it’s because they’re scared of becoming pin-ups, like

Myleene Klass or Helen Flanagan were in the jungle, then

that’s pathetic and they should embrace it! The pool water

is absolutely freezing and it’s a challenge to get in there,

but they can’t go for three weeks without washing. As for

Caitlyn Jenner, I feel she’s epic whenever

she does a trial or opens up about the

Kardashians, but she seems to be

struggling emotionally. It must be so

hard for her, as she’s 70 and the next

person close to her in age is Ian Wright

[who is 56]. She also has no idea who any

of these people are, so she has no-one to

bond with and she is so unbelievably far

out of her comfort zone. I also don’t like all

the American jokes she is making and the

dumbing down of the UK – I’m sure we will

all get bored of that soon. I don’t think

Caitlyn is going to be the gift that keeps on

giving. I think she might walk – she’s only in

there for the £500,000.

Aside from the two latecomers,

other celebrities are on standby

in case anyone gets injured or ill –

but get sent home once the

voting starts, as then it doesn’t

matter if someone leaves. They

travel first class, stay in a hotel

and get paid £20,000. Timmy

Mallett did that for three years

before he got in, but that’s rare as

most don’t go in the show. And if

you go on Extra Camp before

you’ve done the jungle, you won’t

go in the main show either, as you

see how it works too well.

Viewing figures for the first

episode dropped by one

million compared to last year

and people have been calling

for Holly Willoughby to come

back, but I’m a huge fan of

Ant and Dec and the show

wouldn’t be the same

without them and their wit.

I don’t think the problem is

Ant. You have to remember

the show’s been going for 17

years in the same format, so

maybe that could be why

people have tuned out.

Last year, Holly was a

novelty everyone was keen

to see how she would do and

what she wore, but I don’t

think they were loyal fans

who watched every night

maybe just the first few

nights. We all know Ant had a

major blip in his personal life.

The majority of the public got

over it, though, and he looks

better than he’s done for

years. I think it’s only right

that he’s been allowed a

second chance.

C

THE GIRLS ARE
BEING PATHETIC!

CELEBS ARE ON

STANDBY FOR £20K!

I’m a

eb 2008 CAMPMATE, 38,

HER JUNGLE THOUGHTS

 SECRETS EVERY WEEK

COLA 
cLEAN

JAMES: I know

James and

he’s being

true to himself

– he’s funny,

respectful and

very intelligent.

ADELE: I think

she had a game

plan with the

Jane McDonald

ordeal and

tried to alienate

Roman. I don’t

like her.

She feels for Jacqueline

She think
Caitlyn will
walk out

Ant and Dec back together,

after Ant took a year out

The Versace hotel where

the standbys stay
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Nicola 

embraces the 

jungle bathing 

experience
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As furore surrounds Prince Andrew after his interview

about his friendship with Jeffrey Epstein, a royal expert

reveals the effects for Prince Harry and Meghan Markle

ROYAL EXPERT ON PRINCE ANDREW SCANDAL: 

‘ Harry & Meghan will have to 
help repair the monarchy’

hey’ve been the 
focus of negative 
headlines over 
the past year, 
but the drama 

around “royal rebels” Prince 
Harry and Meghan was last week 
overshadowed by Harry’s uncle, 
whose “car crash” interview has 
rocked the Royal Family.

During his tense 60-minute
grilling by the BBC’s Emily
Maitlis, Prince Andrew admitted
to staying at the home of his
friend, convicted paedophile
Jeffrey Epstein, following the
billionaire’s release from prison
on sex trafficking charges in 2011.

The Prince has repeatedly
denied having sex with Virginia 
Roberts, who claims she slept 
with him in London when she 
was 17. After his interview, 
he was slammed for failing to 
express sympathy for Epstein’s 
victims, allegedly leading to an 
unprecedented move by the 
Queen to effectively “sack” her 
son by stripping him of royal 
duties. And royal expert Duncan 
Larcombe tells Closer that,
while the Duke of York’s huge
breach of protocol has shaken
the monarchy, it may take some
pressure off under-fire Prince
Harry and Meghan. They have
faced criticism in recent months
for everything, from flying by
private jet while preaching about
being eco-friendly, to reportedly
falling out with Prince William
and Kate Middleton.

He explains, “It’s been a
dreadful year for Harry and

Meghan. All
the furore
around Andrew 
may well have inadvertently 
done them a favour by giving 
them some respite from the 
quite relentless scrutiny they 
have faced.”

However, after the enormous 
damage caused by the scandal 
around Andrew, Duncan insists 
that Harry and Meghan – along 
with the rest of the royal family – 
will be expected to pull together
to help rebuild the reputation of
the monarchy.

Duncan explains, “If Harry
and Meghan had been thinking
of reducing their royal role or
possibly moving to the United
States, as has been reported,
that’s now even more unlikely.

“What’s happened with
Andrew demonstrates that Harry
will have an even more important
part to play in repairing the
public image of the Royal Family.

This time last week, it was
unthinkable that Andrew could
be sacked from royal duties, but
it’s taken less than four days for
that to become reality. The Queen
will expect all hands on deck –
including Harry and Meghan
– to earn back and protect the
reputation of The Firm.”

The young royals caused
controversy recently by
confirming they plan to spend
Christmas with Meghan’s mum

CLOSERONLINE.CO.UK16

Doria on a six-week break in 
LA with baby Archie, rather 
than the traditional gathering 
at Sandringham with the rest 
of the Royal Family. 

Duncan adds, “I imagine they 
will take time over Christmas to 
really think about their future 
– because, whether they like it 
or not, the scale of damage that 
Andrew has created with the 
public can now only be rebuilt 
with their full support.”

Prince 

Andrew’s 

interview 

was widely 

condemned
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CLOSER NEWS REPORT

be confined to farrowing crates 
for five weeks while they suckle 
their piglets – which will head 
to slaughter at six months old, 
despite their natural lifespan 
being 15 years. 

“In the wild, mother pigs 
walk for miles to gather nesting 
materials for piglets, but these 
cruel cages are so small the sow 
can hardly move. Sadly, piglets 
often die when they become 
trapped between their mother 
and the concrete floor. Few pigs 
make it to four years old – those 
that do will live a miserable, 
painful existence, being 

intensively bred, then
killed for cut-price meat.
This is the true cost of 
cheap pork. The industry 
needs to overhaul 
their standards – these 

animals are being failed.”

LEGISLATION

In some supermarkets, you 
can buy bacon for just 95p. In 
July this year, Tesco stopped 
using Red Tractor assured 
pork from Hogwood Farm, 
after several exposés by Viva! 
revealed piles of rotting 
animal corpses and pigs 
subjected to filthy conditions.

Natasha Smith, UK 
Campaigns Manager at 
Compassion in World Farming, 
says, “The UK government 
needs to follow the example 
of other countries, who have 

very year, the
bacon industry
is worth a huge
£900 million 
in the UK, with 

11 million pigs slaughtered 
annually to satisfy British 
shoppers’ craving for the 
salt-cured meat. 

Yet, despite being a nation 
of animal lovers, most people 
aren’t aware of the horrific 
conditions the majority of 
them are kept in. 

Most pigs bred for meat 
are kept in warehouses with 
little to no natural light. Up 
to 40 animals are crammed 
into enclosures with such 
limited space, they are often 
unable to lie down to sleep 
on the concrete floor. 

Shockingly, an estimated  
93 per cent of pigs bred in 
the UK are factory farmed in 
this way, and although most 
shoppers consider pig welfare 
important, many farmers are 
seemingly unwilling to make 
the animals’ wellbeing a priority. 

DESPERATE

Founder of vegan charity Viva!, 
Juliet Gellatley has been raising 
awareness about pig farms 
since she saw the shocking 
conditions first-hand in 1979, 
when she was investigating 
a farm at just 15-years-old. 

She says, “I’m still haunted by 
the desperate pig I saw 40 years 
ago. He was trapped in a dingy 
shed with no natural light and 
salivating at the mouth – a sign 
of severe stress. He looked like 
he truly wanted a better life.”

Since then, the animal 
welfare campaigner has 
investigated 60 farms across the 
UK. She says, “Factory farming 
conditions are only getting 

worse. Most of the farms I’ve
inspected have industrial
sheds full of hundreds of 
pigs, sometimes so cramped 
they can’t move or sleep.

CONFINED 

“Pigs are highly intelligent 
creatures, who display trust, 
empathy, grief and joy. Experts 
suggest they’re brighter 
than dogs and have the brain 
capacity of a three-year-old 
child – so it’s no wonder 
they’re driven mad with 
boredom and frustration in 
factory farms. Sows resort 
to gnawing on metal bars, 
and in extreme cases, 
cannibalism. The sheds 
are so filthy that disease 
quickly spreads, including 
respiratory problems from 
the choking smell.”

The issue of poor 
pig welfare first hit the 
headlines in 1999, when 
sow stalls – tight metal 
cages used to contain sows 
for their 16-week pregnancy 
– were made illegal in 
the UK. And in 2000, the 
Red Tractor scheme was 
launched to set an industry 
standard for all farming. But, 
according to Juliet, little has 
changed since then.

BAD CONDITIONS

She says, “Consumers want 
better welfare for pigs, but 
twenty years on from the 
launch of Red Tractor, there 
hasn’t been much progress. 
Shoppers may believe they are 
buying higher-welfare pork 
when they see the assurance 
label, but pigs raised in their 
approved farms can be kept 
on concrete flooring, with no 
straw or bedding. And sows can 
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 ❛PIGS ARE BRIGHTER THAN 

 DOGS AND ARE AS INTELLIGENT 

  AS A THREE-YEAR-OLD CHILD❜ 


